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THE NATURE, DEVELOPMENT, AND METHOD OF THE PRESENT STUDY 
During the past forty years increasing numbers of American colleges 
have established courses in the humanitieso This has often been 
ref erred to as a nrevi val II of the humanities, sine e in many ways the 
present courses are distinct from anything offered in the colleges of 
the past century. Today the term humanities is generally used in edu-
cation to designate a group of disciplines distinguished in content, 
methody and objectives from the physical and biological sciences and, 
though less decisively, from the social sciences. Philosophyj litera-
ture, languages~ music 1 and art are the disciplines most often found 
within the framework of the courses and programs labeled as humanitieso 
Emphasis is usually placed upon the study of man as a creative individual 
rather than upon man as a social beingJ but frequent use of history 
either in the form of parallel subject matter or as a method to correlate 
and unify other disciplines narrows the gap between the humanities and 
the social scienceso 
--, 
Hwnani ties courses» offered in two distinct forms J have constituted\ 
I 
a portion of the general-education requirements in the Oklahoma st.ate ( 
\ 
colleges for the past nine yearso 
i 
These courses are the objects of the\ 
) 
,_,..f present studyo 
The Problem 
This study was concerned with a comparison of the humanities 
2 
courses that are offered to satisfy the general-education requirements 
, 
of the six state colleges of Oklahoma. , These six similar schools, 
I 
originally established as normal schools, still function more or less 
as single-purpose colleges, although each of the schools offers degrees 
in fields other than education. The schools by name and location are 
East Central State College at Ada; Northwestern State College at Alva; 
Southeastern State College at Durant; Central State College at Edmond; 
Northeastern State College at Tahlequah; and, Southwestern State College 
at Weatherford. 
The problem of this study may be st~t~ specifically in this manner: 
What is the nature of the humanities courses that~ established to 
fulfill the requirements of the general-education program in the six 
Oklahoma state-supported teacher- education institutions? 
Following are subordinate problems to which consideration will be 
given: 
1. What are the humanities courses attempting to accomplish? 
(the objectives) 
2. What are the general means of the humanities courses? ( the / 
philosophy, approaches, and integrative principles) i/' 
J. What are the special means of the humanities courses? 
(teaching procedures) 
4. What subject matter is taught in the humanities courses? 
( the content) 
5. What are the beliefs of the teachers concerning the humanities I 
cdurses? (viewpoints and opinions) 
Basic Hypothesis 
r 
Humanities courses which are intended. to sati ·sfy the requirements 
of the general-education program in the Oklahoma state colleges have 
basic differences and similarities . 
3 
Needs for the Study 
~ 
In an inductive process descriptive science or knowledge must pre- \ 
I 
cede normative science or knowledgeo The properties of an object must \ 
be examined and described before any generalizations can be established oJ' 
The inductive method applied to education, as it often is, demands that 
evaluation, standardization, or any other normative process be preceded 
I 
by the prior establishment of a descriptive base o Objects that are new 
in education, therefore, need to be investigated and described o The 
humanities courses of the state colleges have been offered over the past 
nine years and are relatively new o The courses have been established 
long enough, however, that it may be assumed that reliable data may be 
obtained by an investigation. A descriptive study of the humanities 
courses is needed, then~ as a first step toward evaluation . 
Knowledge gained by a descriptive study is useful in other areas o 
Such a study is always important in the field of comparative educ ationo 
In fact, when a descriptive study is made of several courses in either 
one or more schools it becomes of itself a comparative study , since 
description is aided by placing things side by side in comparative 
fashion. 1It may also become a reference for comparison with courses 
beyond the provinces of the present study . 
There is a need among teachers of the humanities to know what ot her s 
are doing and how they are doing it. With this knowledge teachers may 
re-evaluate their own work and improve it by the acceptance of the work 
of others that they judge as excellent and adaptable to their own si t u-
ations and problemso A preliminary investigation revealed that there 
had been no workshops, committees , or other collective attempts to 
exchange information or to clarify the function of the humanities in the 
4 
general-education programs of the state colleges. Certainly , thenj this 
is a need which can be at least partly satisfied by an interested investi-
gator, whose effort may lead to more complete interaction among the 
teachers. Closely associated with this is the problem of adjusting to 
a rapidly changing college climate. Enrollment has already more than 
doubled at one of the subject schools in a three-year period, and the 
other colleges can well profit from its experience. Another college is 
in its first year of a new experimental general-education program 9 
instituted after a detailed faculty study. Data concerning this experi-
ment may be of great value to those who wish to begin similar studies 
or to compare their own programs. Unique methods and experiences of 
certain humanities teachers may satisfy the needs of other teachers who 
may wish to adopt or to experiment with something new. Preliminary 
inquiries indicated, for example, that some teachers were using new 
techniques of group dynamics which may be of value to others. 
A status study may also answer a need of the subject schools by 
showing where order and application may be improved and how rapport 
among the schools may be established for their pursuit of common goals. 
Descriptive studies also answer an historical need by recording 1 
' 
the present from which trends in the future may be established and ~ L,/"' 
comparisons made with the past . j 
Basic Assumptions 
For the purposes of this study it was assumed that general education 
constituted a necessary and valuable portion of the curriculums of the 
state colleges and that the humanities courses were a basic and essential 
part of general education. 
5 
It was also assumed that the. nature of the humanities courses could , 
be ascertained by an investigation and comparison of the objectives j 
content, and method:ology of the courses and of teachers' viewpoints 
concerning the courses. 
The assumption was also made that data appropriate to and sufficient 
for the .description of the nature of the humanities courses could be 
obtained through the combined use of observational, questionnaire , and 
interview techniques. 
It was further assumed that there was a specific need for a descri p-
tive study of the humanities courses in the general-education programll 
of the Oklahoma state colleges. 
The Purposes of the Study 
The major purpose of the study was to describe and compare the 
humanities courses that are a part of the general-education requirements 
of the Oklahoma state colleges . / 
Consequential and essential to this major purpose are the following 
purposes: 
a. To discover and compare what the teachers are attempting to do 
in the various courses . 
b. To ascertain the means, both general and special, used by t he 
teachers to accomplish their desired ends . 
c. To ascertain and · compare the topical subject matter used by 
the teachers to achieve their desired outcomes. 
d. To discover what forces and conditions influence the teacher s 
in their present practices and what they would otherwise do if freed 
from these restraints . 
6 
e. To record the opinions 9 viewpoints, and experiences of the 
teachers in regard to the humanities courses. 





out an investigation designed to yield data relevant to the foregoing / 
purposes. 
Scope of the Study 
The study was concerned with the six state-supported colleges in 
Oklahoma that were originally established as normal schools and have 
to the present retained teacher education as a major function. These 
colleges are located in the cities of Ada , Alva, Durant, Edmond, 
Tahlequah, and Weatherford. 
The study was concerned with the status of the humanities courses 
as they were offered and taught during the school year of 1958- 59 . The / 
study was not concerned with the history or development of the humanities , 
I 
courses except in places where it was nec~ssary to provide a background 
for a fuller understanding of the present . 
~ The study was concerned with the objectives , content , and method s 
of the humanities courses that are a part of the general-education 
programs of the subject colleges . The study was concerned with other 
factors such as administration, guidance , finance, teacher load , physical . 
plant, and facilities only insofar as there was some direct influence 
upon the humanities courses. These courses with their titles , numerical 
designatio~s 9 and descriptionb were as follows: 
General Humanities 203 
Study of significant ideas of Western man as manifest in art, 
music, literature p and philosophy. 
General Humanities 213 
Continuation of Humanities 203 . 
/ 
7 
Introduction to Literature 222 .Q!: 223 
An area course identical in objectives respecting literature wi t h 
General Humanities 203-21:3. 
Art in, Life 232 
An area course identical in objectives respecting art with General 
Humanities 203-21:3. 
Music in Life ~ 
:Az:l . area course identical in objectives respecting music with 
General Humanities 20 :3-21 :3 • 
. . ·Philosophy !a Life 252 
'..An •. area course identical in objectives respecting philosophy with 
General ·Humanities 203-21.3.l 
Courses ih psychology and sociology which were elective as partial 
fulfillment of the humanities requirements in certain of the subject 
schools were not considered in this study. 
It is reco~nized that value judgment is unavoidable in a descriptive 
and comparative study9 but evaluation was not the purpose nor intent of 
this study. 
Sources of Data 
The data for this study were obtained from the following sources g 
1. Recent and available literature on general education , l i beral 
. education, the humanities, arrl related subjects. 
2. Literature concerned with the methodology of instruction in 
higher education. 
:3. Literature concerned with the general-education programs and 




1The numbers, course .names, and descriptions are identical for all 
of the subject schools except Southwestern State College at Weatherford . 
This college inaugurated a new experimental general education program 
in 1958-59 and rem..unbered the two general courses. 
8 
4. St ate publications including reports from the Board of Regents 
of Oklahoma State Colleges 1 college catalogs, schedules 1 and 
unpublished college materials . 
5. Textbooks 9 syllabi, mimeographed or typed course outlines 9 
and bibliographies used in the humanities courses of the state 
colleges. l/ 
6. Written answers to a check-type survey instrument or question- 1 
naire submitted to the teachers and department chairmen in the 
state college humanities programs. 
7. Electronically recorded answers to questions of the open-end 
and specific-answer types in interviews with teachers and 
department chairmen in the state-college humanities programs. 
8 . Interviews with presidents~ deans, and registrars in the subject 
schools . 
9. Personally observed conditions and situat ions obtained by 
visitations to the subjec t schools . 
Definitions of Terms 
1. General Education: Defini t ions of general education vary from 
short negative statements as "education that is nonspecialized and 
nonvocational 112 to the three- page statement of the Executive Committee 
of the Cooperative Study in General Education . 3 Stickler, more recently 1 
has stated that there is no agreement among institutions of higher 
2A design for General Education, American Council of &lucation 
Studies , ed. by Dorothy L. McGrath , Series I. Reports of Committees 
and Conferences, No. 18, Vol. VIII (Washington , D. c. , 1944), p. 7. 
3cooQer ation in General &lucation, A Final Report of the Executive 
Committee of t he Cooperative Study in Generai &lucation (Washington , 
D. C. , 1947), pp. 202-5. 
learning as to what general education is or how its goals may be 
reached.4 General education 9 however defined or conceived by the 
respondent schools or their teachers was accepted for the purposes of 
this study. 
9 
2. General-Education Program of the Oklahoma State Colleges: This 
term refers to the particular program designed to give a general- education 
background to those entering into specialized fields of teaching. This 
program was adopted by the State Board of Regents of Oklahoma Colleges 
on April 26, 1952. 5 The program i s essentially a collection of r equired 
and elective subjects within a dis tributive framework to be completed 
within the first two years of college as described in ChapterirI of t his 
study. 
3. The Humanities: This term is variously defined as "polite 
learning "" the study of man as a creative being ) knowledge of the "higher 
needs of man, n or education that "humanizes . " As in the case of general 
education, whatever was designated as humanities by the subject colleges , 
however defined y was accepted, but wi t h one important difference; namely, 
that courses concerned with sociology or psychology , or bot h , were not 
considered as humanities i n this study. Preliminary investigation 
revealed that many humanities teachers vigorously opposed the inclusion 
of sociology and psychology among the humani ties courses. 
4. Humanities Courses Required in the General- Education Program of 
the State Colleges: The terminology here refers to t he specific 
4w. Hugh Stickler, ed., Organization and Administration of General 
Education (Dubuque, Iowa, 1951), p. 416. 
5oklahoma State Regents of Hi gher &iucation , "! Resolution Regulating 
the Curricula of the Six State Colleges Located at Ada , Alva , Durant , 
Edmond , Tahlequah and :Weatherford 11 (Oklahoma Ci ty i> Oklahoma " April 26 ~ 
1952, Multili thed) . 
10 
introductory courses that satisfy the general-education requirements in 
the program approved by the Board of Regents of Oklahoma State Colleges . 
Such courses are usually taken during the sophomore year and include 
subject matter in the fields of art, literature, music 3 and philosophy 
in either separate or combined courses. The titles, numbers, and 
descriptions of these courses have been given before in describing the 
scope of this study. Courses in sociology or psychology that are 
elective to fulfill the humanities requirements were not included in 
this definition. "The Humanities Program" and "The Humanities Courses" 
have been used in this study as shortened forms of the above, especially 
after prior statement of the longer and more descriptive term . 
5. Disciplines of the Humanitiesg This term or the term 
"disciplines" used alone in the proper context refers specifically to 
disciplines , except sociology and psychology, that are considered the 
subject matter of the humanities in the general-education programs of 
the state colleges. The disciplines 9 then, are art , literature , music 9 
and philosophy. 
6. General Courses 9 Combined Courses 9 .QE. Integrated Coursesg 
These terms have been used in this s tudy in reference to the Humanities 1 
203 and 213 courses in which the disciplines of art~ literature ~ music 9 
and philosophy are taught concurrently. 
7. Separate Courses .QE. Area Courses: These terms have been used 
in reference to the Humanities 222, 223, 232, 242, and 252 in which the 
course is concerned with only one of the disciplines as its major study. 
8. Models; This word has been assigned a special meaning and has 
been used throughout the present s tudy to designate the selected works 
of art, literat ure, music , and philosophy that are the obj ects o.f study 
I 
11 
and form the content of any of the humanities courses, 11Model ~ 11 here 9 
is preferred to the word 11example 10 since it may carry the implication of 
a person or thing of greater eminence ,9 worth, or value o 6 Such a 
connotation should be placed upon works 9 however selected 9 as objects 
worthy of study in the humanitieso 
9o 9bjectives: This term refers specially to the statements of 
goals which a course or program hopes to achieve or to the ends for 
which the course content and/or methodology provide the means o 
lOo Q.Qntent: Reference is made here to the models 9 examples 9 
persons 9 topics 9 or other subject matter which are the objects of study 
or inspection in the humanities courseso 
lL Methodolog;y:: This term refers to the procedures utilized by 
the teacher, students 9 and others concerned with the course to achieve 
the course objectives and to evaluate such achievement, 
12. Q_the~r.: terms: In the construction of the instrument of investi~, 
gation it was necessary to make use of several other terms of an 
operational nature and also to devise some new descriptive terminology" 
These terms were defined and explained as each was introducedo {See 
Appendix C,) 
Organizat,ion of the Study 
The chapter following the present one will describe the development 
and application of the procedt1.res used in obtaining the data for the 
studyo A third chapter will provide a general description of the subjec 
schools and their programs from data gained by personal observation and 
6webster 1 s New Collegiate Dictionary (SpringfieldJ Masso~ 1953) 9 
p. 5400 
12 
exa.minationo Chapter four will describe and compare successively the 
I / 




from data obtained by the questionnaire. Chapter five will record the \ 
viewpoints and opinions of the teachers from information obtained J 
J 
during the interviews. The sixth and final chapter will contain the / 
conclusions of the study. 
CHAPTER II 
THE DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF THE INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES 
The major purpose of this study was to describe and compare the 
humanities courses that were a part of the general-education programs of 
the Oklahoma state colleges. It was assumed that this purpose could be 
fulfilled by an investigation and comparison of the objectives~ general 
means, specific procedures 9 content 9 and of teachers' viewpoints con-
earning the courses. 
A choice of several research procedures was available to collect 
data pertinent to the problem of this study. However 9 one must consider 
not only the nature of the problem and the practicable research proceduresJ 
but also the other influencing factors relating to the investigator him-
self, to the objects being investigatedj to the timeliness of the investi= 
gation 9 and to the effectiveness of the communication between investigator 
and investigatee. 
These influencing factors were considered in the light of the 
existing facts in the planning of the proper strategy to be applied 
/ ~ 
during the investigation~/ The investigator has been employed at one of ) 
' the state colleges for eighteen years in a position which formerly required 
him to make frequent visits to all of the subject schoolso Because of 
this he has enjoyed a wide acquaintance with the administrative officers 
and faculties of the schoolso Geographically the schools were compact 
enough to permit visitation without too great a time-money cost, the 
13 
14 
greatest distance between two schools being about 330 miles and the 
shortest distance, seventy miles. 
Four principal means of obtaining the required data were open to 
the investigator. Data could be obtained first 9 from existing literature; 
second, from a prepared questionnaire; third, from planned interviews; 
and fourth, by on-the-scene observation. The existing literature was 
incomplete and also lacked the specificity needed for the study. The 
questionnaire, interview, and observational techniques all have advan-
tages and disadvantages well known to research students. The use of a1.1(, __ 
\ 
three of these techniques together would tend to diminish the disadvan- / 
tages without diminishing the advantages. By this means the questionnair,7 
could ascertain short-answer specific data, and would be supported by 
the more open-ended interview in which the interviewee was not limited 
in expressing himself. Thus the questionnaire, which supplies answers 
to questions that may not even closely approximate the respondent 9s best 
I ,i ,, / 
answer, can be checked against an answer during an interview./ On-the=sp6t 
I 
observation and unplanned questioning have a flexibility that overcomes 
the rigidness of both the interview and the questionnaire 9 and often 
provide additional data to show the distinctiveness of a given situation,, 
The combined use of the three techniques» each providing a check on the 
others» seemed to be the best means of gathering data for the purposes 
of this study. For these reasons» then 9 it was the decision of this 
investigator to employ mainly the questionnaire and interview techniques. 
Observational procedures would also be used to supplement the main 
techniques. It was hoped, moreover» that by scheduling two trips to 
each school, handing out the questionnaires individually, and returning 
for prescheduled interviews, that a return of one hundred per cent coul.d 
be obtainsd on the questionnaires o In the actual investigation this 
proved to be the c:ase=·=all teachers of the humanities returned the 
questionnaire 9 and all were interviewedo 
15 
The actual development and application of the investigative pro= 
cedures followed in five stages as described in the remainder of this 
chapter. 
The Preliminary Stages of Work 
In the present study the reading of related literature became more 
purposive as a result of the prior recognition of the problem. Reading 
was pursued first to obtain background and familiarization concerning 
general education 9 li.beral education 9 and the humanities. Most helpful. 
in the areas of general and liberal education were books analyzing 
existing programs and approacheso 
During another)) al though not a distinct part of the preliminary 
workJ reading was concentrated on literature describing humanities 
courses and programs at colleges in the United States. During these 
readings the investigator particularly noted the models used in the 
content, ·the procedures used in tea.ching 9 and the objectives toward 
the courses were directedo Syllabi, of several American colleges were 
available and were used to reinforce these readings and to gather 
additional information concerning content of the courseso During 
stage of the reading a record of the items in contentJ proceduresJ 
objectives wa.s kept~ and the frequency of the items notedo 
At this time it was readily realized that the greatest def'icienc:y 
in the literature concerning the humanities courses lay in the fact 
teaching techniques and procedures were descr:i.bed very generally if 
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described at all. Much information was available on what was taught,)) 
and why it was taught 9 but very little on how it was taughto It was \ 
further realized that since the humanities consisted of both ideationai,, 
and aesthetic materials that could be transmittedj enjoyed~ or learned 
by so many means 9 an extremely wide range of techniques and procedures 
could be employedo These conclusions guided the preliminary reading 
toward studies concerned with analyses of methods and procedures used 
in the various disciplines of higher educationo The investigation of 
this particular segment of the literature uncovered many new items to be 
added to the list of techniques and procedureso 
Finally~ in the preliminary investigation of the literature» an 
examination was made of materials pertaining to the subject colleges 
and the development of the genel~al=education program in these institu= 
tions. /The bulletins of the colleges and unpublished materials from 
the office of the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education were 
inspected to gain a knowledge of the framework of the general-education 
program and the place of the huma.ni ties courses therein., Unpublished 
proceedings and recommendat:i.ons of the Intercollegiate Curriculum 
Committee» from which the present general=educa.tion program ernana·ted 9 
were examined to obtain background information about the development of 
the program. 
The Development of the Questionnaire 
It was assumed 9 as previously noted 9 that differences and similari 
in the humanities courses cmtld be a,scertained by an investigation and 
comparison of the content 9 methodology 9 and objectives of the courses at 
each of the subject collegeso It was» therefore 9 planned that the 
questionnaire should consist of three ma~n parts complying with the 
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elements to be investigatedJ and that a fourth part would be added to " 
obtain data concerning the educational experience and interests of 
persons involved in the teaching of the courseso Each section of the 
questionnaire was developed separatelyo 
Development of the Questionnaire£!! Contento The vast amount of 
subject matter appropriate to the humanities contrasted markedly with 
length of time allotted to the courses in the Oklahoma state colleges. 
One of the most difficult problems in the construction of the content 
section of the questionnaire was the condensation of the subject matter 
into divisions and topics that would be appropriate for the investigation 
of a wide range of courses. Moreover~ the subject matter of general 
educationJ particularly the humanities~ is often less an end-in-itself 
than the supject matter of specialized educationo Specific data~ meanings 
processesJ and skills peculiar to specialized courses are lacking in the 
humanities. Conceivably the humanit,ies courses could show great varia= 
tion from one college to another or even from one teacher to anothero 
Whereas one 9 for example 9 might consider Shakespeare or the Bible as 
basic and necessary 9 another might consider these as too familiar and 
commonplace 9 or too likely to be duplicated elsewhere in the student I s 
educationo 
The construction of the i:wntent section of the questionnaire was 
facilitated by an examina·tion of general course syllabi from two of 
subject colleges and from Oklahoma State University, as well as from 
other American colleges and universitieso 
Art, literature 9 music 9 and philosophy comprised the major disci-
plines of the humanities in the curriculums of the state collegeso 
Separate, or area 9 courses were offered in each of these disciplines 9 
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and it could be assumed that they were the major concern of the general 
or integrated courses. It seemed logical~ then~ to divide the question-
naire on content into four parts~ which could be used to separately 
investigate the disciplines of art, literature, musics, and philosophy. ..', 
l 
The practicability of such a division became more evident when it was j 
J 
i 
recalled that the questionnaire would need to be designed for the j 
' l 
investigation of courses dealing both separately and inclusively with/ 
{ 
,' 
the four disciplineso 
Each of the disciplines was divided into items representing creative 
works~ personalities» groups of either works or persons~ epochs or 
topics 1 as determined by frequencies noted in the preliminary reading. ,,, I ~4~ 
f 
The i terns were placed chronologically in a list and a scale devised to ) 
\ 
estimate the number of classroom hours. Each discipline was also \ 
divided into the major generalized forms. These forms were listed, and 





time allocated to each. 
l 
l Instructions for the use of the scales and the t 
;, 
f. 
i terns with scales were combined to form the first copy of the question/ 
-~· 
naire on content. Space was provided in each partfor the listing of 
items not included on the questionnaire. 
Figure 1 is an excerpt from the questionnaire illustrating the ~-) 
/ 
c'i 
structure of the part concerning the content of the humanities courses.) 
The first section (after the numeral l) was used to estimate the 
,. 
fractional part of the course devoted to major generalized forms. Thi~' 
.< 
{ / 
was given in fractions of tenths for easy conversion into percentage. >·v/ 
The second section (after the numeral 2) was used to estimate the 




EXCERPT FROM THE HUMANITIES QUESTIONNAIRE CONCERNING 
THE CONTENT OF THE COURSES 
1. Approximate~ by circling to the nearest ~th» the fractional 
portion of the total time during the semeste~ that is 
allocated to each of the following forms: (In 203 and 213 
consider the total time devoteq to literature as ten-tenthso) 
a. Poetry (Non-dramatic) • . 0 . 0 0 . . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
b. Non=Fictional prose (essays 9 
criticism» biography9 etc.) • . 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Co Fictional prose 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 • 1 23456789 
d. Drama. 0 . • 0 0 . . . . . 0 0 • 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Approximate, by circling 9 the number of hours in the class-
room devoted to the study of each of the following: (M ~ 





Survey of literary types 0 0 0 0 0 .123456M 
.123456M 
.123456M 
Homer ••• 0 0 0 
The Bible • . . 0 0 
The Greek Dramatists ooooao •• 123456M 
Development of the ,Questionnaire .2!! Methodology. Publications <l ., 
;• 
concerning general education he.Ye frequently stated that procedures 
,l 
and methods are of greater importance than content in the general= 
education courses.1 The immensity of appropriate subject matter 
and the brevity of the time allotted for any one course require that 
the content of a course be little more than a mere sampling of the 
total. Content in general education and especially in the humanities 
is subject to great variation according to the judgment of the planners. 
1cf., for example 9 Joh11 Po Wynne, General Education in Theory and 
Practice (New York, 1952) 9 pp .. 25-9 .9 or, Earl J .. McGrath, "General 
F.clucation: Theory and Prac-tice. et General Educatiom ! University 
Program 1n Action~ ed. Wo Hugh Stickler et al. (Dubuque 9 Iowa~ 1950) 9 
pp. 4.3-510 
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The objectives of general education and the humanities are suoh .that 
emphasis is usually placed upon qualities of experience rather than on 
the acquisition of informationo The memorization of facts is less 
important in the humarrl. ties than experiences that give an enjoyment.9 
appreciation.\) and understanding of man's ideas and artistic accomplish= 
mentsl) together with the skills of critically selecting 9 analyzing 9 and 
evaluating themo Models and materials m~ be judiciously selected to 
conform with almost any given teaching aim. It is indeed a task re-
quiring teacher-ingenuity to transmit the subject matter of the 
humanities in a manner which will make it alive and importe.nt 9 create 
an appreciation of and preference for it 9 and develop the skill and 
habit of critical inspection. 
A preliminary study of the subject colleges~ coupled with the 
investigator 1 s own experiences in connection with these schools 9 gave 
information about the presence of other conditions that would reinforce 
the primacy of methodology& (1) the greater part of the clientele came 
from backgrounds of limited cultural experiences; (2) the courses were 
usually required aridp hence 9 would be less motivated by student interest 
tha.n the elecitive courses., (3) under the schools I plan of general educ a= 
tion the humanities were taught during the first or second college yea.rs 
at a ti:m6! when classes tended to be larger and to contain students who 
were less mature 9 less adjusted~ and less purposive 9 and (4) the courses 
contained many of the unteachable students who undergo natural elimina-
tion before they reach their junior yearo For these several reaso:nsj) 
methodology and classroom prOGedures assumed a position of considerable 
importance among the subject collegeso 
,/ 
It seemed practicable to the investigator to di v.ide methodology y· 
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---~ .-~, 
into four components.11 namelyi (1) preplanning~ preparation, and / l: 
organization; (2) classroom procedures; (.3) required.11 or optional.11 out= > v 
of-class procedures; and (4) testing and evaluation. /The literature on ) 
methodology in higher education seldom used a division precisely like 
this. Most of the consulted references dealt primarily with classroom 
procedures and evaluation. Planning and out-of-class procedures were 
often relegated to an inferior position or mentioned briefly.~The 
/ 
investigator's concern over this was alleviated when agreement on the 
above division was found among members of the education department at 
Southeastern State College of Durant.11 Oklahoma. 2 
The practices collected during the preliminary reading were 
explicitly identified and defined and listed under the four component 
headingso The list was supplemented with other practices which the 
investigator supplied from his own experience and knowledge. The 
nomenclature and definitions of most classroom procedures and of many 
of the out-of-class procedures were modified from those used by 
Umstattd • .3 Space was provided at the end of each group of classified 
practices for the respondent to list any unique or unusual practices. 
A scale appropriate to each classified group of practices was devised 
to enable the respondent to estimate the frequency of use of certain 
practices or the amount of time devoted to certain other practices. 
7 
I 
Preliminary study also seemed to indicate a probability that the \ 
\ 
teachers would not always have a situation where they would be able to J 
2statements by Dr. Marshall~. Naglej Dro A. L. Pool, and Dr. M. K. 
Fort 9 personal interviews. 
3J. G. Umstattd, College and University Teaching Procedures (Austini 
Tex • .11 19 54) .11 pp.. tj,.,7. 
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employ all of the procedures and devices that they would prefer to useo 
Student enrollment; classroom facilities and equipment, availability of 
cultural objects 9 eventsj and materials; scheduling and other time 
factors; and administrative policies might separately~ or collectively~ 
stifle the teacherus use of certain favored procedural techniqueso To 
allow for this probability the methodology section of the questionnaire 
was constructed in a manne:r'that permitted the respondent to indicate 
his present practices and also to indicate. the practices that he would 
use under ideal conditions. 
The questions were generally of four types as shown by the 
from the methodology part of the questionnaire in Figure 2. 
Developrnen t of the ~s tionnaire ,2!!, Obj ec ti ves ~ Approaches~ and 
Integrative Principles. Education may be defined as %he reproductive 
part of a ouJ.turej the process of development in the immature of the 
knowledges~ skills~ attitudes!) and appreciations cherished by the mature 
members of a group or society. n4 Education by this definition can be 
regarded as a process of transmission from the mature to the immature of 
the acts (skills and patterns of behavior); objects (tools and things 
made with tools)p ideas (knowledges:, symbols 9 and beliefs), and 
sentiments (attitudes and appreciations) of the raceo These things 
compose the culture and beCJause of ma.nus ability to indicate them in 
both written and spoken symbols 9 they are readily transmissible from 
one organism to anothero A society is an organized group of individuals 
whose organization is manifested in several institutional patterns. The 
school is the organized pattern of lndi viduals whose major concern is 
the transmission of the cul tu.re. Education 9 therefore ,9 is a social process o 
4irillard Scherich 9 ArJ. J,I:du(Jatioll_a.'.1-, Philosoph;r of Reconciliation 
(Revised Edition), (Stillwater 1 Oklao 9 195.3) 9 pp. l=.3 (mimeographed) o 
1'"'IGURE 2 
EXCERPTS FROM THE HUMANITIES QUESTIONNAIRE CONCERNING 
THE METHODOLOGY OF THE COURSES 
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lo Approximate by circling to the nearest tenth the fractional portion 
of total class time spent during the semester in the following 
activities o 
a. Formal or uninterrupted lecture 
b. Informal lecture 
c. Discussion 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
2. Approximate 9 by circling 9 the approximate number of hours of class 
~ spent duririg the semester in the following activitieso ~ 
means more than nine hours)o 
a. Viewing movies (silent or sound) 
b. Viewing slides or film strips 
Co Viewing still pictures 
0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 M 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 M 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 M 
3. Approximate~ by circlingJ the frequency during one semester that 
each of the following types of tests are usedo M means more than 
9 times, W means weekly (17 or 18 times); D means dailyo 
a. Essay or .free answer 
b. Multiple choice or best answer 
c. Completion 
0123456789MWD 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 M W D 
0123L,.56789MWD 
4. If under ideal circumstances (class size 9 time» materia.ls 9 etc:o) 
your preference differs from youx present procedure draw an nx 11 
through the preferred condition in No. 1 above. 
5o In the follm,,ring 9 place a check in Column S (for status) after each 
practice you now follow o In Column P (for preference) check the 
practice that you would follow if circumstances permittedo 
1. The planning for the course is done 
a. In advance for the total course 
b. Day by day 
co. Week by week 
s p 
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Objectiveso The school is composed of three main elements: the 
mature who transmit (the teachers); the immature who receive (the students); 
and the culture which is transmitted (subject matter). Systematic 
beliefs regarding the role of each of these three elements 9 the means of 
transmission of the culture~ and the nature of the transmitted material 
form the varying philosophies of educationo A school 9 thusp may be 
either "subj eat-matter-centered~ 11 11child-centered l) te or nteacher-centered, 11 
Ideas and items selected from the culture may be used to orient the 
educand toward the past 9 the contemporary, or the future; toward the 
spiritual)) the essential, the realw the pragmaticl) or the utopiano 
Philosophic viewpoints as to the method of transmission of the culture 
may be classified generally into two types i "preparation and growth~as= 
its-own-end. n5 The flpreparation theory" holds that education should 
transmit knowledge to equip the student for his mature social 9 vocational 9 
ci vie 9 spiritual$ and avocational life. The 11growth-as-i ts-own-end 
theory" considers how knowledge may best be used as an instrument for 
this growth and for the experience of present living which will imbue 
the student with values and methods that will persist into maturity, 
The one general objective of education 9 however achieved 9 is the 
transmission of the culture. Prior to the Industrial Revolution 9 the 
fulfillment of this objective was not difficult. It was possible~ at 
this timeJ for a man to obtain almost a total learning of the knowledge 
contained in books. Since Leibni tz 9 who is often described as "the last 
man who knew everythingJ 11 knowledge has increased in scope and volume 
to an amount that makes it impossible for one man to know everything. 6 
5Ibid., pp. VI=l~4o 
t>rbid., pp. VIII=tr--7 o 
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The growth of knowledge 1 combined with a socio=economic pattern in which 
the divisions of labor are being increasingly broken down into more 
highly specialized tasks» required men to direct their learning into 
narrower channels. The transmission of the totality of the culture to 
one individual was no longer possibleo 
As knowledge increased and as labor was further divided, the 
schools likewise increased the curriculum and divided it. The intro-
duction of the elective system 9 concurrent with a surge in democracy 
during the latter half of the nineteenth century 9 supplied the impetus 
to this fragmentation of the curriculum. Scherich has described the 
elective system as follows~ 
The elective system represented a triple revolt. It was 
a revolt against authoritarianism in all its forms. It was a 
revolt against a certain type of disciplinary theory. And it 
was a revolt against a narrow or exclusive curriculum~ a 
curriculum that was~ at least theoretically, rich in the hu-
manities9 but poor in the scienceso As revolutions frequently 
are, it. was radical; and it is of no small significance that 
since World War I~ but to an even greater extent since World 
War II, there has occn+;red a partial return both to compulsion 
and to the humanities. 
The elective system also made its impact upon certain contemporary 
educa·tional philosophers" Educators could not easily establish goals 
or obj ec'ti ves J.n a curricul'Wll dictated by student choice o Student-
derived goals were often pseudo=choices lacking mature judgmento Often 
they became goals that were accessory to some unstated remote desireo 
For example~ a student actually having adventure a.nd travel as a remote 
desire might choose engineering as his immediate and accessory goal. 
The philosophies of education that hold to the 11growth-as=i ts=oWn= 
end 11 theory--that education has no objective beyond immediate experience, 
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developed after 9 and were influenced byj the surge of electivism. Sarah 
Lawrence 9 Bard, and Bennington are probably the best known of the schools 
that have used a student=centered 9 or individualized approach, to general 
education based upon this type of educational philosophyo A preliminary 
investigation of the subject schools seemed to indicate that none 
adhered to this theory of educationj although conceivably some individual 
teachers might hold this philosophyo This had an important impact upon 
the method of investigation. Needless to say, the questionnaire would 
be an awkward instrument if used to obtain specific data on courses 
using an individualized approacho 
The fact that the greater number of educationists hold the theory 
that education is preparation is not surprising. There is a very 
natural feeling among the mature that they can direct the way to a full 
life on the basis of their own experience and knowledge. They feel also 
that the rights of society are better protected and that learning can 
be controlled and directed better by preparation. This is not to imply 
that education as growth is anti-social$ or that it lacks control and 
direction. The difference is mainly one of degree of emphasis. 
Preparation is directed toward some goal or objective and requires 
that an analysis be made of the objective toward which preparation is 
directed and of the student who is to be prepared. Since the total 
culture is beyond all possibility of transmission it has become 
necessary for the school to establish specific objectives in reference 
to the acts, objects, ideasj and sentiments that it wishes to transmit. 
Divisions of the curriculum and particular courses may be directed 
toward the acquisition of a skill 9 toward the understanding of certain 
meanings, or toward the implantation of particular sentiments. lUl of 
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the subject schools have stated objectives and adhere to the idea of 
education as preparationo 
There seems to be general agreement in the literature that the 
humanities consti tut,e an important part of the general-education progra.rno 
Some writers go so far as to suggest that it is the most important 
part or the part most closely aligned with the objectives of general 
educationo It has been pointed out by some that the emphasis of the 
humanities on human values and on aesthetic creativity is needed to 
balance the practical values and mechanical creativity of the scienceso 
Others point to the value of a knowledge and understand::l..ng of the 
great works and ideas of man. Still others see a need for improved 
judgment, evaluation~ critic al thinking~ and communication which they 
believe can best be taught by means of the humanities o JU though stated 
in many ways it seems that basically these arguments pertain to certain 
knowledges 9 particular values~ and skills that are believed to be 
transmitted better through the humanities than through the scienceso 
These knowledges, values 9 and skills are usually stated as the special 
objectives of the humanities courseso 
The literature on the humanities is profuse with statements of 
objectives toward which the courses are directedo In the analysis of 
these statements for use in the questionnaire the chief problem was one 
of rewording and clarifying a large number of statements» many of which 
had more or less the same meaning. The most rewarding source for the 
objectives used in the questionnaire was a study of the humanities 
courses in the general education programs of nineteen American univer= 
sities and colleges. 8 
8Earl J. McGrath,, ed o 9 ~ Humanities ill General Education (Dubuque, 
Iowaj 1949) 9 PPo 289-92. 
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Approacheso The term ttapproach" as used in this study refers to t~"'_,,,/ 
the general plan by which the student is conducted from his state of 
assumed insufficiency toward the fulfillment of the objectives of the 
course. Since none of the subject schools, according to a preliminary 
survey 9 'seemed to hold to an experimentalist type of philosophy~ the 
approach here would pertain to the plan for the selection, organiza-
tion, and dispensation of the subject mattero 
Several different methods of organizing the subject matter of the 
humanities were described in the literatl:l!'eo Usually, however, the 
method was described without being named or identified with any 
particular educational nomenclature. It became necessary~ then~ to 
invent terms to identify the various approaches to be incorporated into 
the questionnaire. The following terms and general descriptions were 
devised for this purpose: 
1. Historical-parallelg An historical or chronological arrangement 
of works or events in which the artJ literaturej musicJ and philosophy 
of each period are studied more or less simultaneously and together. 
2. Historical-separate: Each discipline studied separately, 
following an historical or chronological sequenceo 
Jo Random-parallel: Works or events of art, music 9 literature 9 t-~/~---
and philosophy chosen regardless of time to illustrate identical 
elements~ parallel ideas or modes 9 or other mutual relationships. 
Random-separate: Each discipline studied separately without 
regard for chronological order. Models ofte.n chosen at random to 
illustrate continuity of one idea or mode. 
5. Creative approach: A study of fundamentals with emphasis 
on the student 8s own creative effortso Models selected and introduced 
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when needed. Art, literature 9 music 1 and philosophy may be studied 
either separately or parallel. Original work usually produced by the 
students. 
6. Great books and masterpieces: Intensive study of great works I.,/ 
fu;._.,,,., .. 
as judged by authorities. May or may not be chronological and parallel. 
7. Regressive approach: Starting with an interest in contemporary 1 __ ,..,, 
~·::;·· 
work, ideas 9 or modes, and tracing their development backward in time. 
8. Individualized approach~ Emphasis on the needs and interests 
of the individual student. The teacher usually acts as a guide, 
advisor 9 and resource person as the students pursue their own individual 
problems. Groups of students may work on identical or similar problems. 
The subject matter varies with the individual or the group. 
In the design of the part of the questionnaire concerned with 
approaches 9 the individualized approach was not included since a 
preliminary survey indicated that it probably was not used. It should 
be noted that the approaches~ like objectives 9 were not mutually 
exclusive. The historical-separate or the historical-parallel 9 for 
example, could be used with the "Great Books" approach, and the 
creative approach could be combined with any other approach. Conceivably 
the teachers could also vary their approach in the treatment of different 
segments of the subject matter. 
Integrative techniques. "One of the characteristics of the general 
education movement is an attempt at integration. 119 The term Hintegration" 
has been used so frequently in connection with general education that 
the two terms are thought by many to have entered educational vocabulary 
9cooperation in General Education, A Final Report of the Executive 
Committee of the Cooperative Study in General Education (Washington, 
D. C .. 9 1947) 9 P• 202. 
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simultaneously. Actually the word ''integration" was used in the world 
of education for a considerable time prior to the beginning of the 
/-'/ 
general-education movement. lO /The dictionary defines the word 11integrate 11 
l 
as 11to form into a whole; to unite, or to become united so as to form a 
11 
complete or perfect whole. 11 Integration, then)) would be the act of 
unifying educationo Since education is concerned with the transmission 
of the culture to the immature in order to produce a mature individual 9 
this unification has two possible directions in which it may occur. It 
can be directed, either toward the culture being transmitted, or toward 
the individual receiving ito In other words, integration can be 
directed toward the unification of subject matter~ sometimes called 
horizontal integration, or toward the performing-thinking life of man 9 
sometimes called vertical integration. Horizontal integration becomes 
a matter of organizational and procedural patterns, as manifested in the.;' 
use of broad=area. courses, correlated subject matter, logical and 




course in the humanities which treats several disciplines in a parallel 
manner can be called an integrated course. Some degree of horizontal 
integration would be inherent in such a course simply because the 
.f 
disciplines are placed togethero Vertical integration is more closely j 
,, 
aligned with the objectives of the general course al though it, too 9 is/ 
dependent on organizational and procedural patterns. Since the / 
objectives consist of goals that have to do with the future 
10Roy J. Defarri (ed.), Integration in Catholic Colleges and 
Universities (Washington, D. C.j 1950)j p. 3. 
; 
{ 
11webster 9s New Collegiate Dictionary (Springfieldj Mass., 1953), 
p. 437. 
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acting-thinking life of the studentj then the means of attaining these 
goals becomes a means of vertical integration. /'The experimentalist 
.. / 
type of philosophy~ which is concerned with the student's immediate life 
problems as a means of providing for future life» would advocate 
vertical over horizontal integration despite the fact that it has no 
objective other than the immediate problems of the studentso The 
functional type of approach» such as that at Stephens College, would 
also place its greater emphasis upon vertical integration. Vertical 
integration is usually directed toward a particular kind of mature 
product and toward this end can be furthered by some great unifying 
principle 9 philosophy 9 or creed. Catholic education has enjoyed con-
siderable success in integrating education with life through its religion 
and Thomistic philosophy.12 The Nazis were successful in producing the 
mature product that they desired through their creed of the 11super 
race." A totalitarian state can more readily achieve vertical inte-
gration through its use of some dominant ideology to which all must 
conform. On the other hand» democracy does not have any one dominant 9 
encompassing idea to which conformity is required. 13 Instead 9 all 
beliefs, creeds» and philosophies .are embraced. Democracy officially 
respects differences of opinion and nonconformity so long as these do 
not endanger others or infringe on their rights or beliefs. For this 
reason a single» great» unifying idea compatible with democracy is not 
easy to find. Dressel and Mayhew have suggested critical thinking as 
an integrating principle which would offend no one 8s philosophy or 
12Bernard To Rattigan 9 ! Critical Study of the General Education 
Movement (Washington, D. C.» 1952) 9 p. 167. 
l3Scherich, p. III=5. 
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creed.14 It is to be noted, howeverj that this has the nature of a 
skill rather than an idea or belief. 
All of the possible integrative techniques are not described in 
the literatureo Creative teachers are probably still discovering new 
ways or modifying old weys to bring about effective integration. 
Approaches have often been chosen because the matter of integration 
approach.~~rical and functional approaches 
- ·-.-· ........... I 
was inherent in the } 
/ ~·~-----, 
l 
and also approaches organized around some central purpose or idea have ,s ! 
f 
integrative qualitieso Integration may be also sought through technique~/ 
{ 
or principles used within the framework of the approach and teachers / 
' ' may have their own individual techniques which they believe to be \ 
\ ... ........,. __ :;;,, 
integrative. The list of integrative principles and techniques contained./ 
. } 
; 
~ in the questionnaire was 9 therefore, a sample list to which the teacher , 
\ 
might make his own additions. This sample list was also taken mainly 






to this li s t were made from the investigator I s own teaching 9 reading~ 





Since objectives, approaches~ and integrative techniques needed to 
be compatible with the philosophy and objectives of the general-education 
programs at each of the subject schools~ there was the possibility that 
the teacher might be somewhat forced into compliance with beliefs not 
his own. 
To provide for this possibility the _scales were devised to give 
14Paul L. Dressel and Lewis B. Mayhew, *'A Basis for Integration in 
General Education~" Educational Record (July, 1954), pp. 224-28. 
1 ~cGrath, pp. 280-308. 
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teachers the opportunity of expressing an answer in accord with their 
own beliefs when given an ideal situation. 
The questions on objectives, approaphes, and integrative techniques 
were of two general types as illustrated in the excerpts from this 
section shown in Figure 3. 
FIGURE 3 
EXCERPTS FROM THE HUMANITIES 1QUES'11IONNAIRE CONCERNING 
OBJECTIVES, APPROACHES~AND INTEGRATIVE TECHNIQUES 
In the following list of objectives indicate the degree of emphasis that 
is at-present being placed on each under status. Under preference 
indicate what degree of emphasis would be placed on each if ideal 
conditions prevailed. Circle the proper letter according to the 
following code: 
G--Great emphasis is placed on this objective. 
M--Moderate emphasis is placed on this objective. 
S--Some emphasis is placed on this objective. 
X--No emphasis is placed on this objective. 
1. The objectives of the course .areg Status 
a. To provide the student with a 





2. Indicate which of the following principles you now follow in the 
integration of subject matter vertically with life~ or horizontally 
with the curriculum. Check under column"S" for present practice 
and under column 11P11 for your preference under ideal circumstances 
(Mark more than one if applicable.) 
a. Key concepts of philosophic or S P 
scientific thought. 
b. A chronological framework 
Improvement of the Questionnaire 
The questionnaire received its first revision from suggestions made 
by personal acquaintances of the investigator. Members of the English 
department of Southeastern State College~ with no prior knowledge of the 
problem, read it to discern its degree of clarity and understandability. 
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Dr. James w. Richardson of the College of Education at Oklahoma State 
University, who» being the investigator's advisor, had personal 
acquaintance with the problem read it to note particularly its coherence, 
scaling, and technique. The suggestions received as a result of these 
critiques were incorporated into the first revision. 
The suggestions of two independent groups of critics, one at the 
University of Oklahoma and the other at Oklahoma State University 9 
formed the basis for the second revision. Selecteci members of the 
faculties of these two universities were assumed to be competent 
consultants on the grounds of having greater familiarity with the 
ourriculums of the state colleges and with local conditions or problems 
that could influence methodology~ content, or objectives. Out-of-state 
schools were eliminated as possible sources 0£ critics for lack of 
familiarity with the problem. Denominational schools of the state were 
not included because of the likelihood that viewpoints would be slanted 
toward a particular religious philosophy. 
The selection of two bodies of critics was done by consultants 
familiar with the staffs at each of the two schools. Dr. John W. Morris, 
Professor of Geography at the University of Oklahoma~ acted as consultant 
and was requested to select a body of five broadly educated persons from 
the faculty of his school. Since the University of Oklahoma has no 
general~education humanities courses it was decided that these persons 
should represent several departments. Dr. Richard E. Bailey~ Professor 
of Foreign Languages and Chairman of Humanities~ was the consultant at 
Oklahoma State University. Dr. Bailey consented to serve as a critic 
and selected~ by request~ four other persons experienced in the teaching 
of the course in general humanities at his school. 
The persons serving as critics from the University of Oklahoma 
were Dr. William Richard Hargrovej Assistant Professor of Education; 
Dr. Edwin Clarence McReynolds» Professor of History; Mr. Samuel 
Olkinetsky, Director of the University of Oklahoma Museum of Art; 
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Dr. Donnell MacClure Owings, Associate Professor of History; Dr. Glen Ro 
Snider, Associate Professor of Education and Director of Teacher 
Education. 
At Oklahoma State University the following persons served as 
critics; Dr. Richard E. Baileyj Professor of Foreign Languages and 
Chairman of Humanities; Dr. Agnes Mary Berrigan, Professor of English; 
Dr. Cyclone Covey, Assistant Professor of Music; Dr. Millard s. Everett, 
Professor of Philosophy; Mr. George H. White, Director of General 
Education. 
For the convenience of the critics the questionnaire was reproduced 
on heavy bond and arranged in book form w"i th the i terns of the questionnaire 
on the left-hand page and a worksheet on the right-hand pageo The work-
sheet consisted of questions and space for comment that paralleled the 
items of the questionnaire on the opposite left-hand page • .An additional 
worksheet was inserted at the end of each section of the questionnaire 
to provide space for the critics to write questions which they felt would 
be important in the interviews with the teachers of the humanitieso The 
critics were asked to use either proofreading notations or their own 
system of corrections to change any items or statementso They were also 
asked to add to or delete from the items as they judged to be necessary, 
to revise the scaling system~ if needed, and to criticize any parts of 
the questionnaire. 
An initial interview was arranged with each of the critics for the 
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purpose of handing out the questionnaire, explaining the details of the 
investigation 9 answering any questions of the critic, and arranging a 
second interview. The second interview with each of the critics was 
scheduled for a date ten days after the first interview. During this 
second interview the critic was asked to analyze each section and to 
express himself as to how adequately the questionnaire and each of its 
sections fulfilled the intended purpose. 
The critics were unanimous in their belief that the questionnaire 
was both adequate and appropriate for the purpose intendedo The critical 
remarks were directed for the most part towards the changing of the 
wording of the questionnaire to provide clarity and towards the addition, 
deletion, or regrouping of certain items of content to improve the struc-
ture, unity, and/or continuity of the section on contento On the 
section regarding objectives one criticism was instrumental in effecting 
a change in the plan of the investigationo This critic remarked that 
instead of forcing an answer on pre-selected objectives as presented in 
the questionnaire it would be better to have the respondents state their 
objectives in their own termso As a result it was decided to obtain 
data concerning objectives by means of questions included in the inter= 
view as well as by means of the questionnaireo 
The criticism and suggestions of the critics were incorporated into 
the third form of the questionna:!..reo 
The Development of the Interview Questions 
The lnterview was considered as a distinct 9 rather than supple-
mentaryJ part of the total investigation. The questionnaireJ it was 
feltJ would economically obtain specific data within a patterned frame~ 
work suitable for quantitative comparison. The intimate nature of the 
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interview9 however 9 would lessen the distance between the investigator 
and the problem. It was expected that the interview would draw out 
responses to important questions that could not be asked--perhaps 
not anticipated-=in a questionnaire. The type of interview that was 
planned might best be described as informal, diagnostic 9 and struc-
tured. It was designed to be as informal and friendly as possible so 
as to obtain maximum rapport between interviewer and intervieweeo It 
was diagnostic so that it could critically scrutinize, probe 9 and 
discover. It was structured so that it could be conducted from an 
interview guide of questions already known to the interviewee. It was 
planned 9 however 9 that the questions of the interview guide would be 
highly generalized and that from each question would come unstructured 
interaction between the interviewer and interviewee as new specific 
ideas were explored. By this type of interview it was hoped that the 
interviewee could be 11kept talking" and that he would voluntarily 
introduce important new areas of his own personal concern. 
The type of interview and its purposes had been explained during 
the first meeting with the persons who served as critics and consul tan ts o 
Spaces for listing suggested interview questions were included on the 
worksheets that accompanied the ten ta ti ve questionnaire which the 
critics examined. Suggestions emanating from the c:ri tics J h01t1ever 9 
were fewo The suggestions of the critics who had had experience in 
teaching the humanities were more plentiful and helpful. These 
suggestions 9 though 9 did not include questions to cover all the main 
issues. The notes from the prior readings used to construct the 
questionnaire and addit~onal readings on issues in the humanities were 
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helpful in the framing of questions to fill the gaps. The final inter= 
view guide questions are to be found in Appendix D. 
Pretesting the Questionnaire and Interview Guide 
The pretest of the method of investigation had two important 
purposes. First 9 it would reveal any misunderstandings~ vaguenesses 9 
or other faults bet·ter seen by persons detached from the research 
problem bu.t confronted with the personal task of communicating how and 
what they teach. Secondy valuable experience would be gained by the 
investigator in the administration of the questionnaire and the 
interviewo 
For the purposes of the pretest Connors Agricultural and Mechanical 
College seemed suitable. This school~ a junior college located at Warnerj 
Oklahoma 9 had a general=education program that was patterned after that 
of the subject schools. Moreover 9 both of the general humanities courses 
and three separate courses in a:rt.9 literature 9 and music were offered 
as a part of the general=education program. The names 9 numbers 9 and 
descriptions of these courses were identical with the humanities cou.~ses 
offered in the general=education programs of the subject schoolso 
The Dean of Instruction at Connors was informed by letter of the 
nature and purpose of the pretest~ and permission was asked to meet 
with the teachers at a free period. The Dean displayed strong interes"lc 
in the project and cooperated by voluntarily setting up a schedule for 
the first interview with the teachers of the humanities courses. Be-
cause of schedule conflicts the teachers were met separately at the 
first meetingo 
At the first meeting with the pretest-respondents the investigator 
explained the nature and purposes of the pretest and of the investigation 
that was to be made later of the humani ti.es courses in the subject 
schools. The questionnaires and interview guides were handed out 9 
their structure was examined» and their use explained o An interview 
was scheduled with each of the pretest=respondents at a convenient 
hour one week after the first meeting. The pretest=respondents were 
asked to complete the questionnaire prior to this second interview. 
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At the second scheduled meeting with the pretest-respondents the 
questionnaires were collected and an interview was conducted following 
the general outline of the questions contained in the interview guideo 
These interviews were electronically recorded on magnetic tape. At 
this juncture it should be observed that the procedure up to this point 
followed precisely that which was to be used during the actual investi-
gation of the subject schools. From this point on, however, unscheduled 
questions were asked of the pretest=respondentso These questions invited 
criticism of the questionnaire and the interview guide 9 each of which was 
re-examined page by page with the pretest=respondents. Questions were 
also framed to gain the pretest=respondent 1 s evaluation of the 
techniques employed by the investigator" 
As a result of this pretest further improvements were made on the 
questionnaire. These improvements involved the rewording of some parts 
for clarity and the correction of some typographical errors. This 
corrected version of the questionnaire became the final revision and 
was the one used in the investigation of the subject schoolso This 
final revision of the questionnaire is found in Appendix Co No revision 
of the interview outline was ma.de~ but its use during the pretest was 
of great value. It was discovered~ for exa.mple 9 that special efforts 
would be needed on the part of the investigator to place the inter-
viewees at ease when in the presence of a microphoneo 
Administration of the Investigative Procedures 
at the Subject Colleges 
Prior to the scheduling of interviews two letters were sent to the 
administrative offices of each of the subject schools on behalf of the 
investigatoro Dr. Allen E. Shearerj president of Southeastern State 
College 9 addressed a letter to each of the presidents of the state 
collegesi and Mr. M •. C. Collum~ executive secretary to the State Board 
of Regents of Oklahoma Colleges 9 addressed a letter to each of the deans 
of instruction of the state collegeso These letters described the 
investigation. Shortly afterward the investigator wrote to the deans of 
instruction asking permission to interview the humanities teachers and 
suggesting a date for the visitation. Because of the excellent coopera= 
tion from the administrative officers of the subject schools a convenient 
schedule was arranged. Operating from a base at Durantj Oklahoma~ the 
investigator visited the colleges at Ada and Edmond on successive days 
and, after an interim of two weeks 9 the colleges at Alva and Weatherford 
were visited on successive days. The visit to Tahlequah and the 
investigation at Durant were made following another two-week intervalo 
The visitations followed the same plan as that used in the pretesto 
Most of the initial interviews were arranged at a time convenient for 
the teachers to meet as a group. The nature and purpose of the study 
were explained» the questionnaires and interview guides were handed out, 
and the group was instructed as to their useo Teachers who were unable 
to meet with a group were instructed individually. During the group 
or individual meetings a second interview was scheduled with each 
teacher on a date one week later. Teachers were asked to complete the 
questionnaires by the time of the second interview. 
The first visit to each school was also used to interview the 
deans, registrars, and other administrative officers concerned with the 
humanities or witµ general education. Class schedules, data from 
personnel files concerning the teachers, statistics on class enrollments, 
copies of syllabi, and other data apposite to the study were collected. 
The questionnaires were collected and the interviews~ based on the 
outline of questions, were conducted during the second visit to each 
school. One hour was allotted to each interview on a scheduled program. 
The length varied, however, from thirty minutes to over one and a half 
hours. All interviews were electronically recorded on magnetic tape 
excepting those that were conducted at Northeastern State College. 
During the week following the investigator's first visit these teachers 
agreed among themselves not to have their remarks recorded. Although 
some were experienced with tape recorders several felt that the presence 
of a microphone might cause an uneasiness that would hinder their free 
expression. 
CHAPTER III 
THE SUBJECT SCHOOLS: CHARACTERISTICS AND OBSERVATIONS 
The purpose of the present chapter was to describe and compare, 
in a general wayJ the programs and educational climate of the subject 
schools. This comparative description constitutes the first step in 
the presentation of the data obtained during the investigation. The 
data contained in this present chapter were gleaned from relevant 
literature 9 from on-the-scene observation 9 from the records and files 
of the subject collegesj and from interviews with the administrative 
personnel o 
It was recognized by the investigator that the nature and function 
of any component should be considered in its relationship to the whole. 
It would follow 9 then 9 that the humanities courses should be considered 
in affinity with the setting provided in each of the subject colleges. 
But~ in view of the intimate nature of the present study and the desire 
of the ma,j ori ty of the respondents to remain anonymous and unidentified 
with their locale 9 it was necessary to examine the setting for the 
programs in a chapter separate from the analyses of' the courses o 
The Origin and DeYelopment of the Oklahoma Colleges 
Northeastern State College, the oldest of the six collegesJ had 
its beginning in 1846 when the National.Council of the Cherokee Nation 
passed an act providing for the establishment of the National Male 
Seminary and the National Female Seminary. 'l'hese schools were 
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established to provide a "public and higher educationn for the youth of 
the Cherokee Nation. Except for a period during the Civil War 9 these 
institutions remained in operation until 1909.1 Central State College 
was created in 1890 by an act of the legislature of Oklahoma Territory 
which authorized a Territorial Normal School at Edmond. 2 The Territorial 
Legislature also authorized normal schools at Alva in 1897 (now North-
western State College) and at Weatherford in 1901 (now Southwestern 
State College). 
In 1907 the present state of Oklahoma was formed from Indian 
Territory and Oklahoma Territory and admitted to the Union. The State 
Legislature of the new state passed an act in 1909 that provided for the 
creation of three normal schools in what formerly had been Indian 
Territory. New schools were created at Ada (now East Central State 
College) and at Durant (now Southeastern State College). The third 
school was recreated from the Cherokee Female Seminary by the purchase 
of buildings, land,and equipment at Tahlequah (now Northeastern State 
College). 
The six normal schools existed for ten years with programs that 
consisted of four years of high-school study and two years of work at 
the college level. The state Board of Education 9 then the governing 
board of the schools 9 was given authority in 1919 by the Oklahoma State 
Legislature to provide for a four-year curriculum leading to a bachelor 
degree. The resultant action by the board also changed the names of 
the schools to state teachers colleges. 
1Northeastern State College Bulletinj 1958-59 (Tahlequah, 
Oklahoma» 1958), p. 17. 
2 
Central State College Bulletin, 1957=59, Vol. XLVI, No. 3 
(Edmond~ Oklahoma» Julyj 1957)~ p. 10. 
For the next twenty years the state colleges existed as teachers 
colleges and offered only a degree in educationo The slowness of the 
colleges in complying with the general~education movement can be 
attributed mainly to the existence of a plan for the issuance of 
temporary teaching certificateso As late as 1936 the colleges issued 
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a two-year elementary or secondary certificate upon the completion of 
forty semester hours of college work» much of which was prescribed 
preparation for teachingo A similar five-year certificate was issued 
upon the completion of sixty-four semester hours and a life certificate 
was granted with the degreeo After 1936 the temporary two-and five-
year certificates were abandoned) and a new one-year certificate was 
introducedo The one-year certificate could be obtained in either 
elementary education with a total of 76 hours or in secondary education 
with a choice of several majors and a total of 90 hourso In 1950 a 
three-year probationary period was established during which all holders 
of temporary certificates were expected to complete the requirements 
for the degreeo A new standard teaching certificate requiring a degree 
was established and required of all teachers after July 1 9 19530 
Even before t.he hindrance provided by temporary certification had 
been removedJ the colleges had begun planning for general educationo 
In 1936 a new program was inaugurated which divided the four-year 
curriculUin into what was known as Group I and Group II requirementsa 
The Group I requirements consisted of from 30 to 40 hours of required 
courses with electives to total 64 hours to be completed during the 
freshman and sophomore yearsa In effect this was a general-education 
program» but it was not referred to by that name in the college catalogsa 
This program continued with minor changes until after World War II o 
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One change during this interim that must be noted was the act of the 
Oklahoma Legislature in 1939 that converted the teachers colleges into 
state colleges and authorized the granting of degrees other than in 
education. 
The increase in enrollment and the diversification of the clientele 
that occurred after World War II caused the Council of Presidents of the 
State Colleges to become aware of a need for a re-examination of the 
curriculum. To this end representatives from each college were appointed 
by the presidents. The membership consisted mainly of deans of instruc-
tion and registrars but also included some teaching personnel as its 
membership changed from year to year. This committee met over a four-
year period and was concerned with all facets of the curriculum. A 
program was submitted by this committee through the Council of State 
College Presidents to the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education 
on March 20~ 1948. This program consisted of both required and elective 
courses in the fields of English 9 humanitiesj social science, natural 
sciencej and health and physical education for a minimum total of 38 
hours. It indicated also that the remainder of the freshman and 
sophomore hours were to consist of electives and work in a chosen major 
field. 3 For the most part this program was a redistribution of old 
courses 9 but it had one new feature in that it required five or six 
hours in the humanities. Except for an experimental course that was 
instituted at Southeastern State College~ the humanities had never been 
previously offered in the state colleges. In their proposed revision 
the curriculum committee had this to say: 
3oklahoma State Colleges Proposed Revised Requirements in General 
Education (From the files of the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher 
Education9 March 20, 1948) 9 PPo 2-3. (Hectographed) 
The proposed revision of the general education program 
in the first two years of the four-year degree course reflects 
certain desirable modifications of the program which has 
remained. virtually unchanged since 1935, No radical changes 
are involved" The purpose is to effect adjustments which will 
assure a better balanced coverage of the principal area of 
social science» natural science 1 and the humanities. The4 
only new feature of the program is the humanities " " •• 
The recommendations of the curriculum committee were approved by 
the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Educationj and the new program 
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for general education appeared in the bulletins inssued by the colleges 
during the summer of 1948. It was listed as being an 11Experimental 
Humanities CurriculUin/15 Group I requirementsJ previously describedJ 
were also in the bulletin in the same manner as in years prior to 1948. 
In the state college bulletins of 1949 the recommended general-education 
program replaced the old Group I requirements~ but the program retained 
its former title. In fact the program was not referred to as a 
general-education program until the bulletins issued in 19520 During 
this latter year the general=education program became stabilized with 
the issuance of a resolution by the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher 
Education 9 who acted on proposals presented by the Council of State 
College Presidentso This resolutlon changed the program in only a few 
details from the program instituted in 19480 It increased required 
English from six to eight hours 9 reduced social science from twelve to 
nine hours 9 and required a new limited election of five hours from 
foreign language 9 fine arts 9 practical arts 9 mathematics or psychology" 
This program has remained in effect to the time of the present studyo 
4Ibid. J p. 1 
5poutheastern State College Bulletin, Volo XL, No. 1 9 Catalog 
Issue 9 July, 19489 Po 19. 
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The program and the parts of the resolution pertinent to this study are 
to be found in Appendix Ao The humanities requirements were not changed 
by the resolution of 19520 
Two observations should be made at this point. First, the sudden 
creation of the humanities courses, which had never before existed in 
the curriculums of the state colleges, resulted in the courses being 
taught by persons already on the faculty. No new humanities teachers 
were employed by any of the schools. Second, the curriculum committee 
suggested courses totaling at least 28 hours that could be taken for a 
minimum five hours of credit in the humanities. Psychology, sociology9 
social psychology, and mental hygiene were included as fulfilling the 
humanities requirement. The new general-education program resulted in 
the development of varied patterns at the subject schools as each made 
its best adaptation to the sudden change. 
The Clientele and Setting of the Subject Colleges 
The text that follows describes individually the setting of each 
of the subject schools and includes generalizations as to the nature of 
the clientele. The schools are described alphabetically by city of 
location. 
East Central State College is located at Ada 9 Oklahoma, about 
75 miles southeast of Oklahoma City. The school serves a district 
comprised of eleven counties most of which have a predominately rural 
population. Only one city 9 Shawnee 9 has a population greater than 
20 9000. Ethnically the students were of typical established American 
stock. There were» however 9 some of recent Italian and Sicilian origin 
whose parents or grandparents were brought in by the railroads as miners 
in the Henryetta and Coalgate areas. Quite a few of the students were 
of Indian blood 9 mostly Creek 9 Seminole» and Chickasawo Only a few 
Negroes were enrolled. In 1958 there were approximately 1500 resident 
students counting those taking both full-and part-time work. Forty=one 
per cent of the students were residents of Pontotoc County in which the 
school is located. Approximately twenty per cent of all freshmen 
completed their degrees. Eighty to ninety per cent of the graduates 
obtained degrees in education. 6 
Northwestern State College is located at Alva, Oklahoma, about 
150 miles northwest of Oklahoma City and only fifteen miles from the 
Kansas border. It serves an extensive area of twelve counties 
including the Oklahoma Panhandle with points as distant as 250 miles 
from Alva. This is the most sparsely settled region of Oklahoma. 
The land is devoted mostly to large wheat farms or cattle ranches. 
Enid 9 with a population of about 40 9000 was the only city in the area 
larger than 79000. The students generally come from families of pioneer 
stock or families of long residence in northwest Oklahoma. The frequency 
of German names among the students attested to the origin of many of 
these people. Relatively few Indians or Negroes were in this regiono 
The student enrollment was the smallest of the state colleges 9 numbering 
slightly less than 1000 in 19580 This 9 howeverJ was a one-hundred per 
cent increase over the 1955 enrollmento The students come generally 
from the northwestern section of Oklahoma and southwest Kansas. In 
6Personal interview 9 statements by William H. FaustJ Registrar, 
East Central State College, AdaJ Oklahoma, February 25 9 1959. 
recent years about eighty per cent of those gTaduating took their 
degrees in education. 7 
Southeastern State College is located at Durant 9 Oklahoma, about 
150 miles southeast of Oklahoma City and only fifteen miles from the 
Texas border. Twelve counties comprise the district served by South-
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eastern. Most of these counties are rural in nature, especially in the 
region dominated by the Kiarnichi Mountains. Ardmore and McAlester, 
both having slightly less than 20JOOO persons, are the main urban 
centers. Aside from the established American stock which predominated, 
there was also a considerable number of students of Indian descent. 
Choctaws and Chickasaws were most numerous, but many tribes were 
represented because of the presence of Oklahoma Presbyterian College 
which provides scholarships for Indian studen·ts, Academic work 9 except 
for religious education, was taken by the students of this college at 
Southeastern. There were no Negroes among the full-time students in 
1958 9 although the district has a heavy Negro population. Total resi~ 
dent enrollment in 1958-59 was just under 1500. Approximately one=third 
of the students were from Bryan County in which the school is located. 
A large number of Texans were enrolled~ most of whom were commuters 
from Denison and Sherman. About ninety per cent of the graduates take 
8 their degrees in education. 
Central State College is located at Edmond 9 Oklahoma. 9 very close 
to the geographical center of the state. This scho.ol serves fourteen 
7Personal interview 9 statements by Aurice Huguley, Bursar-Registrar, 
Northwestern State College 9 AlvaJ Oklahornat March 11, 19590 
8Personal interviewJ statements by Sam O. Pool 9 Registrar~ South-
eastern State College 9 Durant 9 Oklahoma 9 March 169 19590 
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counties that stretch from Kansas to Texas across the center of the 
stateo This is the most urbanized and most populous of all the state 
college districts. It includes the largest population agglomeration at 
Oklahoma City and at least five other cities of over 20»000 population. 
Edmond itself is a part of the Greater Oklahoma City areao Ethnically 
the student population is more heterogeneous than that of any other 
state college o It is also more racially integrated and has a larger 
number of Negroes than any of the state colleges. 
The enrollment in 1958 at Central State College was about 39 .300» 
considerably greater than that of any other state college. More than 
half of the students were from Oklahoma City or its metropolitan 
district. Central obtained more transfer students than any other state 
college 9 since both of the state universities are in the central district 
and Edmond is located about halfway between them. The number of 
graduates taking their degrees in education in recent years ranged from 
sixty to seventy per cent. The composition of the graduating class 9 
however, did not reflect the composition of the total student body. 
There were~ for example 9 large numbers of students enrolled in the pre= 
professional program who would complete their education elsewhere. 'I'he 
urban nature of Central•s clientele was reflected in an analysis of 
the 1958 departmental enrollments o General business was the largest 
degree program with about 650 enrolled. Elementary educati.on was second 
with about 450 enrollees. Pre-professional students numbered nearly 
650 with over 300 in pre=engineeringo9 
9Personal interview 9 statements of E. Truman Wester, Registrar~ 
Central State College 9 Edmond 9 Oklahoma 1 February 26 9 1959. 
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Northeastern State College is located at Tahlequah~ Oklahoma, about 
twenty-eight miles east by north from Muskogee, Oklahomaj and about 
thirty miles from the Arkansas border. Northeastern serves an area of 
fifteen countieso The area is the least extensive of all the state 
college districts but is exceeded in population only by the central 
district. The area includes Tulsa 9 Oklahoma 0s second largest city 9 
and two other cities of over 25 9000 populationo The students were 
generally of established American stock9 but the largest percentage of 
those with Indian blood were to be found at Northeastern. Northeastern 
ranks second to Central in the n1.Unber of Negroes to be found. among its 
student body o 
Approximately 2~000 students were enrolled at Northeastern in 
1958. Thus 9 in enrollment Northeastern ranked second to Central among 
the state colleges. The majority of the students were from small high 
schoolso Nearby Muskogeej however 9 furnished a large n1.Unber of students 9 
many of them commuters. About 85 per cent of the graduates obtained 
degrees in education.10 
Southwestern State College is located at Weatherford, Oklahoma 9 
about seventy miles west of Oklahoma City. Its district is composed of 
thirteen counties covering an extensive area in southwestern Oklahomao 
The area is composed largely of small cities 9 town, and villageso 
Lawton, third largest city in Oklahoma 9 and Altus are the largest 
population concentrations with populations of about 60 9000 and 20 9000. 
Each of these two cities has about doubled in population during the last 
decadeo Many pioneer Oklahoma families live in this area and 9 as in the 
10Personal interviews 9 Statements by Noble Bryan 9 Registrarj 
Northeastern State College 9 Tahlequah 9 Oklahoma 9 April 99 1959. 
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area to the north, many are of German descento Also numbered among the 
students are many Indian descendants of the plains tribes who formerly 
lived on reservations in this areao These tribes were the Kiowas, 
Comanches, .Arapahos, Cheyennesj and Caddos. 
The 1958 resident enrollment averaged around 1 9700. This included 
about 200 students enrolled in the School of Pharmacyo The School of 
Pharmacy began in 1939 when the school was renamed Southwestern State 
College of Diversified Occupations. In 1941 its name was again changed 
to Southwestern Institute .of Technology. During this period pharmacyj 
arts and science 9 and trade-school curriculums were established in 
addition to teacher educa·tion. The present name was adopted in 1949~ 
but the School of Pharmacy was retained. Students enter the School of 
Pharmacy during their freshman year and take four years of highly 
specialized work that almost completely bypasses the school 1 s general-
education program. 
The percentage of students pursuing the .Arts and Science program 
was greater at Southwestern than at any other state college. The 
number taking degrees in the Arts and Sciences nearly equaled the 
number in education.11 
The Objectives of General Education 
in the Subject Schools 
It was not a purpose of this study to examine the entire general= 
education program. The objectives of these programs, however 9 were of 
particular interest since the humanities~ as an important and distinctive 
11Personal interviews~ Statements by Millie Thomas, Registrar and 
Dr. Donald Ha.mm~ Chairman of General Education, Southwestern State 
College, Weatherfordj Oklahoma 9 March 19~ 1959. 
part of these programs 9 should be designed to fulfill one or more of 
the obj ec ti ves. 
East Central State Collegeo The objectives of East Central were 
incorporated in a statement of the college bulletin which also gives 
certain concepts as to the nature of general educationo12 
A program of general education Lwhich i~7 designed to 
extend and enrich the common basic educational experiences 
of all students. This program is at the college level a 
continuation of the kind of education predominant in the 
secondary schoolJ being concerned principally with fundamental 
learning in the areas of social science, natural science 9 and 
the hUlllanities 9 and receives chief emphasis in the first two 
years of the four-year college course. The studies are 
essentially nonspecialized and nonvocational 9 although they 
provide background for advanced and specialized worko General 
education aims primarily at a balanced development of the 
individual rr s knowledge i understanding 1 attitude 9 and 
behavior for responsible and intelligent maturity 9 success-
ful and satisfactory adulthood 9 and civic competence in 
contemporary democratic societyo • o •• 
Northwestern State College. The objectives at Northwestern were 
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established by the General Education Committee of 1956 and reaffirmed by 
the committee of 1957.13 They were as followsg 
lo To guide the individual in forming such personal philosophy 
as will lead him to happiness and the good life for 
himself and others. 
(a) To develop the potentialities of personality o 
(b) To cultivate the sense of beauty and aesthetic 
appreciation. 
(1G) To apply habits of scientific thought to both 
personal and civic problemso 
(d) To prepare the student for responsible citizenship 
in the community 9 the nation 9 and the worldo 
(e) To promote sound mental and physical heal tho 
12East Cent:£& State College ~ Catalog 1958-1960, July~ 
1958, Po 150 
13Paper in the files of Andy Clarke 9 Dean of Instructionj North-
western State College 9 Alva 9 OlrJ.ahoma~ March 12~ 19590 (Hectographed) 
2o To develop such critical understanding of the accumulated 
traditions and heritage from the past as to inspire con-· 
fidence in sound and orderly evolution for the futureo 
(a) To enable the individual to approach with broader 
understanding the situations that may arise for him 
as a member of society. 
(b) To develop orderly habits of clear, critical thinking 
and the ability to make sound judgments for the solu-
tion of problems and for discrimination among values. 
(c) To acquaint the student with major areas of knowledge 
which are the common denominator for educated persons 
functioning as enlightened persons in a free societyo 
Southeastern State College. The objectives of general education 
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at Southeastern were completely revised in 1957 by a committee charged 
with this tasko The following statement delineates the objectives that 
were adoptedo14 
The program of general education attempts to provide specifically 
for the following objectives: 
lo A rich individual life with a broad cultural background 1 
which will enable one to understand and enjoy literature, 
art~ music~ philosophies 9 sciences and other disciplineso 
2o Participation in some forms of supervised creative activi-
ties in order that the student may develop himself to his 
fullest capacitieso 
3o The desire and ability to do critical and constructive 
thinkingo 
4. The desire and ability to continue growth in various fields 
of study. 
5. Increased sld.11 in using desirable methods of learningo 
60 An understanding by the student of himself 1 and of others o 
7. An understanding of current life problems. 
8. The development of an effective individual in his social~ 
economic~ and natural environment. 
14Paper from the files of James Morrison, Dean of Instruction, 
Southeastern State College~ Durant~ Oklahoma 9 April 23 9 1959. 
(Mimeographed) 
9o The assumption of the privileges and responsibilities of a 
free man and a good citizen in the .American democracy. 
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Central State College. Objectives for the general education program 
are stated in the catalog as follows: 1 5 
lo To promote democratic ideals in the local, nationalj and 
world community o 
2o To aid the student to think critically in order to adopt 
proper standards a.nd solve the problems of life. 
3o To develop the ability to speak and write effectively and 
to listen and read with critical intelligence. 
4. To prepare the student for happy and successful living as 
an individual 9 as a member of his family~ and of society. 
Northeastern State College. The college bulletin contained a 
statement of beliefs concerning general education as well as a list of 
explanatory objectives.16 Both are included in the following excerpt: 
As a result of continuing study~ the faculty at Northeastern 
State College believes that all students should participate in 
certain common experiences during the first two years of college 
work and that such a program of common experiences is best desig-
nated as General Education. It is believed that a program of 
General Education must make available to the student extensive 
experiencesJ which are both rich and importantj in preparation 
for the major aspects of living in a democratic society, and 
that these experiences should provide for the development of 
personal talents and abilities 9 and for a satisfying participa-
tion in activities involving democratic procedures. 
With this general philosophy 9 the entire pattern of General 
Education has these objectivesg 
(1) the development of skill in cornmunication 9 by which is 
meant the development of a degree of skill in oral or 
written composition together with the development of 
skill in reading and listening; 
(2) in the ·realm of scientific trainingj the student 
should acquire knowledge and understanding of the 
15 
Central State College Bulletin9 1957~59 9 Volo XLVI, Noo 3» 
Edmond~ Oklahoma» July, 1957, Po 1. 
16 
Northeastern State College Annual Bulletin 9 1958=529 Tahlequah 9 
Oklahoma, p. 17. 
natural phenomena~ both physical and biological 9 in 
his environment 9 not from the point of view of the 
specialist or professional, but from the point of view 
of understanding the natural phenomena in his environ-
ment in their implications for human society and human 
welfare; 
(3) to train the student to do his part (on the basis of 
knowledge and thinking) as an active and intelligent 
citizen in dealing with interrelated social 9 economic, 
and political problems; 
(4) acquaintance with a core of knowledge of history 
sufficient to enable the student to see clearly that 
the present is a product of the past -- that it re-
presents "the lengthened shadow of the pasto 11 This 
core should be limited to knowledge of periods and 
epochs in history that can be shown to have genuine 
significance in relation to the world of today. It 
is the~ and world of today to be understood; 
(5) to give the student knowledge of and to lead him to 
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an appreciation of old as well as new culture in western 
civilization as these cultures find expression in 
philosophy9 literature 9 art and music~ 
Southwestern State College. A statement concerning the purposes 
of generaJ. education and a statement of the specific objectives were 
17 found in the college catalog as follows; 
General Education: The purpose of General Education is to pro-
vide a group of experiences common to all educated persons that 
will enable each to function more effectively as an individuaJ.~ 
as a parent 9 as a worker 9 as a citizen in a democracy 9 and as a 
member of a -world community o More specifically j General Education 
at Southwestern seeks to accomplish the following objectivesg 
1. To develop in students more effective communicative skillso 
2o To foster a greater appreciation of our politicalJ social, 
and cultural heritageo 
3o To stimulate a greater appreciation for literature and the 
fine artso 
4. To develop in students an awareness of responsible citizenshipo 
17 Southwestern State College Catalog» 195&-58 9 Vol. 42$ No. 1~ 
March, 1956.11 p. 16. 
5o To create understanding and a desirable attitude toward 
matters of personal hygiene and public health. 
60 To develop a deeper understanding of physical and biological 
phenomena 9 particularly as they apply to every day livingo 
Southwestern made a comprehensive institutional study of general 
education during 1956-57 that resulted in many changes in courses, 
prqoedures 9 administra.tion9 and philosophyo The objectives, however~ 
were not changed. In addition to the objectives stated above, the 
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18 report of Southwestern 9s study on general education had this to say: 
To develop ability to think critically is an objective 
frequently listed among a group of general education objectiveso 
In the case of Southwestern 9 it certainly may be regarded as 
an inherent part of the objective pertaining to conununicative 
skills. All general education courses can provide a climate 
whereby students may not only learn ABOUT forms of reasoning 
and thinking 9 but may actually EXPERIENCE such intellectual 
activity. 
It is important that Southwestern was cognizant of the value of this 
oft-repeated objective. It is not apparent~ however 9 that it ~may be 
regarded as an inherent part of the objective pertaining to communicative 
skills." The frequent emphasis that was put on this objective by so 
many schools would indicate that it should have been listed among the 
objectives. 
The Humanities Courses in the Subject Colleges 
It has been observed in the preceding text that considerable freedom 
was given to the state colleges in the establishment of the courses to 
satisfy the humanities requirements in general education. The sudden 
adoption of a program requiring the humanities and the admission of 
18An Institutional Study QB. General Filucation, Southwestern State 
College, Weatherford~ Oklahoma~ (multilithed) Po 39. (Not dated~ but 
report was of a total-faculty study completed during 19570) 
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certain courses in sociology 9 psychology 9 social psychology9 and mental 
hygiene to be counted as humanities courses caused the schools to make 9 
in most cases 1 a convenient adaptation to the teachers and courses 
already at hand. The new program 9 thenll sometimes resulted in only 
minor changes. In this connection it might be mentioned that one school 
still did not refer to the program as a general-education program in 
their 1958-1959 catalog 9 but continued to follow an older pattern of 
listing it as 11Lower Division Requirernentso eil9 In the text immediately 
following 9 the humanities requirements and courses offered at each 
school are briefly described. 
East Central State~. East Central required a minimum of 
four semester hours that were elective from the areas of the humanities, 
foreign language~ and practical arts. Students could take six hours of 
foreign language to complete the requirements. The general courses in 
the humanities were not offered o Students could choose any two of the 
separate humanities courses i.n art 9 literature 9 and music 9 or a history 
survey course in early western civilization 9 or a lower-level course in 
either business; home economics 9 or industrial artso 20 Philosophy 252 
was offered but was not listed among the general-education requirements o 
The philosophy course was actually taught as a course in practical 
psychology" An analysis of the class loads during 1957=58 showed that 
most of the students in the general=education program took the separate 
course in literature with a course in practioa.1 arts o 
There was neither an organizational nor an administrational 
division of the humanities courses at East Central. Each discipline of 
l9Northeastern 9 p. 48° 
20East Central ~= ~~-· _9 p. 
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the separate courses was taught under the releyant department. Usually 
only the separate literature course was offered in more than one section 
per semester. There seemed to be li t,tle or no liaison among the various 
departments under which the separate courses were taught. 
Northwestern State College. The Northwestern catalog gave the 
humanities requirements as seven to nine semester hours o Five semester 
hours were required in the general courses or in the separate courses in 
art~ literature, or musico The other two or three hours could be taken 
in Humanities 252 (philosophy) or in sociology or psychology. 21 Since 
the philosophy course was seldom offered, the hurnani ties (by our defin:i.-
tion) is five or six hours. The Humanities 223 (literature) was the 
most popular selectionJ with Hurnani ties 242 (music) ranking second. 
These two courses constituted the choice of about eighty per cent of 
the 200 sophomores enrolled in 1958=590 Only eight per cent took the 
general courses. The difficuJ.ty of the course and teacher personalities 
may somewhat influence these choices J but the greatest determinant seemed 
to be that separate courses totaling only five hours could be taken 
instead of two general courses totaling six hours. 
The humanities courses were not a part of any one department but 
rather were administered under different specialized departments according 
to type of course. General humanities were taught by one history 
teacher. 
Southeastern State College. Southeastern offered only the two 
general courses of three semester hours each for a total of six hours 
in the humanities. 22 All sophomores were required to take these two 
21 Northwestern~ p. 6L · 
22 Southeasterny p. 31 :, aJ.so p. 33 and p. 450 
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courseso Thus~ there was no means by which the student could make an 
election whereby he was able to escape what is considered as the humani·-
ties in this studyo The humanities courses were taught in most classes 
by members of the English departmento The head of the English depart= 
ment~ hence~ was unofficially in administrative charge of the humanitieso 
Central State G_~llegeo Central required either five or six 
semester hours of humanities selected from the two three-hour general 
courses or from four separate courseso Of the latter J only literature 
was offered for three hours credit; others were for two hours each,23 
Classes in both the separate and general courses were large at Central 
(there were over 700 sophomores in 1958-59)0 From an analysis of class 
loads it seemed that most students preferred the progrrun requiring the 
fewest hours and thus took the literature course for three hours with a 
two-hour course in either aJ.~tJ music or philosophyo CentralJ unlike 
any of the other subject schools 9 also offered each of the two general 
courses in a two-hour version (Humanities 202 and 212). Students 
frequently combined one of the two-hour general courses with the three,=, 
hour literature course in order to complete the requirement of five 
hours. It should be further mentioned that Central] with its large 
enrollment~ found itself handicapped in satisfying the choices of the 
students in an elective prograrno Usually it was a matter of the students 
getting into any available class that would fulfill the requirements. 
During 1958=,59 more sections of the separate literature course were 
offered than any of the three=hour general courses· since it provided 
the best accommodation to student election and to schedulingo There 
23central 9 po 24·= 5, 
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seemed, also, to be some agitation at Central toward giving humanities 
credit for band, orchestra, and glee~club participationo There were 
many among the humanities staff who deplored using a general-education 
requirement as a means of encouraging participation in these. extra-
curricular activities. Central also enjoyed the unique distinction 
among the state colleges of having a chairman of the humanities depart-
mento His duties, however, were quasi-administrative.and advisory, the 
separate courses remaining, as in the other state colleges, under the 
specialized departments. 
Northeastern State College. Northeastern required five or six 
hours in the humanities with a choice of either six hours in the two 
general courses, or five hours in the separate courses, of which one 
must be Humanities 223 (literature). In addition to these choices, 
Psychology 203 could be taken in the place of any of the separate courses, 
except that, if taken instead of the separate course in literature, two 
semester hours in other literature courses would be required. 24 Freshmen 
at Northeastern were permitted to enroll in any of the humanities 
courses; in fact, the total of those enrolled in the humanities ran 
close to fifty per cent freshmen in the spring of 19590 Recent averages 
show that about sixty-five per cent of the students chose the two 
general courses. Of those taking the area courses nearly one hundred 
per cent took the course in literature as one choice and sixty-five 
per cent took psychology as the second choice. The remaining thirty-
five per cent of those choosing the area courses were about evenly 
divided among the courses in art, music, and philosophy. 25 
~ortheastern, p.,48. 
25Personal interview. 
... ;, ) ~ 
Statements by Noble Bryan'!, 
Freshman-sophomore advisement at Northeastern usually recommended the 
general courses to their advisees. 
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In its recent catalogs, including the 1958-59 issue, Northeastern 
has listed the humanities courses under the department of home economicso 26 
Faculty members, when asked about this, were unable to give any reason. 
Actually there is no connection whatsoever between the humanities courses 
and this department. The courses were taught and administered under 
the relevant specialized departments, or else, as in the general courses, 
were separate entities under complete control by the teacher of the 
course. 
Southwestern State College. There seems to have been no bulletin 
published by Southwestern since the 1956-1958 issue. The next issue 
will be forthcoming in 1960. Undoubtedly the next issue will be greatly 
changed as a result of the comprehensive study made by the faculty on 
general education. The program listed in the 1956-1958 bulletin 
required six or seven -semester hours in the humanities chosen from any 
three of two-hour area courses in li tera. ture ll art, and music or in 
psychology 203, a three-hour course.27 The general {"integrated" is the 
preferred nomenclature at Southwestern) courses were offered for the 
first time during the school year of 1958-59. At the same time psychology 
was eliminated as counting toward credit in the humanities. The separate 
courses were still offered and would be continued only as long as there 
was a demand from those who had originally started on a program of area 
26trortheastern, ;p~. 8f3'. · · ,,.. 
27 Southwestern» p. .38:. 
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courseso 28 Southwestern has given new numbers to the general courses 
designating them as Humanities 133 and 143. The school was also distinct 
among the state colleges in that it required these courses during the 
freshman year. During the school year of 1958-59 the number enrolled 
in the integrated courses slightly exceeded the number in separate courses. 
Southwestern, as a result of the institutional study of general 
educationJ has installed an administrative system for the general-
education program. The administration of the program became the 
responsibility of a faculty-elected committee known as the Coordinating 
Committee for General Education. The chairman of this committee was 
appointed by the Dean of Instruction from its elected membership. This 
committee was responsible for the selection of the general-education 
teaching staff, for the development of courses consistent with the 
school's philosophy of general education, for the approval of course 
syllabi» for leadership at staff meetings, for leadership in the 
development of evaluation,and for the reporting of progress in general 
education to the total faculty. 29 
Besides the establishment of administrative proceduresJ other 
changes created by the Southwestern study were of significance to the 
setting of the humanities in the general-education program. Courses 
underwent a complete change with the introduction of broad-area courses 
designed to include materials integrated from several disciplines. 
Check sheets for candidates for graduation furnished by the registrar 1 s 
office showed thirty prescribed semester hours of general education to 
28Personal interview, Statements by Dr. Donald Hamm. 
29An Institutional §.tudy 2!l General Education, Southwestern State 
College 9 pp. 65=6. 
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be taken in the following areas g Introduction to Social Studies 9 three 
hours; Fundamental Concepts of Science 9 four hours; Health and Physical 
Education~ four hours; Basic Mathematics, three hours; Mental Health, 
two hours; and Family Relations 9 two hours. 30 
The Southwestern study also revealed some distinct convictions in 
the area of teacher effectiveness in general education that have 
relevance to the present study. Following are a few paraphrases of 
convictions expressed in greater detail in the report on Southwestern I s 




Since the general education courses lack the personal 
motivation "which may be assumed 11 in the specialized 
course of their choice 11 the need the ref ore Y is for those 
instructors who are best able to TEACH the student. 11 
"The General Education faculty should be our best 
teachers. 11 .31 
Teaching should be done by those "sincerely interested 11 
in general education and "sympathetic with its aims. 11 
Hence 9 teachers "should be given a choice as to whether 32 
or not they wish to teach in general education courses. 11 
11Groups 9 rather than individuals l' should be encouraged to 
develop c curses. 11.3.3 
Acceptable grammatical usage J spelling J and "clear 
expression of ideas" should be '*concrete factors used in 
grading 0 general-education courses • .34 
Fundamental skills 9 especially critical thinking, should 
be stressed~ used in real life situations,and considered 
in the construction of and grading of exarns.35 
30Paper from the files of Mill:i.e Thomas 9 Registrar 9 Southwestern 
State College, Weatherford, Oklahoma, November 12, 1959. 
31 An !nsti.tutiona.=b_ Study on General Education, Southwestern State 
College J p" 240 
32Ibid., p. 25 and 720 
33rbid. ~ p. 720 
34rbid O 9 p. 7.3 . 
.3 5 
Ibid., p. 74. 
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The above are probably the most significant of twenty recommenda-
tions made by the committee on effective teaching which were being 
observed at Southwestern during 1958-59. 
Summary and Comparisons 
Function and Clientele. Since the establishment of the state col-
leges their main function has been the education of teachers. This is 
still the main function 9 but one that is being challenged as enrollments 
continue to increase. Degrees in education have declined to only one-
half the total conferred at Southwestern. Central has somewhat taken 
on the function of a municipal college with a growth in the number of 
students taking general business. The others still confer eighty to 
ninety per cent of their degrees in education, As the universities 
become more crowded and perhaps more selective 9 a further decline in 
the number of education degrees may be expected. It is probabley then 9 
that in the future there will be a fur th er expansion of the liberal-arts 
programs and perhaps the development of new specialized or technical 
programs. 
For the most part the colleges serve a clientele that comes from a 
ruralJ small-town 9 or small-city background with their secondary educ:a= 
tion from high schools with llmi ted curriculums and cultural opportuni-
ties. Because of geographical location all the schools, except Centrals 
can expect to continue to serve persons of such backgrounds. Racial 
integration is new to Oklahoma 9 and as it increases even more students 
with li.mi ted educational and cultural backgrounds may be expected. 
The p.eneral-Education Programs. Under the resolution of the 
Regents for Higher Education the state colleges are committed to what 
is often referred to as the n1ayer-cake 11 plan of general education, 
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General education under this plan is placed at the bottom layer of the 
four-year college curriculum and is to be completed during the first 
two years. Authorities on general education are not in agreement as 
to whether this plan 9 or one of concurrent general and specialized 
education, or one with general education at the top is best. 36 For the 
purposes of the Oklahoma state colleges the ••layer-cake" plan has 
certain advantages. Since student mortalities are high in the state 
colleges the student has, by this means, the opportunity to obtain 
his general education first. General education aims toward the trans-
mission and integration of that portion of the culture which will 
raise the student to the levels of education judged as adequate by his 
teachers. The desired levels of education are concerned with skills, 
behaviors, competencies, understandingsj attitudesJ appreciations~ or 
values J as well as~ lr.nowledges. These levels form the objectives of 
general education in the respective schools. It is~ then, to be 
expected that students coming from backgrounds, such as the clientele 
of the state colleges, ha.ve an immediate 'need for general education. 
The "layer cake" plan is also in agreement with the ideas of the 
President 0s Commission on Higher Education which recommended the 
establishment of the two-year community college to better fulfill the 
general and semiprofessional needs of the 1149 per cent of our population 
,Lwhich.7 has the mental ability to complete 14 years of schooling. u.3? 
36John Bo Schwertmanj "General Education and Specialized Education: 
A New Notion About 'l'heir Relationship. 11 The Journal of General Educa-
tion, Volo IX, No. 1 (October y 1955) ,, pp. 54-50 
37Higher Education for American Democrac;y:, A Report of the 
President 1 s Commission on Higher Education, Vol. I, Establishing the 
Goals (New York, 1948) y p. 41 and pp. 67-720 
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The type of program that was authorized by the Regents for Higher 
Education can be briefly described as a semi-elective program within a 
distributional frameworko It consists of a sampling of courses within 
the six broad areas of English; science and mathematics; social studies; 
health and physical education; the humanities; and foreign languages 9 
psychology 9 fine arts 9 or practical arts. Within these areas certain 
courses 9 totaling less than twenty semester hoursj are rigidly required; 
certain other courses are elective from a strictly limited choice; and 
the remaining courses are more or less freely elected from the freshman 
and sophomore courses. This type of program is followed in all the 
subject schools except Southwestern which has instituted an experimentalj 
prescriptive program. 
The Objectives of General Educationo General education, as observed 
aboveJ may be thought of as an attempt to raise the students from the 
educational level at which they enter college to levels in various areas 
which are defined by the objectives of general education. In the 
subject schools 9 then 9 it is an education that fills the gap between 
where the student is when he enters college and where his educators 
think he should be at the end of the sophomore year. MoreoverJ it is an 
education that attempts to give the student carry-over values that will 
endure with him into the most probable activities of his adult life. The 
status of where the student is as he enters college and where he should 
be at the end of the sophomore year is based upon an assumption. It is 
assumed, in the subject schools, that the knowledge and experience of 
educators who have worked over a period of time with college students 
are sufficient to recognize the student 1s degree of insufficiency~ to 
identify his present needs~ and to predicrt his future need so These 
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present and future needs are stated as the objectives of the general-
education program. This is a tenable assumption, but it could be 
supplemented by more objective means of diagnosis and prognosis. The 
few attempts that have been made toward objective measurement have 
usually resulted in little or no change. Some of the subject schools 
have established local percentiles from standardized freshman tests. One 
school has evaluated needs from the opinions of former students, but 
this evaluation was directed toward professional education. The most 
promising innovation is the experimental general-education program at 
Southwestern State College. It is 9 however~ too new to yield helpful 
and reliable information. 
The needs~ as exemplified by the objectives of general education 
in the state colleges 9 were not easy to analyze due to the variety of 
statements~ some of which included several specific objectives. One 
schoolj East Central~ made one statement so generalized that it could 
well include almost any specific objective. The following analysis 
consists of a list of reworded short statements indicating specific 
objectives and a numeral following each to indicate the number of state 
colleges having that objective: 
1. Development of personal and/or social adjustments (5), 
2. Development of democratic citizenship (5), 
3. Development of critical thinking (4) 9 
4. Knowledge» appreciation~ or understanding of cultural 
heritage ( 4) 9 
5. Skill in speaking 9 writing 9 listening~ and/or reading (3)~ 
6. Understanding, k.nowledge 9 or skill in science (3) 9 









Knowledge or understanding of ttthe major areas of know-
ledge tt ( 2) , 
Adjustment for home, family 9 and/or parental life (2) 9 
Development of world citizenry or world outlook (2), 
Aesthetic appreciations and attitudes (2) 1 
Participation in creative activities (1), 
Adjustment to the environment in its several forms (1), 
0Acquaintance with a core of knowledge of history" (1), 
Development of a personal philosophy (l)j 
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From the above list it should be noted that there was no unanimous 
agreement 
the first 
on any one specific objective of general education. On only 
two parapl:".irased obj ec ti ves were there as many as five of the 
six schools in agreement. One of the most surprising revelations 9 
however 9 concerned the third and fourth paraphrased objectives •. Studies 
that have been made of general education objectives have shown these two 
objectives-=critical thinking and appreciation of cultural heritage-=. 
receive almost unanimous acceptance. Physical education is a requirement 
in the general-education programs of all the subject schools~ yet only 
two schools stated an objective (No. 7 above) that was concerned with 
it. Aesthetic appreciation» which is an objective of most humanities 
courses, was also chosen by only two schools as an objective of general 
education. On the other hand~ it might be difficult to pinpoint par-
ticular courses of the schools 8 general-education programs that would 
implement such objectives as numbers 9J 12 and 15. One administrator 
when queried about this replied that it was an "implied objective of 
the total program. it 
The Administration of the General-Education Programs. In the 
catalogs of the subject schools and among the administrators of the 
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schools the general-education program is recognized 9 along with the 
specialized and professional programs 9 as being one of the three main 
divisions of the collegeo It is also recognized by most administrators 
that the general-education program involves a larger number of students 
and teachers than either the specialized or the professional programso 
It is further acknowledged that the general-education program is basic 
and necessary to the other two programs, as well as to the finished 
college producto Despite these admissions the general-education program 
is the only one of the three main divisions of the subject schools 
without a structure to bring about effective organization, coordination 9 
control 9 and evaluation. Southwestern State College 9 whose committee 
system for administration was previously described~ is the one exceptiono 
In all other of the subject colleges the dean of instruction is nominally 
the chief administrative officer of the general-education program 9 but 
coordination and evaluation are almost non-existent; and control is a 
highly divided matter 9 existing within the various specialized departments 
that offer the courses within the distributional plano 
This practice traces back to the time when the subject colleges 
existed as normal schools with departmentalized high-school and junior= 
college subjectso As the college evolved through a teaching-certificate 
program 9 through the Group I and II requirement stage, and through the 
present general=education program~ t,he specialized departments have 
maintained controlo This fact probably influenced the committee which 
authored the present program to select a distributional framework that 9 
by its nature 9 would tend to preserve departmental control. It is 
significant to note that the committee did not make provision for any 
other type of administrationo 
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Meanwhile 1v the new program at Southwestern 9 because of its organi-
zation and administration9 holds future promise as being capable of 
giving coordination and unification to the general-education programo 
The Humanities Courses and Escapism. The resolution of the Regents 
for Higher Education 9 which authorized the present general-education 
program, was for the most part a reshuffling of old courseso It 
created new courses in only two departments 9 science and the 
humanities. The new program did not permit any elective escape from 
the general-education science other than by an election of a more 
advanced science course. In the humanities, however 1 a loophole was 
left so that at least a part of the humanities could be avoided by 
taking psychology or sociologyo The responsibility for the origination 
of this goes back to the intercollegiate curriculum committee whose 
recommendation passed unchanged through the Council of Presidents and 
the Regents for Higher Educationo Moreover 9 interviews with persons 
who served on the curriculum committee indicated that the inclusion of 
psychology and sociology 9 to fulfill the humanities requirements, was 
due to one person who tenaciously insisted on such a plano 38 
Under the present program of general education~ as adopted by the 
regents 9 only a partial escape from the humanities can be gained by 
taking psychology or sociology. However 9 at least one school has made 
its own changes and permits a total escapeo East Central requires only 
four or five hours which can be taken in foreign language or in a com-
bination which includes hi story with a course in either business~ home 
38Personal Interviewso This statement was made by three persons 
who expressed the wish to be anonymous if quoted. For obvious reasons 
the name of the subject of the statements is also omittedo 
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economics, or industrial artso Northeastern permits partial escape in 
that psychology may be taken in place of any of the area courses except 
the one in literature. In all of the remaining state colleges, students 
are required to take five or six hours of either the general or separate 
courses. During 1958-59 only Southeastern offered the general courses 
exclusively. 
General ~· Separate Courses in the Humanities. Probably no issue 
concerning humanities courses has been argued more than the matter of 
the general, or integrated, courses, as opposed to the separatej or 
area, courses. Advocates of the area course claim that the best 
teaching can be done by the specialist and that few persons are broad 
enough to teach the general course. They claim also that better moti-
vation can be gained when students are permitted to choose their own 
areas of study. Those who favor the general course often claim that 
the courses taught by specialists tend to become too technical and 
consist of too much memorized information. They say1 also, that the 
teacher need not be a specialist but merely a capable teacher» well 
informed, willing to become a learner~ and one who is challenged by the 
task. Motivation, the general course proponents claim~ is inherent in 
the humanities and can be found and utilized by the resourceful teachero 
These and still other arguments are rife, but the greatest division of 
opinion is over the matter of integration. Harold Taylor saysg "Inte-
gration comes from within and no amount of integrating and correlating 
of subjects in external ways will achieve a genuine integration unless 
the student himself is affected totally, both in intellect and emotion 
•• It is hard to achieve this aim through a prescribed curriculum 
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in the humanities. n39 Graeffe 9 on the other hand 9 wrote a sizable 
volume to show that it is both possible and advisable to correlate 9 by 
particular teaching procedures, the various disciplines of the 
huma.nities.40 Probably the larger number of humanities teachers hold 
this latter view, but the end of the argument is not in sight. 
There is no indication that the founding committee of the general-
education curriculum for the subject schools was aware of the separate-
general humanities conflict. Most likely the two types of courses were 
created to give the schools a choice for easier adjustment. But in 
creating the two types of courses, they created the greatest difference 
to be found in the humanities programs. 
When the new general-education curriculum went into effect only 
Southeastern State College offered the general course. This school had 
introduced it as an experimental course a year earlier. Northeastern 
adopted the general course during the second year of the new general-
education program but continued to offer the separate courses. North-
western a.nd then Central likewise adopted the general course while 
retaining their separate courses. During the school year of 1958-59~ 
the time of the present investigation 9 Southwestern also introduced the 
general course. At the time of the present study 9 Southeastern alone 
offered only the general courses while East Central was the only state 
college that exclusively offered the separate courses. All others 
offered a student election of either the general or separate courses • 
.39lfarold Taylor 9 Qa. Education and Freedom (New York 1 1954)_, 
pp. 207 9 2.13. 
40 Arnold Didier Gra.effe, Creative Education ln ~ Humanities 
(New York, 1951). 
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The trend over the past ten years, then, indicates a movement 
toward the adoption of the general courses. At least one school plans 
to eventually eliminate the separate courses.41 A department head in 
still another school would like to drop the separate courses but fears 
that he will not be able to obtain teachers capable of teaching the 
general course.42 
Student preference for one type of course over another cannot be 
judged by class loads. Factors regarding the teacher, the time of the 
class, and the number of classes offered, determine the choices made at 
schools offering both types. Moreover, since the students, except in a 
few cases, take only one of the two types, they are in no position to 
judge their comparative merits even if it were to be assumed that they 
were capable of doing so. Specific differences between the two types of 
courses and preferences for either, must, then, be examined by other 
means. One of the basic tasks of the remaining parts of this study will 
be to examine in greater detail the two types of humanities courseso 
'41Personal Interview, Statement by Dr. Donald Hamm. 
42Fersonal Interview, Statement by Dr. Guy c. Chambers, Chairman» 
Division of Language Arts and Humanities, Central State College, 
Edmond, Oklahoma 9 March 6~ 1959. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE FINDINGS OF THE :QUESTIONNAIRE 
The purpose of the present chapter was to present in summary form 
the data obtained by the questionnaire and to analyze and compare 
these data by the type of humanities course. 'I'he data of the question-
naire were pertinent to the objectives 9 approaches, integraU ve 
techniquesj content, and methods of the humanities courses of the 
Oklahoma state colleges. The questionnaire was the second of the three 
major means by which the data of the study were collected. 
The decision to combine the questionnaire with observational and 
interview techniques gave the investigator the opportunity to personally 
give the questionnaire to each respondent and to personally collect it 
from him. As a result of this procedure every teacher engaged in 
teaching the humanities in the Oklahoma state colleges during the 
spring of 1959 returned the questionnaire. The total number of teachers 
teaching the humanities during the investigation was forty. Thirteen of 
these forty were teaching the general course. Among the separate course 
teachers, fifteen were teaching li tera tu.re, five were teaching art 9 four 
were teaching musicj and three were teaching the separate philosophy 
course. 
Objectives, Approachesp and Integrative Techniques 
In the actual questionnaire (see Appendix C) the section on 
objectives, approaches» and integrative techniques was preceded by 
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the sections on content and on methodologyo This 9 it was hoped 9 would 
prevent, the respondent from being influenced in his answers by his 
prior response to questions regarding his aims and general means of 
achieving these aims o The logical order of placing the obj ec ti ves 
first has been reverted to in the presentation of the questionnaire 
data. 
Opj~!_y:~o A simple index was developed to measure the degree 
of emphasis placed in the separate and general courses on each of the 
objectives contained in the questionnaire: First 9 values of 0 9 1 9 2 9 3 
were as signed re:spec ti vely to 11N o emphasis 9 11 "Some emphasis, t1 "Moderate 
empha:sis, 11 and "Great emphasis"; secondly 9 the values from a data sheet 
compiled on the questionnaire answers were totaled for each objective, 
and finally~ an average was computed as the degree-of-emphasis indexo 
Indexes for the degree of emphasis placed on the selected objectives of 
the questionnaire by twenty-seven teachers of the separate course and 
thirteen teachers of the general course are shown in Table L Since 
the indexes are averages of weights that were assigned to the word-
descriptions with which each objec:ti ve was c:hecked ~ the tabulated 
figures of Table I can be directly reverted to the same word descriptions 
indicating the various degrees of emphasis placed on the objectiveso 
Thus~ an index of 2.4 would indicate an average emphasis of between 
great and rnoderateo 
An inspection of Table I suggests that there was close similarity 
between the general and separate courses as to the degree of emphasis 
placed upon each objectiveo This is further borne out by the application 
of the rank-difference correlation formula to the ranked indexes 
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TABLE I 
INDEXES OF DEGREE OF EMPHASIS ON SELECTED OBJECTIVES IN THE 
GENERAL-EDUCATION HUMANITIES COURSES OF THE 
OKLAHOMA STATE COLLEGES 
Sep. Gen. Rank 
Objectives Orso Rank Crso Rank· Diff. 
N-27 N-1.3 
ao To provide the student with a broader 
understanding of his cultural heritage. 2.4a 1 2.6 1 0 
b. To develop the student's abilities of 
critical analysis and judgment. 1.8 4 2.0 4 0 
Co To make the student cognizant of the 
great issues of living that man has 
had to confront in the past and must 
face today. 1.3 6 2.1 2 4 
d. To develop the student's interest in 
his own distinct creative abilities. o.6 11 0.5 11 0 
e. To develop a set of sound moral and 
spiritual values by which the student 
may guide his life. 1.0 9.5 1.3 8.5 1 
f. To develop aesthetic values and an ap-
preciation for the creative work of man. 2 • .3 2 2.0 4 2 
g. To correct, eliminate, or supplant any 
undesirable fixed beliefs, attitudes or 
emotional preferences of the student. 1.1 8 1.2 10 2 
h. To develop the student 8s courage in 
expressing and standing firm in his 
own convictions. 1.0 9.5 1..3 8.5 1 
i. To help the student in expressing his 
thoughts and ideas clearly through 
speaking and writing. 1.2 7 1.5 6. 5 0 5 
j. To help the student to observe 9 listen, 
and read with understanding and with an 
open mind, 2.1 .3 2.0 4 l 
k. To aid the student in living intelli-
gently and fully under a democratic 
form of government. 1.4 5 1. 5 6. 5 1. 5 
aindex of degree of emphasis computed as follows: Values of 0 9 19 29 )9 
were assigned to '~No~'' ttSome 9 11 WModera.te/1 and "Great" emphasis, the values 
were totaled and an average compu·ted. 
for the two types of courses in Table I. This formula~ as given by 
Garrett is:1 
In solving for the rank correlation coefficient ( e or rho) a figure 
of .866 is obtained: 
1 _ 6 X 29 o 5 = 0 866 
11 (120) 
A rank correlation coefficient of .86 indicates a very significant 
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similarity in the ranking of the objectives by the two types of courses. 
With a df. of nine (N - 2) a correlation coefficient of .735 would be 
significant at the .01 level. 2 
As depicted in Table Ij both the general and separate courses put 
maximum emphasis on an 11understanding of man n s cultural heritage. 11 
(objective a.) 1ikewise 9 the least emphasis was placed by both types 
of courses on the objective of 11Developing the student's interest in 
his own creative ability. 11 The greatest difference between degrees of 
emphasis placed by the two types of courses on any one objective occurred 
on objective c. This objective 9 concerned with cognizance of great 
issues of the past that have present relevance 1 varied 0.8 points 
between the two courses. This variance would be equivalent to 20 per 
cent. All other selected objectives of Table I had indexes that 
varied no more than 0.3 points along a continuous scale of from Oto 4. 
This figure (0.3) would be equivalent to 7.5 per cent. 
1 Henry E. Garrett~ Statistics 1n. Psychology and Education (New York, 
1953)~ pp. 354-56. 
2 
Ibid • , p. 200 • 
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The respondents were urged to indicate any other objectives 
peculiar to their courses that were not among the questionnaire items. 
· Most of these were restatements in different words of the objectives 
already listed. One respondent~ howeverj listed as a major objective 
of a separate course in 11 terature the "cultivation of abilities for 
the expression of abstract ideas." Another somewhat distinct 9 major 
objective for a general course was given as "an emphasis on the 
responsibilities of freedom and growth toward a willingness to accept 
them.n 
Approaches. The frequency of the use of the selected approaches 
in the two types of humanities courses is summarized in Table II. In 
the examination of Table II it must be remembered that the selected 
approaches were not mutually exclusive» and it is not necessary for the 
total to equal the number of respondents. Also certain of the approaches 
were much more suitable for one type of course than for another. A 
separate course :would··seldom, if',-,ever 9 b~ ta,ught to include other 
disciplines in a parallel manner. However 9 it will be noted in Table II 
that some of the separate courses did teach other disciplines in a 
parallel manner along with their discipline of major concern. 
It is evident from Table II that there were wide differences 
between the separate and general courses in regard to the favored 
approach. Among the general-course respondents all but one used the 
historical-separate approach. The only general-course respondent who 
failed to mark this checked instead the Great Books approach. The 
separate course used a wide variety of approaches. Among the 
separate-course teachers 9 the historical-parallel approach was one of 
the two least favored. The random-separate, the Great Books, and the 
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TABLE II 
APPROACHES: FREQUENCY OF USE IN 'I'HE GENER.AL EDUCATION HUMANITIES 
COURSES OF THE OKLAHOMA STATE COLLEGES 
Freguenci of res~onses 
Approach Separate courses Gen. Crs. 
Art Mus. Lit. PhL Total Total 
N-5 N=4 N-15 N-3 N-27 % N-13 % 
a. Historical 0-parallel 0 l 1 0 2 07 12 92 
b. Random-parallel 1 0 3 1 5 18 0 00 
t.L, Historical-separate 2 2 2 l 7 26 0 00 
a. Random-separate 0 2 8 1 11 40 0 00 
e. Creative-approach 2 1 0 1 4 15 1 07 
f. Great Books and 
Masterpieces 1 2 7 0 10 37 4 30 
g. Regressive-approach 0 1 0 0 1 04 0 00 
historical=separate approaches~ in that order 9 were the ones most often 
employed by the teachers of the separate courses. All but a very few of 
the separate-course teachers marked at least one of these three 
approaches. It should be pointed out 9 however 9 that some of the 
respondents probably did not have a clear idea of the Great Books 
approach. '.I'he questionna.ire was at fa.ult in not giving a more detailed 
descriptiono The Great Books a.pproac:h 9 as used at St. Johns College o.f 
Annapolis 9 Maryland 9 makes use of seminars» discussion groups 9 and 
tutorials of small numbers, extensive outside reading assignments, 
intensive study with frequent memorization of classical passages., and 
required attendance at extra-curricular lectures, recitals 9 concerts 9 
and plays o Modifications of this approach 9 such as the Great Books 
adult study programJ still insist on concentrated reading and discussion 
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by small groups. The interviews revealed that probably only two of the 
general courses used a modification of this approach. In these a large 
class was divided into small groups for discussion and intensive group 
work. 
The approaches listed in the questionnaire were evidently compre-
hensive enough to include all of the general means used by respondents 
toward the attainment of their objectives. None of the respondents 
listed any other type of approach that was used. Likewise, none of 
the teachers marked any preference for an approach other than the one 
they were using. It could be inferred from this that none of the 
teachers were under any restraint that forced them into using an 
approach they did not prefer. It should be mentioned here that, 
although no preference was marked on the questionnaire for approaches 
other than those in use 9 two teachers 0£ the gene~al course expressed 
interest later 9 during the interviews, in the regressive approach. Both 
of these teachers wished to learn how it was used 9 'by whom, and with 
what success. 
· Integrative techniques. The data from the questionnaire concerning 
the integrative techniques used in the humanities courses of the subject 
colleges are summarized in Table III. Since several techniques could 
be used by one teacher the items of Table III are not mutually exclusive. 
Furthermore 2 in the examination of Table III it is well to remember that 
there were twice as many separate courses and 9 hence 9 twice as many 
questionnaire responses as compared with the general courses. 
A noticeable difference between the two types of courses existed 
in their comparative use of item i as an integrative technique. This 
item was stated as 9 "emphasis on the student knowing and accepting what 
TABLE III 
INTEGRATIVE PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES: FREQUENCY OF 
USE IN THE GENERAL EDUCATION HUMANITIES COURSES 
OF THE OKLAHOMA STATE COLLEGES 
· Frequency of responses 
Integrative principles or SeEarate Courses 
techniques Art. Mus. Lit. Phl. Total 
N-5 N-4 N-15 N-3 N-27 % 
a. Key concepts of philosophic 
or scientific thought 0 1 5 2 8 29 
b. Association with historical 
events or affairs not 
necessarily chronological 2 1 5 1 9 33 
c. A chronological framework 0 1 3 0 4 15 
d. Association with cultural 
epochs 2 3 6 1 12 44 
e. Emphasis upon one great 
idea or unifying principle 
(e.g.» the creativeness of 
man, the Christian religion, 
etc.) 2 0 2 0 41 15 
f. Emphasis on more than one 
great unifying principle or 
trend of civilization 0 2 5 9 33 
g. Correlation of similar ideas 
in the several areas of know-
ledge (e.g.y realism~ ideal-
ism, experimentalism.) 0 l 6 1 8 29 
h. Emphasis on the development 
of the student~ own ability 
to analyze and evaluate 3 1 7 .3 14 52 
1. Emphasis on the student 
knowing and accepting what 
is authoritatively known to 
be good 2 .3 8 0 13 48 
j. Dependence upon the student's 
own ability to synthesize 
















is authoritatively known to be good.•• This statement has implications 
that are rooted in the basic issues concerned with what the teacher is 
attempting to accomplish when he teaches the humanities. Is the 
teacher attempting to indoctrinate--to mold the student into a 
conformity in which he and his fellow students all accept something 
because authorities say that it is "good 11 ? Or 9 on the other hand, is 
the teacher attempting to urge the student to make choices based upon 
his own judgment-=choices that he has critically analyzed and accepted 
despite the judgment of others? Those who favor the general course 
sometimes criticize the separate courses taught by specialists for their 
indoctrination. Table III seems to bear this out. The specialists 
level their criticisms of the general courses at the lack of control 
existing in courses that are not directed toward what the mature 
members of the culture generally accept. This 9 too 9 seems to be borne 
out in Table III. It is not a purpose of this study to attempt to 
evaluate or resolve this issue 9 but rather to point out that this 
difference did exist between the general and separate courses in the 
subject colleges. It should be added 9 however 9 that difference can 
be a matter of degree and that probably none of the respondents 9 on 
either side 9 held an extreme viewpoint. 
Other major differences were noted in the greater use by the 
respondents of the general course of 11key concepts of philosophic and 
scientific thoughttt (item a.) and "association with cultural epochs. 11 
(item d.) The latter integrative technique was used with the greatest 
frequency in the general course and is in accord with the use of the 
historical approach. Among the separate courses 11emphasis on the 
development of the student's own ability to analyze and evaluate 11 
(item h.) received the most responses. This somewhat conflicts with 
item i~ but several respondents checked both items. 
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In addition to the items of the table 9 the following principles or 
techniques were listed as being used by single respondents: 
''In functional material related to its use and appreciation in 
present life.*' (an art teacher) 
"Correlation of related areas with the subject matter of literary 
selections. •~ ( a literature teacher) 
"Correlation of similar elements in the several areas of knowl-
edge. n (Leq Organization 9 Unity~ BalanceJ Variety) (a general course 
teacher) 
Summary. On the basis of the data obtained by the questionnaire the 
following conditions seem to be present: 
1. There was great similarity in the objectives professed by the 
teachers of the humanities courses of the subject schools. 
2. There were wide differences in the approaches used by the 
separate and general courses toward the attainment of their object! ves. 
The historical-parallel approach was used in over ninety per cent of 
all general courses. A wide variety of approaches were used in the 
separate courses with none showing any great predominance. 
3. The data concerning :!..ntegrati ve techniques seemed to reflect 
wide differences in basic beliefs in regard to the humanities. 
Generally the separate-course respondents seemed to have held more 
rigidly to materials judged as good by authorities. The general-course 
respondents seemed to have depended more upon the association and 
correlation of objects~ ideas 9 and time; and to have depended also upon 
the student making his own judgments after critical examinationo 
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Content of the Separate and General Courses 
It was the intention of the investigator to obtain data on all the 
courses that were taught at all the colleges. One school, however 9 was 
in the process of changing its general-education program. Although the 
separate course in philosophy was planned~ it was not to be taught 
until the school year of 1959-60. The course had not been taught 
previously by any member of the staff. One other school had only one 
general humanities teacher and offered only one course each semester. 
This teacher agreed to respond to both the content and methodology 
sections of the questionnaire for both courses. In still another school 
preliminary investigation uncovered the fact that the two teachers of 
the general course conducted their courses very differently. These two 
teachers also agreed to fill out the content and methodology sections 
for both their first and second semester courses. As a result three 
additional responses were made to the sections on content and on 
methodology. This in no way affected the section on objectives 9 
approaches 9 and integrative techniques 9 since these 9 according to the 
teachers concerned 9 remained the same for both of their courses. 
Content of the General Courses. A basic assumption used in the 
construction of the questionnaire was that the content of the general 
courses would consist mainly of the same disciplines that were included 
in the separate courses; namely, art 9 music 9 literature 9 and philosophy. 
The first page of the content section of the questionnaire was for the 
purpose of testing this assumption. History and science, two disci-
plines that might also find inclusion in a humanities course$ were 
added to the items of the first page as a means of making a comparative 














teachers to this question are summarized in Table IV for the first 
course (Humanities 20.3) and Table V for the second course (Humanities 
213) 0 
TABLE IV 
CONTENT OF THE FIRST GENERAL COURSE IN THE HUMANITIES: 
PER CENT OF CLASSWORK DEVOTED TO VARIOUS DISCIPLINES 
Discipline No. of res12onses to indicated '!!,a Avg. 0 10 20 30 40 50 ~ 
Literature (not including 
philosophical or historical 
writing) 0 0 1 2 3 1 .35.7 
Philosophy l 2 2 1 1 0 18.6 
Music 2 2 2 1 0 0 12.9 
Art (Graphic and plastic 
including architecture) 0 2 3 2 0 0 20.0 
History or historical writing 
(not included as literature) 2 3 1 1 0 0 1L4 
Science (scientific theory~ 
discoveries 2 etc.) 6 1 0 0 0 0 1.~ 
aTable IV based on responses for seven courses. 
TABLE V 
CONTENT OF THE SECOND GENERAL COURSE IN THE HUMANITIES; 
PER CENT OF CLASSWORK DEVOTED TO VARIOUS DISCIPLINES 
Discipline No. of res12onses to indicated '!!,0 Avg. 
0 10 20 JO 40 20 i 
Literaturea 0 0 .2 4 0 1 32.2 
Philosophy 2 4 2 l 0 0 12~3 
Music 2 2 .3 2 0 0 15. 5 
Art 0 2 .3 4 0 0 22.2 
History 1 6 1 1 0 0 12.3 
Science 2 ~ 1 0 0 0 2• 2 
aFor fuller descriptions of the disciplines~ cf. Table IV 
bTable V based on responses for nine courses. Three teachers completed 
two questionnaires each to give full coverage of all courses at all schools. 
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The data of Tables IV and V support the assumption that was made 
concerning the content of the general courses. In the first course 
literature composed about one-third of the course while philosophy and 
art each composed about one-fifth. Music ranked fourth and was only 
slightly ahead of history. As had been previously shown the general 
courses used principally an historical approach. Music~ on the other 
hand, has had its greatest development since the Renaissance 9 the period 
with which a chronologically=taught first course would normally end. 
In the second course music was taught to greater extent but philosophy 
declined to a position equal with historyo No reason for the decrease 
in philosophy can be given other than philosophy since the Renaissance 
was not regarded as important as classical and medieval philosophy. 
The division of philosophy into other disciplines; such as 9 science 9 
mathematics 9 psychology9 and sociology may also partly explain the 
decrease. It must also be pointed out that both music and philosophy 
would have greater indicated percentages of the total study if those 
courses that did not include them in the course syllabi were excluded. 
Philosophy was not included in one Humanities 203 course and in two 
Humanities 213 courses. Music was not included in two 203 courses and 
also in two 213 courses. 
Literature Content. The section of the questionnaire concerned with 
the literature content of the general humanities courses and with the 
separate literature course was divided into two parts; first,11 a check 
list of generalized forms of literature; and secondly,11 a check list of 
selected 9 specific topics. Tables VI and VII present summaries of the 
data on the literature content of the two general courses. Each table 




CONTENT OF THE SEPARATE HUMANITIES COURSES IN LITERATURE: 
PER CENT OF TOTAL CLASSWORK DEVOTED TO VARIOUS FORMS 
Form Noo of res2onses to indicated ~ Avg. 0 10 20 30 40 50 % 
a. Poetry (non~ramatic 
including epics) 0 1 1 6 5 2 34.0 
b. Non-fictional prose 
(essays~ criticism} 
biography~ etc.) 9 1 5 0 0 0 7.3 
c. Fictional prose 0 0 3 5 6 1 33.3 
d. Drama 0 0 8 6 1 0 25.4 
TABLE VII 
LITERATURE CONTENT OF THE TWO GENERAL HUMANITIES COURSES: 
PER CENT OF TOTAL CLASSWORK DEVOTED TO VARIOUS FORMS 
I. First Course (H'Wllanities 203 or 133) 
No o of res:eonses to indicated ~ Avgo 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 % 
a. Poetry 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 22.9 
b. Non=fictional prose 1 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 18.6 
c. Fictional prose 0 2 2 l 1 0 l 0 27.l 
d. Drama l 0 0 3 2 1 0 0 31.4 
II. Second Course (H'Wllanities 21.3 cor 143) 
a. Poetry 0 1 5 1 0 2 0 0 26.7 
b. Non-fictional prose 3 l 2 2 1 0 0 0 16.7 
c. Fictional prose 0 2 4 3 0 0 0 0 21.l 
d. Drama 0 0 2 4 l 1 0 1 35. 5 
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Several differences are to be noted between Table VI--concerned 
with the separate courses 9 and Table VII--concerned with the two general 
courseso In the separate courses nearly equal average time was devoted 
to poetry and to fictional prose while drama ranked third in average 
time. The largest per cent of average time in both of the general 
courses 9 however~ was devoted to dramao In the first general course 
fictional prose ranked second and poetry third, while in the second 
course the positions of the two forms were reversedo In the separate 
literature course non-fictional prose (essays~ criticism 9 biography~ 
etc o) received little attention a.nd in nine of the fifteen courses it 
was almost entirely neglectedo On the average it received twice as 
much attention in the general courses 1 and in two general courses it 
constituted forty per cent of the average timeo 
Tables 1 and 2 of Appendix H present summaries of the data for 
the two types of courses on the number of classroom hours devoted to 
selected topics of li teratureo 3 The data for the separate course in 
literature are found in Table 1 and for the literature content of the 
two general courses in Table 2o In Table lit was necessary to make 
an adjustment of the number of hours devoted to each topioo It has 
been previously noted that the separate literature course was offered 
for either two or three semester hours credito Since the other separate 
courses were offered for only two hours of credit it was deemed 
expedient to reduce the responses of those teaching the three-hour 
course to a two-hour basiso This was done by multiplying the responses 
3The summaries of the topical content of the humanities courses 
are included in a special appendixo (Appendix H) The length of these 
tables would cause a disruption of the text if included here. 
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of those teaching the three-hour course by two-thirds. It is also to 
be noted that the two general courses 9 as noted in Table V, devoted 
approximately one-third of their total class time to literature. Since 
these courses totaled six semester hoursj this means that approximately 
two semester hours of the general course consisted of literature. Thus, 
the reduction of all responses to a two-hour basis affords a direct 
comparison of the data on the separate courses (Table 1) with the 
data on the general courses. (Table 2) 
The reduction of the two sets of data to the same level also 
provides a means of direct empirical comparison of the validity of this 
particular part of the questionnaire. For this purpose the total class= 
room hours can be directly compared with other known measures. The 
total hours of Table 1 are 35.1 9 which closely compares with the 36 
classroom hours of a two semester hour course. The total hours of both 
general courses in Table2 was 38.7 which compares favorably with 34.0 
per cent (average literature content of both courses from Table V) of 
the total classroom hours in two th:ree=hour courses-=a figure of 36.4. 
There were many differences and only a few similarities between the 
number of classroom hours devoted to selected topics of literature in 
the two types of courses. This can best be seen when the main topics 
are placed side by side. The following listings from Tables l and 2 
include all topics to which at least one hour of class time was devoted 
in either the separate courses or in the combined general courses~ 
Topia Separate General 
Survey of Literary 'l'ypes . 0 0 306 106 
Homer 0 0 0 0.5 4.1 
The Bible 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0.4 L4 
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'rhe Greek Dramatists 0 3o9 5.4 
The Roman Poets 0.5 3.7 
Dante 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.2 3.0 
Malory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 LO 
Shakespeare 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.3 1.3 
Other English Poetry 5.0 2.3 
Other English Prose 0 0 0 0 3.4 2.7 
Amerfoa,n Poetry 0 0 • 0 0 3.1 0.3 
American Prose 0 3.8 1. 5 
Russian Literature 0 1.0 o.6 
German Literature 0.4 3o0 
French Literature 1.1 2~.3 
Modern American and 
English Poetry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.0 Ll 
Modern American and 
English Drama 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.0 · l.O 
In the listing above nine topics varied by as much as two hours and 
in only one topic (Shakespeare) was the time approximately the same. 
In addition to the responses to the selected topics of the question-
naire some respondents listed other topics of importance, Topics listed 
for the separate course and the time spent on each weres History of 
the English language 9 two hours; '.G:e©'gr.aphy as related to litera,ture 9 
two hours~ Literature for the development of a personal philosophy 9 tt.10 
hours; Mythology 9 two hoU!"S$ Epi~s 9 two hours; and Techniques of readingp 
eight hours. Additional topfos and time spent on each in the general 
courses were& Goethe, fifteen hours; Mythology 9 five hours, Schiller 9 
five hours, the short storcy 9 four hours; Periclesp two hours, Oedipus 
Rex, two hours; Freud~ two hours; Einstein~ two hours; Korzybski, two 
hours; and Pasternak~ two hours. 
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&i Content. As in the case of the literature content, art was 
divided into two check lists to obtain data about the generalized forms 
and about the specific topical content. The data concerning the per 
cent of total classwork devoted to generalized forms of art in the 
hu,manities courses of the subject colleges are summarized in Tables VIII 
and IX. Table VIII presents a summary of the data on the separate 
courses in art and Table IX summarizes the data on the two general 
courses. 
Several differences are to be found in a comparison of Table VIII 
with the two parts of Table IX. Table VIII seems to suggest that the 
separate art courses were more balanced than either of the general 
courses. It must be remembered 9 however~ that the content of the general 
courses was presented chronologically; hence the emphasis depended upon 
the forms and mediums coincident with any given epoch. Printing and the 
graphic arts~ for example 9 would not be included in a course that ended 
prior to the Renaissance. The main emphasis in either the separate or 
the general course was on paintings and drawing~ but the emphasis was 
greater in the general courses. Likewise 9 the general courses~ especially 
the first one 9 placed more emphasis 9 as evidenced by per cent of total 
classwork 9 on architecture. 
One of the five teachers of the separate art course did not respond 
to the content section of the questionnaire. This teacher used an 
individualized approach with the subject matter varying according to 







CONTENT OF THE SEPARATE HUMANITIES COURSES IN ART i PER CENT OF 
TOTAL CLASSWORK DEVOTED TO VARIOUS FORMS AND MEDIUMS 
Form or medium No. of resEonses to indicated~ 
0 10 20 .'.30 !±0 50 
.Architecture 0 2 0 2 0 0 
Sculpture and carvings 0 0 4 0 0 0 
Paintings and drawings 0 0 0 2 1· 1 
Printing and graphic arts 1 2 1 0 0 0 






37 0 5 
10.0 
12.2 
aAverages based on four respondents. A fifth respondent found· the con-














ART CONTENT OF THE TWO GENERAL HUMANITIES COURSES: PER CENT 
OF TOTAL CLASSWORK DEVOTED TO VARIOUS FORMS AND MEDIUMS 
First Course ~Humanities 202 or 1J3l 
No. of resEonses to indicated % Form or medium 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
.Architecture 0 1 .3 1 l 0 0 0 1 0 
Sculpture and carving l 1 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Paintings and drawings 0 1 1 0 2 2 0 0 0 1 
Printing-graphic arts 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Other 2 2 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Second Course (Humanities 212 or 1~2) 
Form or medium No.: of resEonses to indicated ~ 
0 10 20 .'.30 !id. 50 60 70 80 
.Architecture 0 4 .2 1 1 0 0 0 1 
Sculpture and carving 0 5 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Paintings and drawings 0 1 0 1 1 4 0 0 2 
Printing-graphic arts 7 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
















student 0s research 9 creative effortj and upon his transmission of newly 
acquired knowledge to other class members. 
Tables 3 and 4 of Appendix H summarize the topical content of the 
two types of humanities c curses. Table 3 contains data on the number of 
hours devoted to selected topics of art and Table 4 contains similar 
data on the two general courses. The total of the average hours of the 
separate art course from Table 3 was 31.4. ilthough this was 4.6 hours 
less than the :full 36 hours of classwork in a two semester hour course~ 
it was within reasonable limits of responses estimated on a full hour 
basis. In the two general courses the combined totals of the hours 
devoted to the selected topics equaled 26.4. This figure was equal to 
24.4 per cent of the 108 hours in the two three=semester hour general 
courses. It compares favorably with the per cent of classwork devoted 
to art as estimated by the respondents in Tables IV and V. It may be 
concluded from this that the respondents gave careful thought to the 
estimates that they made on the topics of arto 
A comparison of Tables 3 and 4 shows much similarity in the time 
devoted to the selected topics of art in the two types of courseso The 
separate courses seem to have devoted more time than the general courses 
to modern painting 9 sculpture 9 and arthitectu:reo The general courses 
·. seem to have spent more time on the art of the medieval and early 
Renaissance periods. The general courses gave only 0.4 hours of 
attention to ancient art and architectureo All other topics received at 
least one hour of attention in both types of courses. The following list 
is a side-by-side comparison of the average hours devoted to the selected 
topics in the separate courses and in the two combined general coursesg 
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Topic Separate General 
a. Fundamentals of art 0 0 0 0 4.2 3.8 
b. Ancient art and architecture 0 0 0 1.0 0.4 
Co Classical art and architecture 3.2 3.4 
a. Medieval art and architecture 3.0 4.1 
e. Italian Renaissance art 2.8 3o2 
f. Flemish 9 German 9 and Dutch 
Renaissance art 0 . 0 0 0 2o0 2.3 
g. English, French 9 and Spanish 
Renaissance art 2.0 1.8 
h. Modern French painting 2.5 2.0 
L Modern European painting 
excluding French 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.0 1.2 
j. Modern .American painting 3.0 1.7 
k. Modern sculpture 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.5 1.1 
1. Modern architecture 3.2 1.4 
Some of the respondents utilized the space provided in the question= 
naire to list other topics of importance. The separate teachers named 
the following topics and indicated the number of hours spent on eachs 
t'Music as related to art 9 !JO 3 hours, 11Poetry as related to art 9 11 2 hours, 
ij&Drama and the theater as related to art, ia 2 hours~ Photography 9 2 hours, 
Printing 9 2 hours; and 9 00laboratory work in the use of various art 
media 9 r0 more than six hours. In reference to this last named item it 
should be mentioned that at one school the humanities course in art was 
taught as a laborat,ory course. Original work in several art mediums was 
produced in this course. The study and criticism of master works in 
various mediums were conducted collaterally with the laboratory work. 
None of the respondents who taught the general courses indicated other 
topics. 
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Music content. The questionnaire explored music content from the 
standpoints of generalized forms and specific topics. Tables I and XI 
are concerned with the data on the per cent of total classwork devoted 
to the generalized forms of music in the separate and general courses. 
A comparison of Table X,, containing data on the separate courses~ with 
Table XI, on the two general coursesi showe~ wide differences between 
the two types of courses. Differences as shown by Table XI were also 
very noticeable between the two general courses. The data on the 
separate courses seem to indicate a balanced distribution of study on 
the generalized forms of music with all average figures falling within 
fifteen percentage points of one another. The data on the first general 
course are consistent with the historical approach that predominated iB 
this type of course. Consequently the vocal music of the medieval 
period averaged fifty per cent in the first general course. Two of the 
first general courses devoted all of their time for music study to vocal 
music. In the second general course the main emphasis was on sonatas~ 
symphonies 9 and concertos. The average per cent of time spent on these 
instrumental forms nearly equaled the sum of the next three ranking forms. 
The questionnaire revealed the important fact that not all of the 
general courses included music as a part of the course study. Four of 
the courses 9 includi.ng two ea.ch of the first and second courses j omitted 
the study of music. In the calculation of the averages in Table XI these 
courses were not includedo 
Tables 5 and 6 of Appendix H summarized the data concerning the 
topical music content of the humanities courses of the subject colleges. 
The data on the separate courses were summarized in Table 5. Table 6 






















CONTENT OF THE SEPARATE COURSES IN MUSIC: 
PER CENT OF CLASSWORK DEVOTED TO VARIOUS FORMS 
Form No. of resEonses 
to indicated % 
0 10 20 30 40 
Sonatas~ symphonies or con-
certos 0 0 2 2 0 
Opera 9 ballet 9 oratories 9 
cantatas and other dramatic 
and/or theatrical music 0 2 1 1 0 
Vocal music (Chants 9 
canticles 9 hymns 9 masses 9 
motets, madrigals 9 songs 9 etco) 0 0 4 0 0 
Dances 9 galliards 9 pavane 9 min-
uets ~ mazurkas~ waltzes 9 etc. 0 .3 1 0 0 
Folk music and primitive music 0 2 2 0 0 
Jazz 1 2 1 0 0 
TABLE XI 
MUSIC CONTENT OF THE TWO GENERAL HUMANITIES COURSESg 
PER CENT OF TOTAL CLASSWORK DEVOTED TO VARIOUS FORMS 
First Course {Humanities 203 or 133} 
Form No. of res2onses to indicated ~ 
0 10 20 ~o ~o 100 
Sonatas 9 symphonies or 
concertos 5 0 1 .. 0 1 0 
Dramatic or theatrical music 4 0 1 2 0 0 
Vocal musfo 2 1 2 0 0 2 
Dances 4 1 1 1 0 0 
Folk and primitive music 5 1 1 0 0 0 
Jazz 5 2 0 0 0 0 
Second C:our:s1e (Hu.mani ties 213 or 143} 
Form 
Noa of res:eonses to indicated ~ 
., 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
Sonatas 9 symphonies 9 etc o 2 0 2 0 2 0 3 
Drama tic musfo 2 3 3 0 1 0 0 
Vocal music 3 5 0 1 0 0 0 
Dances 2 3 4 0 0 0 0 
Folk music 7 0 2 0 0 0 0 




























8Music is omitted from two 203 courses and two 21.3 courses" Averages 
based on the five 203 and seven 213 courses that include musico 
The averages of Table V were computed on the basis of only the general 
courses that included music as a part of the humanities study. The 
basic difference between the topical music content of the two types of 
courses lay in the fact that more total time was devoted to music in 
the separate courses than in the general courseso This resulted in 
more average hours of classwork being devoted to the particular topics 
in the separate than in the general courseso This was true of every 
topic except the one pertaining to medieval musico This might be con-
strued as an attempt on the part of the teachers of the first general 
course to recompense for the sparsity of the knowledge concerning music 
prior to the Renaissanceo .In the separate courses an average of at 
least one hour was spent on all of the selected topics of the question-
naireo The separate courses are compared with the combined general 
courses as to average hours devoted to the selected topics in the 
following list& 
Topic Separate General (comb.) 
Music fundamentals 0 0 • 0 0 0 . 6.2 3.6 
Medieval music . Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.5 2.2 
Renaissance music. 0 0 1.5 L4 
Bach ' 2o0 L2 
Haydn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lo 5 0.7 
Mozart 0 1. 5 L2 
Beethoven 2.8 1.3 
Schubert D 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 2.0 o.6 
Wagner 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1. 5 LO 
Verdi 0 0 0 0 0 0 L2 0.4 
Brahms 0 1.0 Oa6 
Modern European musico 
Popular American music • Q G O 0 
Serious American music . . 






The total average hours devoted to the topics of music were 32.6. 
This compared very favorably to the 36 hours of a two semester hour 
courseo The sums of the average hours of Table 6, however, seem to 
indicate a small error of estimation on the part of the respondents of 
the general courses. The sum of the average hours of the two courses 
was 19.6 which is 18.6 per cent of the 108 classroom hours in two three-
hour courses. Tables IV and V gave estimates of 12o9 per cent and 
15.5 per cent respectively. This seems to indicate tha·t the respondents' 
estimate of the percentage of time spent on art was low~ or that the 
estimate based on the hours devoted to the selected topics was high. 
One might safely assume that actual percen.tage of .. time devoted. to music .in 
the general course was somewhere between these estimates. 
The topics selected for the questionnaire on music seem to have 
been well fitted to the courses of the subject colleges. Only one 
separate course spent two hours or more on any other topico The 
respondent for this course spent five hours on "music in everyday life.tll 
Philosophy content. Philosophy was given less emphasis than any 
of the disciplines that were considered in this study as basic areas of 
study in the humanities. Preliminary observation had revealed that 
this was probably true. The data of the questionnaire verified and 
quantified the truth of the preliminary supposition. Tables XII and 
XIII summarize the data relative to the time spent on historical 
periods of philosophy in the separate and general courses. Table III 
represents average percentages calculated from only two separate 
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TABLE XII 
CONTENT OF THE SEPARATE COURSES IN PHILOSOPHY: 
PER CENT OF TOTAL CLASSWORK DEVOTED TO VARIOUS PERIODS 
Period No. of resEonses to indicated ~ Avg. 
0 10 20 30 40 50 % 
ao Greek philosophy 1 0 1 1 0 0 25.oa 
b. Medieval philosophy l 2 0 0 0 0 10.0 
Co Philosophies of the 17th 9 
18th 9 and 19th centuries 1 1 0 0 1 0 25.0 
d. 20th century philosophy 1 0 0 1 0 1 40.0 
aPhilosophy is not taught in one course. Averages based on two courseso 
TABLE XIII 
PHILCSOPHY CONTENT OF THE TWO GENERAL HUMANITIES COURSESg 
PER.CENT OF TOTAL CLASSWORK DEVOTED TO VARIOUS PERIODS 
I. First Course ~Humanities 20~ or 1~3i 
Period No. of res2onses to indicated ~ Avg. 
0 10 20 30 50 70 80 % 
a. Greek philosophy 1 0 0 0 2 2 2 66.6a 
b. Medieval philosophy 1 0 2 3 l 0 0 30.0 
Co Philosophies of the 17th 9 
18th 9 and 19th centuries 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 lo7 
~ 20th centur1 EhilosoEhI 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 lo? 
II. Second Course {Humanities 21J or l~2l 
Period No. of res12onses to indicated~ Avg. 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 80 90 
a. Greek philosophy 8 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 4o3a 
b. Medieval philosophy 6 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4o3 
Co Philosophies of the 17th 9 
18th9 and 19th centuries 2 0 0 1 0 2 1 1 2 64.3 
d. 20th century philosophy 3 1 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 27.l 
aPhilosophy is omitted from one 203 course and two 213 courses. Averages 
based on the six 203 courses and seven 213 courses which include philosophy. 
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courses in philosophy o A third was offered under the name o.f t0Philosophy 
in Life» 11 but this course did not include in its content any material 
concerning either philosophers or philosophieso Rather it dealt with 
practical applications of psychologyo Three of the general courses 
summarized in Table XIII 9 also omitted the study of philosophyo In 
the separate courses the chief emphasis was placed upon twentieth-
century philosophy and the least emphasis upon medieval philosophyo 
It should be added 9 however 9 that deriving averages from only two 
courses gives a false representation of both courses and is not 
representative of any course. For example» the average of 25 per cent 
in Table XII for philosophies of the l 7th 9 18th 9 and 19th centuries 
does not show that one class was ten per cent while the other was forty 
per cent. B,oth the first and second general courses~ summarized in 
Table XIII 9 definitely reflected the use of the historical approach in 
these courses. The first course dealt almost exclusively with 
philosophy during the Greek and medieval periods 9 while the second 
cotu~se was concerned mainly with philosophy since the medieval period. 
Table 7 of Appendix H summarized t,be data on the number of hours 
devoted to the selected topfos of philosophy in the two general courses. 
Since the data on the separate courses involved only two classes it was 
not elaborated into the form of a table similar to Table 7. Rather the 
averages were derived for the topical content for the two philosophy 
courses and direatly put into the list given below. 
The following list compares the average number of hours spent on 
topics of philosophy in the separate courses with the combined average 
number of hours in the two general courses~ 
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'I'opi~ Separate General 
Fundamentals of philosophy 5.0 1.4 
Plato and Socrates ' . . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 3.0 )o4 
Aristotle . • 0 0 . . 0 0 4.0 0.9 
St. Augustine 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 1.0 1.3 
Thomas Aquinas ' 0 0 0 0 1.5 1.2 
Francis Ba.con . 0 0 0 " 0 . 0 0 0 1.0 0.4 
Rene Desl(]a.l"'tes 0 0 0 LO lol 
Baruch Spinoza 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 0.3 
John Locke 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lo5 0.9 
Immanuel Kant 0 0 0 0 0 0 " 0 0 0 ' 0 0 2. 5 0.3 
.Arthur Schopenhaur 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LO 0.2 
August Comte 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 0.1 
Karl Marx 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 0.9 
Herbert Spencer 0 0 0 0 loO 0.3 
John Dewey • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . • 3.5 0.9 
Bertrand Russell 0 0 0 0 0 0 1. 2 0.2 
Total 30.5 1.3.9 
At first glance the above list seems to disagree with the responses 
of teachers in regard to distribution by periods of the study of ph:11,os= 
ophy. Howe·wer~ the respondents were profuse in listing other top.fos 
which were not among those selected for the questionnaire. When these 
other topics were considered~ the response to this se,cition appeared to 
be reliable from the standpoint of their agreement with the distribution 
of the study into periods. A consideration of the additional topics 
listed by the respondents also increases the total hours devoted to 
the study of philosophy in both types of courseso Thus the total of 
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30o5 hours in the separate course 9 which might seem short of the total 
of 36 hour~ represents 12o9 per cent of the 108 hours in two three-hour 
courseso This~ too 9 would be increased to comply more closely with the 
percentages given in Tables IV and Vo 
Other topics and hours devoted to each that were listed by the 
separate course teachers weres Hegel 9 two hoursi Hume 9 two hours; 
William James 9 four hours; Santayana 9 two hours; Ao No Whitehead~ three 
hours i and 11other modern philosophies 9 in two hours. Among the general 
course respondents the following were listeds Ancient Greek philosophic 
schools 9 three and two hours (two respondents); 11The general philosophy 
of history and governmentj" three hoursj ~ater Greek and Roman 
philosophers 9 89 two hours, Economic philosophers (Adam Smith) 9 two hours; 
Biological philosophers (Charles Darwin) 9 two hours; and Mathematical 
philosophers (Newton and Einstein) 9 tbree hours. 
Summar__x of the Content. In the literature content a similar amount 
of literature seems to be taught when the amounts are estimated from 
the total time devoted by each course to selected topics. There were 
no other similarities to be foundo Wide differences existed both in 
the percentage of class time devoted to cer·tain forms and to the hours 
spent on selected topics. Generally it seemed that the separate coux0 ses 
placed primary emphasis on form and selected models to illustrate form. 
The general courses seemed usually to be concerned with particular 
creative works and the ideas and values to be derived from themo 
Between the two types of art courses similarities were noted in 
the number of class hours devoted to particular topics. In other 
respects» however 9 wide differences were found o Generally the separate 
course presented a distribution that included more time spent on forms 
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other than those of painting and architecture 9 which were emphasized in 
the general courseso The data of the questionnaire might cause the 
separate art courses to appear as survey courses" Actually the art 
courses were taught 9 as will be seen later 9 in a variety of ways" It 
is to be noted that the questionnaire was not suitable for one teacher 
using an individualized approacho The data on the general courses 
seemed to reflect the use of an historical approacho The general 
courses seem to have spent a greater proportion of time on classical 
and traditional art and architecture in contrast to the separate courses" 
The separate courses 9 on the other hand 9 spent more time on modern workso 
The total time spent on art in the general course was equal to about 
three-fourths that of the two-hour separate course" 
There were no important similarities between the two types of 
courses in regard to their music content" The time spent on the various 
forms of music in the separate music course varied but little on a 
percentage basiso The general. courses definitely reflected a distribu= 
tion based upon an historical approacho .The separate courses devoted 
a greater average number of hours to all the selected ·topics ex~ept 
medieval musico In the general courses the total time spent on music 
was less than two-thirds of the time spent in a two-semester-hour courseo 
This 9 coupled with the fact that music was not taught in four of the 
general courses~ points to a lack of emphasis on music in this type of 
The most important finding of the questionnaire in regard to 
philosophy was the lack of emphasis given to this discipline in both 
the general and separate courses. This lack of emphasis was reflected 
in the separate courses by the small number of courses offered in 
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philosophy in the subject colleges. It was further emphasized by the 
fact that one of these separate courses offered as philosophy was scarcely~ 
if at all 9 concerned with philosophy. The lack of emphasis was re-
1 
fleeted in the general courses by the absence of the study of philosophy 
in three courses and by the relatively small number of total hours 
devoted to it. There were many differences and no similarities to be 
found between the twe; types of co'IXJl'."ses in regard to philosophy contento 
Generally the separate cou.rse seemed to have surveyed philosophy from 
its beginnings and placed different emphases according to the teacher. 
The general courses reflected their use of the historical approach and 
seemingly placed less emphasis on contemporary philosophies. 
The responses to the content section of the questionnaire seem to 
have been thoughtfully and accurately ma.de by the 1•espondentso This 
was verified by cross=checking the responses for their compliance with 
previous questionnaire responses and with the total time contained in a 
two=semester-hour course or t;wo tbree=semester-hour courseso 
Merl~hods and Proced'W"es in the Humanities 
The third main section of the questionnaire on the hu..manities 
courses in the general-education progr5m of the subject ©olleges was 
concerned with methodology o Methodology refers to the spoobJ. pro= 
the desired objectives. It has been noted 9 in the previous section on 
content 9 that thre~ of the respondents completed the questionnaire for 
two courses eacih. This was for the purpose of including data about 
all l()ourses taught during the year and also to allow for two identical. 
courses taught with different 'newpoints at one schooL Thi:s secition 
on procedures will also include data concerned with these three 
additional courseso 
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Planning procedures. The important things concerning the planning 
of a course revolve a.round the answers to the interrogatives whoj whenj 
and how. How the planning is done 9 who does the planning 9 and the time 
at which the planrdng is done a.re the questions that need to be answeredo 
ill teachers ha~re plans that involve content and procedures a Often this 
planning is of a olass=to-class or day=to=day nature 9 · or it may be 
present in the form of a rigid syllabus that is adhered to with little 
deviationo Rigid adherence to a syllabus!> however 9 is probably rare 
since most teachers make changes a,s demanded by varying or unusual 
situations. This is necessarily true in classes in which informal 
lecture or discussion predominate because of the fact that the students 
themselves participate 9 to greater or lesser extent 9 in setting ti..~e 
pace and giving direction to the class. It is not to be expected 9 then 9 
that items inquir:lng into methods of planning could be made mutually 
exclusive since generalized plans made prior to a class are often 
subjeict to changes that involve replooningo Al though the questi.orm.ai::r-.e, 
treated ·the matters of when the plam'ling was done in one set of qu.estio:ns 
and who and how in another~ the data w,ere ciombined and summarized into 
one table in this reporto Table XIV- 9 them 9 su.mmarizes the data @On= 
earning the procedures of planning that were us,ed in the separa.t,e and 
general courses. Since the totals of the number of separate and gener£Jl 
courses were not the same it was deemed appropriate to give a more 
direct comparison through the use of difference in percentage. The 
difference in percentag,e was derived from the per cent of response ,ort 












FREQUENCY OF USE OF SELECTED METHODS FOR THE PLANNING 
OF SEPARATE AND GENERAL HUMANITIES COURSES 
Number of responses 
Method of SeEarate Courses Geno Crso 
Planning Li to Art Musa Phil. Total Total 
Ni:15 N85 Ns4 N&3 Ng27 N&l6 
In advance for the 
total course 1,3 3 4 2 22 12 
Day by day 2 2 0 1 4 0 
Week by week 2 2 2 0 6 3 
Unit by unit~ or 
topic by topic 8 .3 2 0 13 7 
In a flexible 
manner as the needs 
or interests of the 
students are 
revealed 9 3 J 1 17 8 .:+ 
Is done by the 
teacher alone 8 4 0 15 11 
Is done by a commit-
tee or the depart-
ment staff 7 2 0 1 10 3 
Is done by the 
teacher with the 
students 1 4 0 1 6 2 
Consists of 
adhering more or 
less rigidly to a 
textbook 3 0 0 0 2 
Consists of tl'1e 
flexible use of a 
textbook with 
frequent deviations 
from its order or 
















a.Difference is derived from the percentage of responses to the 
total possible for either type of course. General course responses 
were less by given number of percentage points when marked negative 9 
more when marked positiveo 
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Differences i> in which the percentage of general course responses were 
greater 9 were marked as positive. 'Where the separate course was the· 
greater 9 the difference was marked as negative. Most of the methods of 
planningp as summarized in Table XIV 9 were used more in the separate 
courses than in the general courses. In the general courses only two 
of the methods of planning were used more often than in the separate 
courses. Generally, it appears that planning for the course seems to 
be an individual teacher task more in the general courses than in the 
separate courses. Al though most teachers of either type of c: ourse made 
plans for t,he course~ Table XIV seems to suggest that the plans were 
more subject to change in the separate courses than in the general 
courses. The largest difference~ howeyer, concerned the use ·of a text=, 
book. 0,rer twenty-two per cent more of the separate course respondent(f;l 
made flexible use of a textbook with frequent deviationso Balanced 
agalnst this is the fact that four of the general course respondents 
did not use a text while only one separate course respondent failed to 
use a text. This 'Illas not an item of this part of the questionnaire 9 
it can be inferred by a comparison of the sum of the answers to i.te,ms 
i and j with the to.tal rn:miber of each· type of respondent o 
It has be~n previously pointed out that the volume of subject 
matter appropriate to the humanities is so great tJi.at the best the 
teacher can do :in the allotted. time is to make a judicious selection 
of a limited number of models or examples. '.['his selection and the 
criteria by which it was made also cwnstitu'l:oe a procedure of planningo 
Table XV was concerned with certain criteria which may be used in the 
selection of materials. Again it is to be noted that the ohofoe of one 
or more of the ari teria does not necessarily exclude the choice of oth\t?il'f,,, 
TABLE XV 
FREQUENCY OF USE OF CERTAIN CRITERIA FOR THE 
SELECTION OF MODELS AND MATERIALS IN THE 
SEPARATE AND GENERAL HUMANITIES COURSF.s 
Number of responses 
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Ori teria Separate Courses Gen. Crso Diff. 
Lit. Art Mus. Phil. Total 
N~l5 N~5 Ns4 NS:3 Ni27 
a. They provide a view 
of the thought or 
spirit of a 
particular age 9 
b. They a.re applicable 
to issues faced in 
modern living 8 
c. They are intelli-
gible and interest-
ing to the students 12 
d. They challenge the 
intellect of the 
students 12 
e. They have been pro-
nounced by authori-· 
ties as classic 
examples 8 








4 1 18 
1 3 16 
2 2 20 
1 2 17 
1 1 11 









aFor explanation of difference in per cent see Table XIV. 
Several major differences were found between the general and sepa-
rate courses in regard to the criteria used for the selection of models 
and material. The greatest difference seemed to be in the matter ©f 
materials that are intelligible and interesting~ Over thirty=six par 
cent more of the separate-course respondents chose this item than did 
general-course respondentso Models and materials were chosen mainly by 
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the general=course respondents as providing "a view of the thought or 
spirit of a particular age.~ Fifteen of the sixteen general respondents 
marked this item which is closely aligned 'With the historical approach 
that predominates in the general courses. 
Classroom procedures. In general education 9 conceived in terms of 
desirable qualities of experience 9 the primacy of method in achieving 
:i.ts objectives is frequently stressed. Despite the fact that educa-
tionists view the ourrioulum as ~all of the experiences of the studen·t 
under the direction of the school, 11 many look solely to the classroom 
as the locale for the qualitative experiences of general education. 
This viewpoint 9 then 9 would place particular emphasis upon teacher-
student interaction and upon the procedures used by the teacher to 
enhance such interaction. 
The part of the questionnaire concerned with classroom procedures 
was composed of two groups of itemso One group was composed of regularly 
used procedures while the other group consisted of activities used 
occasionaD..y. Table XVI summarizes the data on selected often=used 
procedures for both the general and separate humanities courses. Both 
types of courses made use of the informal lecture more often than any 
other procedure. The separate course respondents used this procedure 
on an average of about two-fifths of the total time while the general 
course respondents used it about one-third of the total time. Discussion 
ranked second among the separate courses but third among the general 
courses. Contrariwise~ the use of audio-visual aids ranked second 
among the general courses but third among the separate courses. In 
the music coursev however 9 audio=visual aids were the first=ra..nking 
prooedu.reo There were no great differences in the per cent rof time 
TABLE XVI 
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL CLASS TIME DEVOTED TO SELECTED CLASSROOM 
PROCEDURES IN THE SEPARATE AND GENERAL HUMANITIES COURSES 
Procedures 
a. Formal leaturea 
b. Informal le~ture 
c. Discussion 
d. Group work 
e. Laboratory 
f. Demonstra.tion 
Per cent of total class time 
Ar·t Mus. Phil. Total 
N g 5 N g 4 lh 3 N g 27 
15.0 4.,0 '".I r.: 
.:;.., ' 
500 7 32.0 35o0 
21.3 8.0 7.5 
2.0 6.0 o.o 
2.0 22.0 2. 5 












h. Student reports 4.0 10.,0 .2. 5 5.2 
i. Forums~ panels~ 














~For fuller definition of procedures see Appendix C. 
Averages based on all responses in either of the two types of 
COUX'Ses O 
devoted to the selected prooedures. The greatest difference bet-wee:n t:i,B 
two cour0 ses was in their use of audio=visual aids 9 but t,he differen·t:l~ 
was less foa.n -~en per cent.. Although there was only a small difference 
of the form.al lectur·e. It should be pointed out that this proCJedure 
was sometimes employed as the one most feasible for large cla.sseso 'ThiSJ 
separate courses showed a ,raried patte:irn of procedures depending upm'l 
the kind of couri5e o Discussion9 for example 9 was the principal meru.1~. 
employed in the separate philosophy course 9 while laboratory work wa~ 
used more often in the art c:ourse than in any other course 9 separate o:r-
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general. The separate music course~ as mentioned above 9 used audio= 
visual procedures more than any other means. This was mainly in the 
form of listening to recorded music. Group work~ panels, forums 9 and 
debates were used most in the separate philosophy course 9 demonstrations 
ranked third among the procedures in music; and student reports were 
often used in the art course. It seems 9 then, that greater differences 
existed among the ·warious separate courses than between the a'V'erages 
for the two types of courses. 
Table XVII is a summary of the data from the two types of courses 
concerning the use of cer·tain 9 occasional, learning activities. The 
response to this part of the section on methodology was in terms of 
estimated hours of participation in the selected activities. Since the 
data of Table XVII were not analyzed in terms of per cents 9 based upon 
the total nu.i~ber of respondents for each type of coursej an adjustment 
of the data was necessary. Data in Table XVII were given in terms of 
average hours of participation in the selected activities for each kind 
of separate course. Theoretically 9 then 9 the stun of the averages of the 
four courses would be equal to the total average time spent on the 
various activities in an eight,-ho'lll" course in which the disdplines wel'·e 
taught separately. In order to compare this theoretical eight-hour 
course with the two general courses totaling six hours~ it was 
necessary to multi ply the lat·te:r by 1. 33 or four=thirds o 
All four respondents of the separate music course marked recordings 
(item f.) with M, (Meaning more than ten hours) For the purpose of 
~alculating averages this was assigned a value of twelve hours. This 
figure when added to average estimates for other audio-visual aids 











AVERAGE TIME DEVOTED TO SELECTED CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES IN THE 
SEPARATE AND GENERAL HUMANITIES COURSES 
Average number of hours per classa 
Acd,i vi ties Lit. Art Mus. Phil. Sep. Gen.b 
Nd5 N35 Ng4 N:3 Ng27 Ngl6 
Viewing movies 0.1 1.0 1.2 1.0 3.3 Ll 
Viewing slides or 
film strips 0.4 3.7 o.o' o.o 4.1 7.3 
Viewing still pie-
tures 9 charts~ 
maps~ or objects 0.4 1.7 1.2 o.o 3.3 9.2 
Live radio or 
television casts o.o 1. 5 o.o o.o 1. 5 0.4 
Recorded radio 
broadcasts o.o o.o 0.2 o.o 0.2 0.3 
Other recordings; 
tape 9 wire, or disc 1.1 1.0 12.oc o.o 14.1 10.3 
Guest lecturers or 
instructors 0.1 0.3 1. 5 0.7 2.6 0.6 
Guest artists 9 
musicians, or 
actors 0.1 LO 2.0 o.o 3.1 0.9 
Field trips to 
museums 9 concerts 9 
playsj etc. o.o 0.5 2.5 0.2 3.2 0.4 
a.Averages not adjusted to account for difference between two 















bFigures for the general course are the sum of the averages of the 
first and second courses multiplied by 1.33 to adjust to an eight=hou.r 
level commensurate with the four two-hour separate courseso 
0M~ meaning more than 10 hours» assigned a value of 12 hours. 
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Forty per cent was the music respondents 0 estimate in Table XVI of the 
time spent on audio-visual aids. 
The greatest difference between the two types of courses was in the 
number of average hours spen·t in "viewing still pictures~ charts J maps$ 
or objects"" (i tern c.) The general course spent, on the average.~ 
nearly six hours more on this activi·ty than did the separate course. 
The large portion of time spent on recordings in the separate music 
course caused this activity~ on the average~ to exceed tbe general 
course by nea:rly four hours" The only other difference greater than 
three hours was on the activity of ·1riewing slides or film strips. The 
general courses averaged higher than the separate course in this 
activity. 
The separate philosophy course made comparatively little use of 
the selected activlties. This could be attributedJ at least in part 9 · 
to the nature of the course and the lack of suitable materials or 
resources. The separate literature course also made little use of the 
selected activities~ al though seemingly many of the act,i vi ties would 
have been highly suitable for the courseo 'rhe greatest use of the 
seletted al(;Jtivi ties occurred in the separate music course. Aside from 
recordingsJ previously mentioned 9 two hours or more were spentJ on the 
average 9 on guest ar"tists and on field trips to concerts. The art 
course also made wide use of the selected activities and spent nearly 
four hours on !t!viewing slides or film strips~ 11 
Al though there were differences>) as noted above between the two 
types of courses 9 again it appeared tha·t the differences were generally 
greater among the various kinds of separate courseso 
Three of the respondents lii:.rted other activities and practil(;Jes 
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which they considered of value. A philosophy teacher devoted consider= 
able time to 19brain storming" which he described as "an expression of 
original ideas produced by meditation." A literature teacher made 
extensive use of dramatization. A teacher of a general course maintained 
a comprehensive resource file of "tear-sheets, tt pictures, and articles 
to be used with an opaque projector. This equipment was used in both 
planned and unplanned situations as new or old materials were introduced 
or as student queries were answered. 
Out-of ... class Procedu.t"ess As a setting for qualitative experiences, 
the classroom is often at a disadvantage. The plan of metering such 
experiences to a precise rule of so many fifty-minute periods per 
semester creates difficulties in the humanities as in other areas of 
study. The teacher~ hence» is often dependent upon events and assigned 
tasks that occur outside of the time and locale of the classroom to 
provide the student with added desirable experiences. The part of the 
questionnaire concerned with out-of-class procedures consisted of one 
check list to obtain data on out=of-olass assigned work and another 
on required out-of=class ac.'ltivities and events. 
Table XVIII summarizes the data on out=of=class assignments in the 
separate and general humanities courses. The analysis in Table XVIII 
was based upon frequency of responses and upon the differences in 
percentage of responses to the number of respondents for each type of 
course. As in previous tables» percentage differences were marked as 
positive when the general courses were greater and as negative when t'he 
separate courses were greater. 
Several differences are to be found between the two types of 
courses according to the anaiysis presented in Table XVIII. The 
Assigned 
TABLE XVIII 
FREQUENCY OF USE OF SELECTED OUT~OF-GLASS ASSIGNMENTS 
IN THE SEPARATE AND GENERAL HUMANITIES COURSES 
Number of responses 
Se12arate courses Geno 
out=of=class work Lit. Art Mus. Phil. Tota1 Total 






a. Unsupplemented read:tng of a 
text book or other books 
purchased by the student 6 0 0 0 6 4 +2 • .3 
b. Reading of a text book or 
other books purchased by the 
student suppl em en.tea. by any 
of the followingg 9 5 4 3 21 12 =2.7 
Co Daily or weekly reading of 
assigned source materials 2 2 1 0 5 1 =12.2 
d. Occasional readings of 
assigned source materials 6 3 3 3 15 5 c~24,o 2 
80 Reading of two or more 
complete books 1 0 0 0 1 3 +l5ol 
f. Reading of one complei~e 
book 3 1 1 l 6 6 ,;1 J) 
g. Term themes or research 
papers 2 1 1 0 4 1 =.8" .5 h. Weekly shorter reports 9 
papers 9 ed. tiques (oral or 
written) 2 l 1 1 5 2 =600 
L Occasional shorter reportsJ 
papers~ critiques P either 
oral or written 5 3 1 12 11 +24.2 
j 0 Notebooks of iciollecrted 
material and/or student 
writing l 2 2 l 6 0 -=22o 2 
k. Creat:JLye work by the student 
in the form of original prose 
or poetry 0 0 0 0 0 0 OoO 
1. Grea;tive work by the student 
in the form of original 
musical composition 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 
:m. CreaUye work by the student 
ir1 the form of original 
plastic or graphic art 0 3 0 0 3 0 =11.1 
n. Oollec tions of related 
current events 0 2 1 0 3 0 =·11.1 
Oo No work outside of class 
is required 3 0 0 0 3 0 ~ l)J,,. 
~~==c.c-··--=-='--""' 
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general courses required more reading of complete books than did tbe 
separate courses. The sum of the percientage difference of i terns e and 
f ~ whi.ch together can be interpreted as the reading of one or more 
complete booksp was 30.4 per cent. The separate courses 9 on the 
other hand 9 required considerably more daily~ weekly 9 or occasional 
_reading of assigned source materials (i terns c and d) o The general 
courses required more occasional short oral» or written reports .w an 
item that was somewhat offset by the greater number of notebooks required 
in the separate courses" Other differences also existed between the ·two 
t,ypes of course» but these generally imrolved fewer respondentso 
Rather close sirnilari ties existed between the two types of courses in 
the per cent requiring the unsupplemented r ea.ding of a text and also 
the supplementa,1 reading of a text. (i terns a and b.) 
Ot,he:rc" facts not of a comparative nature were significantly revealed 
in Table IVIIL Three of the literature courses J for example» requir,ed 
no work outside of class (item o). Except for three separate axt 
courses 9 no creative work in any form -was required (i terns k~ 1 ~ and m)" 
It should be obs,erved tha,t this was consistent with the lack of 
objectives concerning the development of the v~student's interest in his 
own distim,t r::reative abili ties 11 in •rable I. 
Ot,her outside assign."llents were also listed by some of the responden:rGs 0 
A separate music course required th_irty hours of listening to recorded 
music in booths equipped wi tb tur ntableso Two of the general cours.es 
had similar assignments J one :r.eq:uired nine hours of listening and the 
other an unstated amount. One teacher of a general course detailed 
the assigned work as fol.lows& 
Written enraluations are due each six weeks on relevant 
outside reading of the student's choice 9 on relevant out-
side listening (of recordings) of the student 1 s choice» and 
on assigned Artext Junior prints. A l:i.st of new vocabulary 
words is due biweekly. Specially assigned written evalua.~ 
tions are made of art exhibits and programs. Special 
library readings are often made and followed by a test. 
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Table .XIX summarizes the data on required out=of-class activities 
of the separate and general humanities courses. The analysis in this 
table was made ·by compiling and calculating frequencies» ·totals» and 
differences in the per cents of the totals as in Table XVIII. The 
lllactivitiest1 of this ·table referred to out=of-class events and occasions 
tha.t were usually beyond the mandate of the teacher. Since the teacher 
seldom had control of the time» place 1 or frequency of such eventsj he 
was requested to check this list of items on the basis of an average 
semestral sequence of events. One respondent of a separate mu.sic 
course 9 u:n.able to decide on an average semester~ marked t,he J.ist of 
i terns as t0variable. io 
One large difference was noted between the general and separate 
courses in Table XIX" This di.fferenc ,e concerned motion pictures (i tern :Li) 
at which attendance was required in seveu .. ~a.1 separate courses ffe bu·t it 
was not required in any of the genera.l courses. Some differences were. 
noted among other :i tsms 9 but generally the responses were so few tha,t 
ar1y other differences could hardly be ~onsidered as importar.rl:," Among 
the kinds of separate courses there seemed to be some activities "t.hat · 
were assigned with greater frequency than others. Li te:raturep for 
example 9 assigned amateur dx·amati!;JS (i tern do) most frequently 9 while 
art as signed visits to museums most often. (:i tern h.) Following a 














REQUIRED OUT-OF-CLASS ACTIVITIES OF THE SEPARATE 
AND GENERAL HUMANITIES COURSES 
Number of resnonses 
Out-of-class 
~ SeEarate courses 
Lit. Art Mus. Philos. Total 
Actirlty Nsl5 N&5 Ns3a Ns3 Ns26 
Lectures by local or 
visiting people 0 0 1 4 
Debates» forums,or 
panel discussions 0 0 0 1 1 
Amateur concerts 
a..vid recitals 1 1 3 0 5 
Amateur plays and 
dramatic presentations 5 1 1 0 7 
Professional concerts 0 1 1 0 2 
Professional soloists 
or ensembles in musicj 
dance~ acting~ etc. 0 0 2 0 2 
Professional plays or 
dramatic presentations l 0 0 0 l 
Visits to museums~ 
exhibitions 9 displays~ 
ew. l 3 0 1 
Relevant and important 
motion phrtures 2 1 8 
Relevant and important 
television broadcasts 1 1 1 0 3 
Relevant and important 














1 5 SJ c:= 0 .Ji... 
0 =11.4 
a One respondent for the separate music course marked this se©tion 
10variable 10 and did not ©he©k specific answers. 
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(i tern c.) as an assignment» and those of philosophy showed preference 
for visiting lecturers. (item a.) 
A third check list~ distinct from the previous two~ was included 
in the questionnaire to investigate the quantity of outside reading 
required per week in the separate and general humanities courses. 
Table XX summarizes the data obtained from this check list. 
TABLE XX 
QUANTITY OF REQUIRED OUTSIDE READING PER WEEK WITH AVERAGES FOR EACH 
OF THE SEPARATE AND GENERAL COURSES UNDER ACTUAL CONDITIONS 
Pages of Number of ResEonses 
required Se12arate Courses Total General Total Total 
outside Lit. Art Mus. Phil. Sep. 20.3 21..3 Gen. All cour. 
reading Nsl5 Ng5 N&4 N&:3 Ng2'7 N&7 Ns9 N816 N&43 
a. None 3 0 0 0 3 1 0 l 4 
b. Less 
than 50 9 3 3 0 15 5 4 9 24 
Co 50=100 2 2 l 3 8 l 4 5 13 
a. 100=150 0 0 0 0 0 0 l l 1 
e. 150=200 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
f. 200=250 0 0 o· 0 0 0 0 0 0 
g. More 
than 250 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Av. each 
coursea 36.6 45.0 .37.5 '75.0 3.3.3 58.3 
Avg. all separate coursesa 42.6 Avg. Gen. 45.3 
Average all humanities coursesa 43.8 
8Mid=points of ra~es used for the calculation of averages. 
~~ 
The average requirement of reading per week in the separate courses 
was very cil©se to the average of the general courses. The differences 
between the two a,rera.ge requirements was only 2 .. 7 pages of reading. 
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Despite this similarity between the two types of courses, many 
differences were to be found among the kinds of courses. It was some= 
what surprising to note that four respondents required no outside 
reading and 9 moreover 9 that three of these were teachers of the 
literature course. One other literature teacher» in marked contrast 9 
required the largest quantity of weekly readingo It was also surprising 
to note that the separate literature course required~ on the average 9 
less reading per week than any of the separate courses. The separate 
~ourse in philosophy required the most outside reading~ and was the 
most consistent in that each of its three respondents indicated a 
requirement of 50 to 100 pages weekly. The first and second general 
courses were consistent in procedures. The second course follows in 
historical. sequence 9 and one teacher often taught both courseso In 
the matter of outside reading 9 however 9 a wide difference was found in 
their requirementso The first course required even less reading~ on 
the average~ than did the literature course while the second course 
was outranked in quantity of outside ree~ing by only the philosophy 
course. 
In a further analysis of Table XX it is to be noted that 28 of the 
43 respondents required less than 50 pages per week of outside reading. 
Only two respondents.required more than 100 pages per week 9 and only 
one of these two required as much as 150 pages of outside reading. 
~ting prooe9BT~. This part of the questionnaire was concerned 
with the kinds of tests and the frequency with which they were used in 
the separate and general humanities courses o The data on the tests aJ:"(9 
summarized in Table XII for the separate courses 9 and in Table XXII 










NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS USING SELECTED TYPES OF TESTS WITH AVERAGES OF 
THE NUMBER OF TIMFS USED IN THE SEPARATE HUMANITIES COURSES 
Test types 
Lit. Nil5 Art Ns5 Mus. Ns4 Philo Ni(3 Total N&Z? 
No. Avg.a No. Avg.a Noo Avg.a No. Avg.a No. Avg.a 
~
Essay or free-
4.6b 3.6b answer 1.3 2 2. 5b 1 5.ob .3 19 4 1b oJ.j. 
Multiple-choice 
or best-answer l 2.0 0 o.o 0 o.o l 1.0 2 L5 
Completion 2 1.5 0 o.o 0 o.o l 1.0 3 lo:3 
True-false 1 2.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 2 lo 5 .3 1.7 
Matching 0 o.o 1 2.0 0 o.o l 1.0 2 l. 5 
Combined 
objective 4 5. 5 3 3o0 4 3.5 1 2.0 12 3.9 
Combined objective-
essay 7 .3 .1 2 3.5 2 1. 5 0 o.o 11 2o9 
Av-erages based on number of respondents actually using ea.ch test type. 
bFor computation o.f averagesi W(weekly) assumed as 16; and~ M (more th1:u'l\ 









NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS USING SELECTED TYPES OF TESTS WITH AVERAGES OF' 
THE NUMBER OF TIMES USED IN THE GENERAL HUMANITIES COURSES 
=~ =··= :;.=m.:,...~....=---....-, 
~ ·=- ~ --
203 Ng7 213 lh9 °I\, .. taJ~ Nsl6 
Test types No7 Awgo ,!:!: No.- Avg. a: No.=~~!~~· 
Essay or free= 
3.ob 4o7b 
'.;,. 
answeJi." 6 9 15 40 10g 
Mul tiple~~chofo e or 
best,=answer 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 
Completion 1 2.0 l LO •'""'!! if!. L5 
True=false 0 o.o 1 LO 1 1.0 
Mat~hing 0 o.o 1 1.0 l LO 
Combined 
obj ecit.i ve 2 3.5 1 .3 .o 3 3.3 
Combined obj ei:Jti ·;re= 
essay 3 2.0 3 2.6 7 2.3 
a.Averages based on aatual number of uses as in Table IXL 
bFor computation of averages see Table XXI. 
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in each of the two tables 9 the number of respondents using the vexious, 
types of tests is given. The average is the average number of times 
each type of test is given based upon the total number of respondents 
using each type., 
The frequency that each type is used deviates very little between 
the two types of courses. The essay=type test 9 besides being used by 
the most respondents, in each type of course~ was also used with the 
greatest frequency by those who do use it. In frequency of use by 
those who did use it 9 the combined objective test ranked second in 
each t,ype of cou..l:'se 9 and the combined essay=objective test ranked third 
in each t,ype of course. The combined objective t,est was defined! as 
one using any combination of short .. answe:r forms. (items b~ c 9 d 9 and e.) 
The combined obj e,CJti ve~essa.y test was defined as any one or more of 
the above i terns in combination with essay questions. All other t,ypes 
of tests were used less than an average of two times during the 
semester. 
Since the nuimber of re:spondents in the separate courses was not 
the same as the ri:mnber in the general c c1urses the frequency of use 
the tests CJan be more readily e;xaimined if converted to per cents of the 
total" The following listD then 9 i.s d,s:rived from Tables XXI and IXII 
with the frequencies conver·~ed into per aents on the basis of twenty00 
sev-en sepa.rate0 -(:iourse respondents and sixteen general~c:ourse respondB)ltt,s: 
Test Types Separate General 
a. Essay or free=answer 69.3% 93.8% 
b. Multiple=choice or best=answer, '7.4% 0.0% 
c. Gcmpletion .1% 12. 5% 
True=false o 0 O 1L1% 6.3% 
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e. Matching . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 7,,4% 6.3% 
fo Combined objective • 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 44o4% 18.8% 
g. Combined objective-essay. 0 • . . • 40.7% 43.8% 
The columns of the above list were not expected to total 100% 
since the i tams were not mutually exclusive. Many of the teachers used 
two or more different types of tests in one course. Only two major 
differences were found between the separate and general courses in 
regard to the types of test that were used. Although the essay-type 
test was used most often in each type of course~ its percentage of use 
was considerably higher in the general--in fact~ all but one of the 
general course respondents made use of the essay test. The separate 
course respondents 1 on the other hand~ compensated for this by a much 
higher percentage of respondents using ·the combined objective type 
of test. 
The respondents were also asked to designate the type of test, used 
as a final examination. The responses to this question are summarized 
in Table XXIII. The essay test was the type used most often in both 
the separate and genaral c:ours:es. Its percentage of use was a.gidn 
greater in the general. course. The essay test 9 together ·With the tw© 
combined types of tests 9 was dominant among the types used for final 
examinations in both the separate and general courses. 
Types of ·tests 9 varying fl"'om the selected types of the question-
naire 9 were also employed by some of the respondents:. Two of the a.rt 
courses used tests involving t,he identification of masterpieces. One 
music course employed a listening test involving identification during 
the semesterj and combined the same procedui~e with an essay-type test 










FREQUENCY OF USE OF SELECTED TYPES OF TESTS JIS FINAL EXAMINATIONS 
IN THE SEPARATE AND GENER.AL HUMANITIES COURSFS 
Number of res£onses 
SeJ2arate courses Gen. courses 
Type of test Lit. Art Mus. Philo Total% of Total % of 
Ngl5 Ng 5 Ni:4 Ng.'.3 N i2'7 use Nal6 use 
Essay or free answer 9 0 0 2 11 40.7 10 62.5 
Multiple=choioe or 
best answer 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 0 o.o 
Completion 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 0 o.o 
True=false 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 0 o.o 
Matching l 0 0 0 1 .'.308 0 o.o 
Combined objective 1 .'.3 1 1 6 22.2 .'.3 18.75 
Combined objeotbre-
essay 4 2 3 0 9 33.3 3 18.75 
one literature respondent emphasized the use of a short-essay-type test~ 
usually requiring only one or two sentences for its answer. This type 
was used both during the semester and as a final examination. 
Procedures under ideal conditions. The section of the questionnaire 
on procedures was structured in a fashion whereby the respondents were 
able to check all relevant items as to the procedures that they would 
use under ideal conditionsa It was assumed that there would be con-
ditions present in some teaching situations that would prevent the 
teacher from using procedures that he otherwise might use. Class size 9 
facilities 9 and equipment were especially suspected of being detrimental 
or inadequate. 
The investigation of what the teacher would prefer to do under 
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ideal circumstances did not 9 on the whole 9 yield satisfactory results. 
A large proportion of the res pond en ts 9 either failed to check any of 
the items preferred under ideal conditions, or checked only items 
contained in a particular check list. It would be difficult to assume 
that the failure of the respondents to check relevant i terns meant tha·t 
the teachersv in all casesj were already employing the procedures that 
they preferred. This seems to suggest that it was not advisable to use 
a second 9 subordinate frame of reference for checking identical i terns 
in a questionnaire. Aside from this 9 other factors may have accreted 
to result i.n. the sparsity of response. The questionnaire was already 
lengthy without the second frame of reference, respondentsj often 
pressed for time 11 were forced into hurried answers;4 the remote posi'tion 
of the question!) regarding ideal conditions 9 may have caused it to be 
overlooked, and the system of checking may not have been satisfa<rtory. 
The preceding remarks suggest that procedures under ideal conditions 
need to be investigated more thoroughly 9 preferably 9 by a techni.que 
designed for just this one purpose" 
The responses 9 generally 9 were too fewy too fragmentary 9 and too 
inconclusive to be summarized in tabular form. In the first draft of 
the present study the responses were tabulated and placed parallel to 
tha summarized responses concerning procedures actually being used. 
The compa:risons between the actual status and the hypothetical statu~ 9 
involved here 9 showed insignificant and inconclusive differences in 
4During the week intervening between the distribution and 
colle,ction of the questionnaires~ two :respondents were confined by ill-
nesses~ one became a father!> one was preparing to participate in a 
national conference 9 and senreral were engaged in the planning~ orga.ni2oa,~, 
tion 9 and/or judging of high-school academic contests. 
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nearly all cases. Since very little seemed to have been proven by the 
parallel placement and comparison of actual and ideal conditions~ the 
tabulated summaries on ideal conditions were rejected and the present 
chapter rewritten with a different approach. 
There was, however» one import.ant exception. This exception 
concerned differences that were noted between actual and ideal conditions 
' 
in the matter of required out-of-class activities in the humanities 
courses. Table .XXIV presents a comparative summary of the responses» 
a.nd notes the differences in terms o:f' per cent of gain by preferences 
under ideal conditions over procedures actually being used. The 
responses for the two types of courses are totaled for the purposes of 
Table XXIV. 
Table XXIV clearly shows that all of the selected aotivi ties would 
be used to a greater extent under ideal conditions than they were used 
under actual conditions. Professional dramatic presentations and 
visits to museums and exhibitions ranked especially high in preferred 
use over actual. The significance of the comparative responses to the 
check list of activities seems to indicate a need that was felt among 
the humanities teachers for more cultural events appropriate to the 
objectives of the courseso 
Although no other laxge differences were found among the responses 
to actual and ideal conditions 9 there were both localized and individuRl 
responses that indicated needs in particular situations" At one school 
where large classes existedj the teachers~ in most cases 9 preferred 
less use of the formal lecture and more of discussion and other 














COMPARISON OF THE HUMANITIES COURSES IN RESPONSES TO USE OF SELECTED 
OUT-OF-CLASS .ACTIVITIES UNDER ACTUAL AND IDE.AL CONDITIONS 
~egueno;y; and ~ of resEonses Difi'o in % 
Out=of-class Actual Conditions Ideal Conditions Ideal over 
Aotivi ty No. % · No. % Aotual 
~--::':I 
Lectures by local 
or visiting people 7 16.8 15 .36o0 19o2 
Debates 9 foru.ms 9 or 
panel discussions l 2o4 10 24.0 2lo6 
Amateur concerts and 
recitals 9 2lo6 16 38.4 16 .. 8 
Amateur plays and 
dramatic presentations 10 24.0 17 40.8 16.8 
Professional concerts 5 12.0 14 33 .. 6 21.6 
Professional soloists or 
ensembles in music 9 the 
dance 9 acting.<> etc. 4 9.6 1.3 31.2 21.6 
Professional plays 
or dr,amat,fo presentations l 2 .. 5 15 36.0 33.6 
Visi·ts to museunHs 9 
exhibitions~ displays 9 etc. 9 21.6 20 48.0 26.4 
Relevant and impo:rt··tant 
motion pfotu:rres 8 19.2 15 36.0 1508 
Relenrant a.nd important 
television broadcasts 4 906 13 .3L2 21.6 
Relevant and important 
radio broad~asts 3 '7.2 8 19.2 12.0 
aOrie respondent for the separate musirei course marked this section as 
OO·i,rarieJ,leno and did not check specific answerso Percentages based upon 42 
maximum possible responses. 
bThe respondents who a©tually required an activity but failed to che~k it 
as preferred were assumed to prefer it under ideal conditionso These wer,9 
included in the nwnber under ideal conditions, 
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preferred greater use of the essay-type test rather than their actual 
use of the short-answer types. 
§umm@£Z of methodology. The planning of the humanities courses 
seemed to have been more of an individual-teacher task in the general 
courses than in the separate courses. In the pre-selection of models 
and materials for the courses there were distinct differences between 
the general and separate courses. The general-course respondents 
mirrored their use of an historical approach by the selection of 
materials to provide a view of the thought or spirit o.f a particular 
age. The separate-course respondents were most interested in the 
selection of materials on the basis of their intelligibility and 
interest to the students. 
Classroom procedures 9 when compared by the average responses for 
each t,ype of course w showed remarka,ble similarity between the separate 
and general courses • .Among the kinds of separate coursesl> howev·eri, 
many differences were found. Literature was taught by informal let1it;ure 
and discussion, art was taught by informal lecture and laboratory work~ 
music by audio=visual aids and informal lecture; and philosophy 9 
primarily 9 by discussion. Among practices used occasionally in the 
classroom 9 some differences were noted between the two types of courses. 
and among the separate courses. On the average 9 the general courses 
used more still pictures and objectsy as well as more slides and film 
strips@ The separate courses 9 on the other hand 9 made greater use of 
recordings. Among the kinds of courses there were wide differences due 
to the fact that devices used occasionally were better suited to some 
disciplines than to others. The nature of the philosophy course made 
many of t.he selected a.cti vi ties unsuitable or of little use. 
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Considerable variance between the two types of cou·rses was found 
in the kinds of out-of-class assignments that were made by their 
respective respondents. The general-course respondents tended more 
toward the reading of one or more complete books~ while assigned 
source materials prevailed among the separate-course respondents. 
Occasional short~ oral or written reports were often used in the general 
courses. The separate courses used a variety of other assignments 
including notebooks and term papers. The small number of respondents 
assigning creative work refler.ited the lack of emphasis in the humani t,ies 
courses of the subject colleges on creativeness as an objective. Three 
respondents of the literature course made no required out-of-class 
assignments. Outside reading requirements were remarkably the same 
in the two types of courses when averages were oompared. Among the 
kinds of separate coursesD however 9 wide differenoes were to be foundo 
The essay-type test was highly favored by the respondents of both 
types of cou:rsesj although it was used by a higher percentage of the 
general-course respondents. The objective test 9 combined with the 
essay test 9 found 1o1ide 9 and nearly equaJ. 9 use among the respondents 
of both the ~eparate and general ~ourses. In addition the separate= 
course respondents made frequent use of tests combining various short,= 
answer forms. The types of tests used for final examinations were the 
same as those used during the semesteru 
The attempt to use one questionnaire for a second frame of 
reference was only partially successfulo The responses to questions 9 
inquiring as to what procedures the respondent would use under ideal 
circumstan~es 9 were generally sparse and inconclusive. Originally th8 
report of the-present study attempted to make parallel comparisons of 
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a.ctual and ideal c:ondi tions for each check list. This was abandoned 
when differences were found to be insignificant and inconclusive. There 
was one exception 9 however» and this was in regard to the required use 
of selected ou.t,-of-class activities. In all instances the selected 
activities showed a. considerable gain in preference~ under ideal 
con.di tions ~ over actueJ. use. This seems to indicate ·that the respondents 
would make great use of cultural objects 9 activities~ and events if 
such were more frequent and available. 
. .. 
CHAPTER V 
THE HUMANITIES3 VIEWS AND OPINIONS 
The present chapter is cionr.erned with the vi.ews and the opinion~, 
of the hurnani ties teachers oi' the a,ubjett schools in regard to the 
courses they t,each 9 the value of these cour'ses ~ s.nd their place :in bl!Yth 
the gene:r,s:.l=edureiati.on program and the total crurricmlum. The twto 
preceding chapters were bareed upon information obtained by obser1;ation 
and by ques·ti10nnaire 9 supplemented from time to time by ad.di tional data 
or explana:tions obtained during interviews" The interviews were not, 
intemdedl mei:r:."ie:ly ·1~1) suppleman·t othe;r de:ts. l{Solle~tior11 te11::ihniques,,, buii:fr;, 
rather to pe1Jr·m:ll. t the respondents a i'ree •..:ili~pression o.f thei.r :tdeas 
concerning the hurimni ties couirses urJ.P.'.hibi ted by a frame of reference 
and by choices enforced by a questionnaireo 
ill the teachers were inter"l:denied exCJept one who wal:l unable 
keep an appointment b16cauise o.f' an :illne.Sti'1o This teacher 9 howe·ver 9 w,rot,i;:, 
out ciomprehens,i 1ve 1,mswe1rs to a.11 the questions of the intervr.iew guide,o 
lasting from thirty minutes to an hour and a half were completeicL The 
tot,al number of completed faC:Je=,to=fa(Je intervlews was thirt;y,0-eight 9 
not i1ount.ing the two exG~ptions above, A total 9 then 9 of forty 
t,eaohers supplied informationo This :number is three less tha:n the 
total number of questi1onnaires due) t,o the fact that three responde:o:t,s 
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supplied questionnaire data on both the first and second general 
courseso All answers were electronically recorded on magnetic tape» 
except in the case of seven interviewees of one school who collectively 
declined to be recordedo 
The interviews followed the plan of a question guide which was given 
to each teacher of the humanities of the subject schools a week prior to 
the scheduled time of the interviewo This interview question guide is 
found in Appendix D. The questions in the guide served to give the 
interviewees a pi"ewarni.ng of the general line of questioning and served 
also to give them confidence in their ability to answer. This procedure 
was found 9 during the pretest» to be a valuable means of overcoming 
Wmike fright,u During the actual interview the questioning usually 
led to other questions that concerned the teachers O special interests)) 
problerns 9 methods~ or opinions. 
The text that follows will summarize the views and opinions a.a 
ascia:rtained by the interviewo The text will follow the order of the 
questions of the interview guide with important sample answers as given 
by the intervieweeso 
The Importance of the Humanities 
The first question was primarily designed to promote the start of' 
a conversational inter·rlew" It was one that was easy to answer and one 
that provoked the interviewee into a defense of the humanities» since 
it implied that the humanities may not have proved to be an important 
need in the general-education program. The question as asked wasg 
Q2. ;you [~e_! that the huma.ni ties courses ~ proved to be .§£!: importan·f~ 
need in j!h_e genera.I;-educa.tion program? Wh_x? 
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All lrut two o.f the teachers of the separate literature course 
responded with a.n emphati.c yes to ·this questiono Of the two who wer 1e1 
less certain~ one felt that though his course was in itself of ~Jalue ~ 
it was probably misnamed 1J since t,o him n~the humanities are more of a 
by-produi.::'t of the to·tal bus:1.ness of general educati,ont1; and to this 
interviewee it seemed 11qui te difficult to make a course out of something 
that is the by-product of many other th:1.ngs o 10 Another interviewee said :1 
11I really don° t know how important it .fthe huniani tie.§!7 has proved to be J 
but I think it could be tremendously i.mp,ort,anto I think it I s 
the ·thing 'that makes t:he di.:f.ference 'blEltween the rt,al hu.u:ian 1::1ei:ng' 
and simply a. money-mak:1.ng machine. n One of tohe teachers of the separa:te 
art courses also gave an answer other than a positive yes o This person 
was concerned w:t th whether the courses (;lould be shown at the present 
time to be :fulfilling an important~ needo His remarks were 9 10The :faelt, 
that, we are offering them ffihs huma.ni tie:1,~7 is a step in the :right 
direct.1.on but, I don°t think that we could ever prove anything a.t this 
stage o I think that the proof will come later o io One :music teacher warSJ 
concerned with the adequacy of the separate course and said~ 10 " o O 0 
I think they are a need but I don°t think we always give them ,Lthe 
student.i? what we expec:t them to haveio We don° t meet them often. enough 
.[for the.m7 to absorb what we want them too @n The teaahers of the 
separate philosophy course and of both general l(;;OU.rses in all 0ases weJC'e 
certain of the need and g.ave rea.sons why they held this posi tiono 
The most, often=used defense: of the importance of the humanities 
was that they filled a, ,ml tural gap i.n the student 0 s education \d th a 
vital knorwledge not airailable in other ewu.rsss dealing with fac:ts and 
informatii::mo J?or example~ one t,ef.tc:her ,of a general course said.9 ~To 
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quote OsiCJa,r Wil.dej our students know the cost of every thing and the 
yalue of nothing. [They ar!E? worldly in :mateirialistic: knowledges but 
have no knowledge of self~ or of their own baslc needs and values, it A 
literature teacher expressed a similar idea by saying.~ ttit fthe 
hurnani tie§:7 gives the students a different kind of knowledge than they 
get in other aourseis,. Knowledge that doesn ° t deal with facts like two 
plus two equal four 9 but with the kind of truth and values that on.e ha.s 
to know for a full life. 18 Several teach,3rs were tonc:erned with the 
formation of certa:ln habi·ts o.f reading,! of making choices~ or of cri tic1al 
thinking. One art teacher 9 .f o:it· exainple 9 stated" "They .fEhe humani tieJ~7 
aid the student in developing the ability to think crit,foally and thereby 
to set higher standards for his own preferenceso 11 The humanit:i.es were 
also1 deemed an important, need by se,veral teachers as an aid to solving 
the problems of 1:i:feo A lite:ratmre teacher said 9 11We try to give thiam 
id1:;1as that will help ·them in life 9 to face life Os problems as -well a.s to 
train them i.ntellec:tually. uu Another literature teacher was even more 
explicit when he said~ 
I loeliev1'?. our you.th need to have a I:nroader background 
for living such as t,he hu.manities offers o Business fi.rms 
have .found this to be tru.eo An1erfoe,n Telephone fand Tele= 
gl'aph Comp,an;z? 9 Genieral Electric: 9 and others 9 have found 
that, they have plenty of men with te,llJhnical knowledge 9 but, 
lack the broadly edu(jated lnJ\len needed for the top jobs in 
administ,.c0ationo Some [of th8S<9 cuompanie§.7 have aided in 
the planning and finan(sing of u.nJv1ersi ty programs for the 
benefit of men who are e1t~r'mtive materia.L 
Another idea f;itequently expressed by the int,erviewees was that the 
hwnani ties were 9 as one express.ed it 9 needed as nan antidote to 
specialized subje,crt mattero ri One inter'lriewee felt that 'the importanc:e 
of tb.e hu.mani ties lay :in their ,raJ.ue as, a 11ciomprehensi ve kind of 
summarizing e:xpedenceo " o o ffiha;~7 integrates and binds previtus: 
experience and serves as a preview to future experience in other 
college courses.~ 
The Appropriateness of the Courses of the 
Subjeot Schools 
Two of the questions of the interview were concerned with the 
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suitability of the present courses. The first of these questions asked 
the inte:rvi.ewee I s opinion as to the adequaoy of the present courses a:ai 
a means of giving students a basic hma:ni.tias education. This question 
as posed to the teachers waiu ;Q_g, you believe that the present ciourses 
of your .§!Qhool ™ the best means of gbing §. basic humanities education 
to .YQB£. students? Why .Q.t. why~? 
This question elicited answers that were as varied as the pattern~ 
of courses given at the subject schools. The teachers of the general 
courses were m:i.animous in their belief that a general course was the 
best means of gi ring a basic humanities education. As previously noted 9 
four of the schools permi.t the students to elect a choice between the 
separate and general course. In schools following this practice 9 the 
general teachers often expressed dissatisfaction with separate course~ 9 
either because they laClked integra,tion o:r because they perni tted the 
students to escape one 9 two 9 or even m,ore of the disciplines. The 
following statement by a t~a.cher of the general course probably re-
fleeted the feeling of most~ 
I much prefer a general class 9 required of all sopho-
mores9 instead of this election of five to seven hours from 
separate groups. The students never have a comprehensive 
study that wayo One studies art.9 one studies literature.11 
another a little bit of philosophy or music 9 but never does 
one srtudy 9 nor find the interrelationship of all o They do 
not come u:.p with a:ny kind of a common denominator as they 
would with a good integrated course. 
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Al though all of the general course teachers felt their course to 
be the preferable means 9 at lee,s t two felt t.ha t it needed to be 
supplemented. One voiced this in the following mannerg 
I think the present course :is excellent. But the student; 
is not prepared to take the course. The present course lays 
emphasis on an aesthetic approach and I 8m highly in favor of 
this. But before the student ©.an understand or follow in 
this aesthetic approach I believe that he needs a year in 
philosophy • • • • I find that I ha.ire to take up entirely 
too much time giving the ideational balcikground before I cian 
get any aesthetic appreciation. 
Another teacher of the general cour,sie .felt that l:tideally we should have 
a short preview course with emphasis on philosophic thought during the 
freshman or sophomore yeax o o o then toward the end of baccmlaureate 
experiences ,9 say at the last year of the student I s term 9 have a comp:re,-
hensive study or summary that would help tie together all rof his ex,= 
periences :l.n collegeo 11 This S9Jlle idea was also advanced by one teacher 
· of the separate 1i terature c:ou.rse. 
Among thr9 separ·ate course teachers there was a greater division of 
opinion in regard to the suitability of th3 present courses in eaC1h 
s©.hooL There was no unanirni ty among these people 9 but many were (CJOil·-
earned with esciapism 9 wherebyastuclent Jould avoid the huma.nities 9 1,iholl;.v-
or in pa.rt 9 by particular elected subs ti tut,ions. The feeling against 
permitting the student,s to esGape «:iex,tain of t.he disciplines seemed t,1:» 
v·axy in dire(;Jt propa,rtlon to the degre;,e of es1C1apis:m permitted in the 
differient scho,ols. One iSlCJhool permi tt,ed the substit,ution of the prac-
tical arts .for ,tll but one course of the huJrnani ties. Op.inion opposed 
to this practice was unanimous and intense among the humanities 
teachers of this s~hool. itr would say they fthe planners of the 
progr8:f.a7 are avoiding t.he first and foremost idea of the humanities" no 
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001 can not possibly visualize a course in shop as a course in the 
humanities~ but itVs listed as such.fO These are two sample comments con-
cerning this program. Some schools,, as noted previously 9 permitted an 
election whereby t.he student could substitute for one or two of the 
separate or general courses. The teachers of the humanities at these 
schools were generally opposed to this practice. Some,, however~ 
mitigated a censorious answer by suggesting remedies such as an 
increase in the number of required hours in the humanities~ or the pre= 
soription of one course in each discipline 9 or a change over to the 
general courseso Here are some sample remarksg 11In our set-up .ffii£.7 
a student takes literature and may choose any other one separate 
course. The choice is often based upon what they have heard is the 
easiest ••• o if they take the separate courses 9 the ideal situation 
would be to have them take all of them.I)'° (by a literature teacher); 
l!II believe the general courses should be increased to eight hours and 
then 9 if the student should take the area ccu.-rses.,, that he be required 
to take eight hours in the fou.r fields==literature 9 music 9 art 9 and 
philosophy 9 w (by an art teacher), 00Students.,, here 9 who take the 
separate ciourses must take the three-hour li tera·ture course plus two 
hours in any of the other separate Gour151eSo Now they are permitted to 
substitute two hours of band or vocal music for the separate c:ourseo 
I do not, feel that, beating a drum or twirling a baton fulfills the 
general-education need. Neither do I feel that this proliferation of 
courses is general ,educa.tiono I believe that they can only be 
generally educated. in the general cioursel>~ (by a philosophy teacher)e 
Aside from the matter of escapism 9 no other issue seemed to be 
of importance except the one impelling issue of the general versus the 
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separate courses. Sinc:e .four ,of the schools have both types of 
courses in their programs this issue would 9 as a matter of cwurse ,o be 
one of concern to the humanities teachers of these schools. In most, 
oases it was di.fficult 9 as may be seen in the foregoing 9 for the inter,~ 
viewee to discuss his particular course without comparing the two types,, 
But since the trend of ·the i.ntervliews could not, be known when the 
intervi,ew guide was deiJ1J.sed 9 it was thought advisable to pinpoint this 
issue with a direct questiono The question as stated wasg Would :YQ.'l.J 
~ 12 m§k§ an_;z ~1 rema"rks ~b~ ~ various ~ of ~? 
(1,o.§!e 9 int&,g_rated ClOUl'~ ~fil £l ~ ·teacher 9 integrated Courses 
~™ht~ -™'al fil).§~i) .se_1)arate courses 1..~fil .fil m2ecialil!]s,,) 
This question is one that is frequently discussed in the literature and 
one about which there is a wide di'l.rergeni;ie of opinion. Any one of the 
three types ma:;v· be favored wH,h ,9 ,or with out ,9 a, que.Ufied answ,ez" Q The 
answers of the inte:rderw1ees fall lnto four tiategories 9 na.melyg those 
who fayored the sepaxate o ourse; those who favored the general ccourse., 
those who fav·ored the genre1:ral tours,ei if teachers with proper qualif:li,a,"" 
tions t:ould be l?round;; and~ those who though',, both the separate and 
general cou:r·~es wer,e needed" By c:lassifying the answers into thes:e, 
four categcoriel61 it wa.s poss:U:Jlr9 to quantify ·the opinions o Table XXV 
summarizes the opinions of the 2'7 teachers of the separate ccm.:rses and 
the t.hirteen of the general aours:es that were :inte:r1,'ien'1,edo 
The matter of categorizing tihe opirtl.on was sometimes difficult .in 
the matter of the qualified answers o For exa1I1ple 9 one li teratur·e 
teacher said ii 11 I think the general system for offering the humani. ties 
is rig:hto o o o Now if you c101tld .find the :rare individual who :really 
knew all the fields 9 then he :Jould trea,cih a good integrated course~ but 
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TABLE nv 
OPINIONS OF THE HUMANITIES TEACHERS IN REGARD TO THE TYPE OF COURSE 
MOST SUITABLE FOR USE IN 'I'HE GENERAL EDUCATION HUMANITIES 
-I r,,o --- --·· -- -- ••"==-=•·-· --- ---~ ----- -,-,-,-. 
No. of teachers expressing pa.r,·ticular opinions 
Categories of opinion 
Lit. Art Mus. Phil. Sep. Gen. Both -· 
a. Separate 001.,urse 8 1 1 0 10 0 10 
b. Integrated course 1 l 1 2 5 12 17 
Co Integrated course 
with qualifications 4 3 2 1 10 0 10 
a. Both courses needed 1 0 0 0 1 l 2 
e. Unde«.Jided 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
I don° t know where such people a.re; personally 9 I u ve never encountered 
one. w This teaC'lher was recorded sis favoring the separate courses sinll;le 
he believed that one must be a,n 1nexpe1rtt0 in all a,r·eas in order to tee.c:h 
the general=educa.tion humanities. In o't,her instances where the s'te.te-
:ment was less posi tive 9 the inter,riewees were quizzed as to whether an 
expert in all areas was ne~essaxy to teach the general-edu~ation humani=· 
ties ciourse and~ if scv whether it was possible to obtain such peopleo 
If an interviewee felt that expertness in all areas was not necessary 
he was classified as fa:1roring t,he gene)."al course with qualificat,ions 9 
provided he aJ.so felt that teachel'~ might be available. For exa:mple 9 
one interview with a li terat.u:re tea.~her progressed in this manners 
RnI believe the separate courses axe 'tbe only practfoal wa;y of 
offering the humanities. Of course~ if one person is able to ha.ndl'9 
it an.d that one person is able to teach music 9 art, 9 litera.ture 9 and 
philosophy» that~ to me 9 would be the ideal wayo o o .~ (~ontinuing 
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in response to a query as to whether the one person needed to be a 
specialist in all the areas) wepe,rhaps not. But a person would have to 
have a fundamental knowledge and appreoiat:i.on of eaach one. . o • 10 (in 
response to a query concerning availability) 11Well 9 there are probably 
a few~ .for example~ Dr. ___ on our faculty would be oneo II None 
of the inte:r•viewees fa.\1·or·ed a. general co-urse taught by several specd.alist13., 
One 1i tera.ture teacher who favored the separate ciourse i'elt that this 
type '"might be suc~essful 'l.tn.d.e1r ci.~,:ref'ully l'.rnnt:rolled oondi'tionso" Two 
of the schools have in the past experimented with this type of cou.'t"se. 
Interviewees who were familiar with these experiments described them 
variously as "a resounding failure 1n ;1 00perha.ps Lresul ting i!!.7 better 
instruction in some specialties but with a. great loss in integration 
and hence 9 real meaning"; and 9 10too difficult to coordinate., »o However 9 
one art teacher who fayored the general course stipulated that he did 
so with the idea. that it would be "taught by one person with the 
freque1:1t a.Jd of apec:iaUsrts. in 
Those who favored the separate courses support.ea: thelr comricrtionz. 
with such comments as ~•pracrt.ical :1 11 11peop1.e £ir~? needed who know their 
:subjecd; tb.o,Jtoughly/1 10because it is flexible and gives individual 
choice 9 Ill! e.nd t1bett,er inst,rus::i tion. o in Those who favored the general 
couraa bulwark,ed their position mainly from the standpoint of integra,=· 
in support of the general 001.:i:r·se were 01they give purpose and direc't,ion 
to the stud,snta O thinkings u~ "th1~y establish unity and continui ty$w a.nd 
11specialized c:oursEis tend tc lea.n too heav,y fsig] on faeir subject 
matter1i and 1tbecome too t,<=>cihnica.L to Those who fa:vored the c1oexistenc,9 
of both the separate and general ~o.:..llr'·ses felt t,hat 1ni t I s good for -;:,he 
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students to have a choice.d The one 11,."'ldecided position was that of a 
person teaching for ·the second yee.r who stated that his information 
was too inadequate for him to form an opiniono 
Optimum Time for the General-F.ducation Humanities 
The question directed to the inte:r\liewees to gain their opinion a.a 
to the most favorable time to give the general-education humanities 
courses du:ring the student 0 s college life was stated as followss Ih! 
.humaniti.es courses~ a.r·e numbered .a! sophomore courses and ™ usualJx 
taken during the studeri.t 0s second year .2f ~. Would z.gy agree ,:lli~t 
this is ~ 9IttimBm, ~? 
In one respecrt an assumption made by this question was incorrecit~ 
but it did not a.ffecrt the interview answers since the interviewees were 
quick to pobrt it out. It is true tha.t two of the schools adhered 
strictly to the practice of giving the humanities during the sophomore 
yearo Another achoolj howeverj required the courses during the fresh= 
man year and the remaining schools permitted them to be taken during 
either year. 
The responses to this question can also be quantified by placing 
the answers in four categories» namely3 those who believed the sophomore 
year ideaJ., those favoring a later year~ those preferring an earlier 
Yea.r 0 and j ,9 those believing either the freshman or sophomore year to be 
suitable. Table XXVI summarizes the opinions of the interviewees on the 
basis of these categories. 
More than he~f of the teachers felt that the sophomore year was 
the o,ptimum time to offer the huma.ni. ties. The reason given most oft,e:n 
in support of the sophomore yeair w.as: that 1nsophomores are more mature 
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TABLE XXVI 
OPINIONS OF T'dE HUMANITIES TEACHERS IN REGARD TO THE OPTIMUM TIME 
FOR GIVING THE GENERAL-EDUCATION HUMANITIES COURSES 
Optimum time 
Noo of teachers, expressing particular opinions 
Lit. Art Muso Philo Sep. Gen. Total 
a. During sophomore 
year 10 1 4 1 16 7 2.3 
b. After sophomore 
year 2 0 1 6 9 
c. During freshman 
year 0 0 0 1 1 2 .3 
d. During either frosh 
or soph year l 2 0 0 3 1 4 
e. Undeci.ded 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
--
than freshmen. co Other typi.cal t,;iomments offered in support of this 
position were these& 00i t ffiumani tie~? ,should be taken af't,er freshman 
English 9 ~, 00fres,hrnen e.re not as adjusted or settled as sophomores 9 1~ 
~most of the freshmen are not as efffoient in reading j n& and 1ni t, is 
helpful in deciding ti."1.eir L'the students~7 major program when it comes 
just before the junior yee.r. 10 
The mat·ter of maturation was also the concern of some who held 
that the humanities should be given duri.ng the junior or senior year,, 
Some: also felt that more college backg:round a;tudi,es» especially history 
and philosophy 9 were needed prior to taking the humanities. Two inter= 
viewees felt that the best place for the humanities was t.oward the end 
of the stud.entu s college life 9 where i.t ~ould best act as an 00integra'ting 
summarizing experience. to One of t,hese two 9 howe1rer» felt that there 
was probably also a need for a c0pre..ridLaw ~.ourse 10 during the freshman 
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yearQ Another teacher based his opinion on the comparative performances 
of classes that contained sophomores 9 juniors 9 and seniors to contend 
that the junior and senior years were the optimum timeo One general-
course teacher had a particularly interesting viewpoint in answer to a 
corollary question directed toward his defense of his positiono The 
question as asked was this~ Do you ~ that it is rn important iQ! 
the student to get ~he full import of !J:2.~ hu.mani ties course .Q£ !2£, ~ 
humanities course !Q ~ ~ stuc!!fili. the £ll11 import of things 1Q 
follow~ in college and ,!B ~? This was answered byg 
I think ;yrour second question is more idealistic than 
practical. It.would be a lovely thing 9 but the fact is that 
our students come to us with a narrow perspective of what 
they are going to get out of collegeo It 8 s very difficult 
to jar them out of that per spec ti ve; to widen their horizons o 
And I don°t see how in the world you can give him what the 
humanities can give him u.:nleas he is open-minded; unless he 
is ready to take i to The point of this is tha.t he realizes 
this later on 9 but 'by then he haa forgotten so many of the 
details. 
Those who believed the freshiman year to be the optimum year for the 
general-edu~ation humanities saw no difference in maturation between 
freshmen a..,d sophom,?res. Tw,o of t,he interviewees based this on observe.-
tion of classes !rnn1taining both g1°oupso One interrlewee felt that 
00lack of adjustment~ if present 9 among freshmen is often offset by 
freshness and enthusia,sm. r& Another interviewee felt that the 
huma:nit:1.es were an 00aid to adjustment to college life by giving the 
students new ideas!) new ways of' thinking!) and new ways of evaluating 
and judging 9 that should be common to other college experiences.~ 
All four of the interviewees who held that either the freshman or 
sophomore year would constitute an optimmn time gave the same reasono 
This comment by an a.rt teacher is typi~al of allg 0 I have about as 
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many freshmen e:nrolled in my humanities Glass as I have sophomores and 
I c:an see no difference.no The one respondent 9 a literature teacher who 
was unde~ided 9 stated that he had giv~n the question considerable thought~ 
but could form no opinion. 
In the week interveni.ng 9 between the ti:me the interview guides 
were handed to the teachers and the time of the scheduled interviewsy 
th:r·ee of thei teachers» without the knowledge of the investigator 9 asked 
the same questions of their classes. All three polled the opinions of 
the classes on each question. This was revealed du.ring the interwiews 9 
and some of the di.fferences of opinion between ·teacher and class were 
told f~:o the investigator. It is interesting t,o note that where a 
general-course teacher felt that the humanities should be given during 
the senior yea,r ·the class agreed on the sophomore year" A literature 
teacher who though·t the sophomore year was best found the students of 
the opinion that either the freshman or sophomore year was suitable., 
An art teacher who also ohose the sophomore yewr as optimum discovered 
the students 0 opinion to favor ~he ju:nior or senior yearso Students 
evidently can be as di 1Yel"'gently opinionated as teachers% 
The Obje©tlves of the Humanities and their Relationship 
to the General-EduGation Program 
were inC1luded in the interview questi.on guideo The fi:fr'st of these wasg 
~ you cij1§. !Ir~ ~ticular pbje~tiy~ .Q!: obienives that you £~ 
siderable doub't a,s to whether this question should have been asked in 
this manner and also as to whether th.e inter-wie\l/ees should have been 
prepared for it. There was a feeling on the pai~t of the investigator 
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that 9 in some instan~es. 9 the interd.ewee was ready wit,h an answer too 
carefully prepared. Even the use of the word ttiobj ectivs!)ll seemed to tend 
toward plaGing some teachers in a defensive position wherein they felt 
compelled to oite some a:uspicious airno The interviewing experiences of 
the investigator led hirn, to 'believe that it would have been more logi-
cally valid simply to ask without prewarningj ttWhat are you attempting 
to do when yo·u teach? 00 
In :mar:i;sr (Clasesv howeverv t,he interviewees ha.d no noticeable e.tti tude-
set toward this particular question. One could, for exa.mple 9 hardly 
doubt the fI"a.nkness of a literature ·teacher who replied 9 "My main 
objectbre is to teach them something about literature ••• " if 
incidental to that I can broaden the studentffs knowledge to any of the 
great ideas of the human rooe I try t,o do so. ~0 At least two other 
literatur.e teachers were par'ti.cntlar"ly ,acncerned. with subject matter. 
One stated that his ma.in objeCJti.ve w,as tti give the student ellthe subje©t 
matter to orient him cu..1 turally. 00 AJ:·M,ther rela:ted that h:i.s ma.i.n 
objective was to have the studen·ts 00JLeaJC'ri. that the subjeot matter of 
liter.a.tu.re is lifeo ••• ff.ta be situ.died as a means oJ] br,oadening the 
indi.1ridu.a.:io s expe:riexi.oeJ. 00 The lSJl"g,est number of li tel"'a·ture teachei:rsv 
howevei:r. v wer,a ~oncerned with tJne matter of de·~·eloping 00critfoal 
judgment.Pt~ 11taisits ~ 1/() r0discrimina.titon 9 vu or 00abili ty to make!J1) ·wrorthwhile 
selections.. F,DJr example» om3 sa1.d 9 ~0w~ s.ttempt, to teatJh the st'u.dent 
to analyze what he reads and to ,Si.oqu:ire hi.gh standards £or judging 
li teratureo 11!1 Another said.,, nowe would like to have our students 
dev·elop good taste in what they read and will later wan·t to read 
the ab:ili ty to analyze ffiheir readi.ng? mere icri t,foally. im Cri tfoal 
thinking was mentio::1.ed by t,hr-e.e li·terature teachers 9 one of whom said 9 
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1n1 should like the people in my ciourses to be able to follow the ideas 
of the g;reatest -wrri ters of this time and past time and to think on them 
critically and t,o learn to seler.Jt from them what seems to make senseo tn 
Appreciation and Wpersonal e,n,joymeintM were frequently mentioned usually 
aoc:ompanied by other abilities or qualities. One literature teacher 
put particular stress on ~0good use of leisure timenn which he viewed as1 
being brought aboui; .through the 11appreciation of novels~ short stories 9 
and poetry o 00 The attitude of open=mindedness was important in the 
opinion of a.not.her literature teiacher who said~ 11I put the emphasis 
on the student u s: ability and willingness to think with an open mfrnd 
to think Clrea;ti vely o I put less emphasis on the mechanics of literature o" 
''The most imp(ortan-t £objecti.v~7 ~ 00 said one teacher J 11is to understand 
more fully the ideas of man as expressed in li teratureo no 
The main objectives professed by the fi ·.re tea,cihe1rs of the sepa.ra,·te 
ar·t ieiourse:s of ·thei irn1ma:n:tties wer,a briefly stated and can be completely 
given hereo 0:n.e sta;ted j'L'(~ as rot.he e.pplication of art in everyday lifeo llfJ 
A second hoped t,o 00b:r,sak the t,radi t,ional ba.rriers about a1.rt in li ving 0 tc 
A third art teacher attempted to 00 give the student some understanding 
of his cu.,l tural heritage and some undersl'tanding of t,he dominant plat,ai 
of ar·t ln his everrsday lifeo 00 The fourth ?Sltated that c1we tr-y to enab1e 
the student know about man the past through the C1rea ted art that 
remains and t,hrough thls und,~Jr·~tanding iOf the past to develop an 
u.:ndersta.nding of man today and art, he produces o 00 The rema.:tning 
art course Wis,s uniquiBJ in that it somewhat resembled a general coorse. 
With art as, th ,a main emphasis v musi t and liter a tu:r'e were in trod UCJ ed to 
show ·~he; int,el'.'=relatiionships of i'or:m 9 harmony 9 sicyle 9 and other element,s. o 
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The teacher expressed her rnain objective simply as 00to demonstrate 9 and 
thereby give ail understanding of 9 the relationships in the arts. 11 
The four teachers of the separate music courses can also be 
completely quoted as to the main objective or objectives that they hold 
as applicable to their ao·urseso One stated that his principal objective 
was noto raise their [the ri.1tud~ntia!7 sta.ndard of taste. 00 Another said 
that he hoped •0to make ·the students curious enough about music that it 
would have some aa.r:rey,-over later. 00 The remaining two tea.oher13 of t,he 
music course made almost identical statements to the effect that they 
desired to give a broader understanding of the cultural heritage and a 
deeper appreoia'tion for good music" 
There was a remarkable samen.ee,ia in the main objectives reported by 
the ·'three teachers oi' the separai:te philosophy cou.t"aes~ one of which was 
primarily concerned wHJl psychology. One st,at.,ed simply that his main 
objeati ve was not~aohi1ng the pupils t,o 1:lbre life a.t its highest and 
best, 00 Another we.a most oonoernad with making '°each s·tudent realize 
the importance of lifev how it oan be enriohed~ and what will be the 
determining fa©tors i11 enriching it" 10 The third teacher attempted Wto 
give them .Lfhe e.tudent~ the best tru:ths 9 and what authorities have 
pictured those truths to be and how they can be made appli~able to 
the Student 9s lifeoOO 
The teatGhers of the genEKt'a.1 r,~ourses usually gave lengthier 
expositions of their objectives. These objectives were ©oncerned 
with skills 9 abilities~ understandings 9 or qualities that the general 
teachers were attempting to improve 9 modify 9 or produce. "Arousing 
the student 0 s interestnn or uucuriosi tyw and !!!creating an awareness co 
were phrases heair>d with greater frequency in the general courses than 
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in any of the separate courses. On the other hand 9 terms and phrases 
like •0taste / 0 t0judgment 9 10 •0abili ty to discriminate j) te and 10settingn or 
itraising sta.ndards•t were less frequenUy used by the teachers of the 
general courses. Neither were 11 knowledgep" "subject matter 9 10 and 
16information11 directly referred to in any of the objectives. "Familiari- · 
za.tion with the cultural heri ·tage ~1 and the "development of a cultural 
background 9 10 phrases that imply subject matter 9 were 9 however 9 used by 
two of the general-course teacherse One teacher gave his ma.in obje~tives 
simply as l'llto give the students·.a familiarization with the cultural 
heritage and to view the objects and ideas of culture with an open 
mind. 1• Another statement bearing some resemblance to the latter objeii]= 
tive was given by a teacher whose chief aim was ~to broaden the 
student 9s understanding and appreciation of his cultural background." 
Still another teacher expressed a similar objective by saying» "I hope 
to develop a student 8 s insight into culture» an understanding of it 9 
an ability to observe and participate in the inunediate culture~ and to 
feel adjusted in a foreign culture. 1111 
Val.ues and appreciations were often mentioned in connection with 
the objectives of the general course. The idea of these values and 
appreciations complying with certain standards was stressed less often 
than in the separate courses. One teacher 0s main objective was to 
give the students 98 a smaittering of the liberal arts uo in order to 
•tdevelop a sense of values 11 that they lacko '°The stress in my class»im 
he continued» 1111is on the human values rather than on materiaJ. values.1111, 
One teacher made a particularly long and well expressed statement of 
his objectbres in the humanities 9 a portion of which dealt with 
values. This teacher saidg 
I6m attempting to widen their cultural horizono I6m 
attempting to help the student evolve a set of values that is 
valid and will continue to be valid as his maturity enlarges 
and as he becomes an operating member in a democratic society 
which lays emphasis upon the individual and his development. 
, The ability of the student to do critical and 
constructive thinking» I think» is involved in my statement 
••• /jegardinfi1 an evolvement of a set of values •••• 
this set of values has meaning and» in fact 1 it is a neoes-
si ty in this democratic form of society because the in-
dividual bears such a great responsibility ••• if he 
ffee student as a future citizerv does not understand these 
values personally9 they will mean nothing. They cannot mean 
anything as a set of values superimposed upon a mass of 
people ••• to borrow a term» Bnother-directedness 19 applied 
to the individual must result in loss of status of the 
individual • 
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Use of leisure time was a theme stressed by four of the teachers 
although the stress was always placed secondarily to other emphases. 
One of the teachers expressed it by saying that he was attempting to 
ttcreate an awareness ["'on the pa.rt of the studen.:!J of his own problems 
and his own efforts in the light of previous problems and objectives 
• and to make the student more aware of how to approach leisure 
hours and how to put creativity i.nto those hours through art and art 
forms.~ This same teacher also placed emphasis on self=reliance as an 
objective. One of the most succinct statements concerning objectives 
was worded as follows3 etr am trying to awaken students to an awareness 
of ·themselves and their part in the human adventure --an adventure that 
requires an adult sense of ::responsibility in solving problems. 10 The 
skills of critical t..hinking and communication were frequently given as 
secondary objectivesj but one teacher was particularly concerned with 
one form of communication. He had this to sayg ~I have several major 
objectives~ but perhaps I try above all to interest people in various 
fields of thought and through that interest lead them to read. I think 
the thing that is w:rong with education is that people donnt read. If 
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I can do this one thing I 111 feel that I have really accomplished 
something.en Understanding and a,ppreciating culture or man°s achieve-
ments were very frequently mentioned. as major objectives. One teacher 
of a general course expressed it in the following manner; "I emphasize 
appreciation ••• and a better understanding of man 1 s efforts to 
improve himself • • • of man 8 s ideas • • • and human emotions." 
The seoond question concerning objectives that was asked of the 
humanities teachers was stated as follows& Which of the objectives of 
the general-education ~ram of your school~ best accomplished~ 
~ .2f the humanities courses? ~ of the remaining objectives m.gy 
!'.J!.§.I be wholly .Qr. partly accomplished }2I the humanities courses? The 
questions were asked in an attempt to discover the relationship of the 
humanities courses to the total general-education program in ea.ch of 
the subject schools. They were meant to open up this area of discussion 
du.ring the interview and to lead to other questions that might give 
some notion as to the degrees of relationship and coordination assumed 
to exist between the courses and the program in each school. 
The answer to this question was quickly ascertained with little 
need for further questiordngo At the first interview to be held by 
the investigator the interviewee replied 9 10I don° t know what the 
objectives /pf the general=education program,7 are-= I 1ve never read 
them to my recollection. en This remark characterized most of the 
answers to the above question during the ensuing investigation. Often 
at the first meeting with teachers 9 the ques'tion would be discovered 
on the interview guide 9 and a statement similar to the one above would 
be made. The question 9 then 9 would be asked as to where the general= 
education objectives could be found. The presence of the objectives in the 
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college bulletin wa.s pointed out e,i ther by the investigator or an 
informed tea,cher o Two schools 9 however 9 did not include the objectives 
in the college bulletino At both of these schools the objectives were-= 
after a sear1.)h-.. -located in an admin:istrator 0 s fileo At one of the two 
schools the dean of instruction had copies made for the teachers prior 
to the second visitation by the :i.nvest:1.gatoro At the second school 
copies were furnished by thej irn,estigatoro 
There was one exceptiono As previously mentioned 9 one of the 
schools ha.d recently completed an institutional study of general educa= 
tion with total faculty participationo Here the objectives of general 
education had been s,tudied and established, and a further study was 
made of effective teaching in~ administration of 9 and the curriculum 
of the programo On the bases of these studies experimental. courses 
were established. which were deemed ti0 be compatible with the ideas and 
objectives of' gene:ral educat,ion. Henrc'tei 9 at this school the humanities 
teachers 9 with only one exception~ were very much a.ware of their 
objectives of general education and o.f t,he ones w·bfoh the humanities 
best fulfilledo 
There was consem~us a't this school that the humanities courses were 
1 0 seenng st:iLnmlate a greater apprec:ia.tion for literature 9 the fin,::;1 
arts 9 and the cultural herite,ge.uo The teachers were ,also concerned th 
a.hlLli ty to think ciri tfoally" 11 On 1~he premise of the above fi:rst=named. 
objec:tive 9 the teachers generally were attempting to present subje>1;Jt 
matter in a manner intended t,o develop appreciation and prefere,nceo 
Vocabulary 9 spelling 9 a,nd correct oral and written English were 
stre,ssed a.nd evaluated to develop commwrdc:ativs sk.illso Group dynam:ic:s 9 
especially tl'lbuzz sessions 9 io were used to develop~ encourage 9 and 
evaluate ·the indi vi.dual Os ability to think critic ally o 
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This particular school was the only one of the subject schools 
that had a general-education program organized on a departmental basis 
with a departmental chairman and a committee. The responsibilities 
of the committee 9 among other duties~ was directed toward coordination 
and intercommunication among the staff 9 the approval of course syllabi 9 
initiation of changes for impro1n::ment~ leadership in the eval.uation of 
the program 0s results 9 a.10.d the reporting of the progress of the program 
to the administration and to the faculty as a wholeo No other school 
had developed any organizational procedures in general education that 
tended toward the amalgamation of the courses to the total programo 
One other school~ however 9 had grouped both separate and general courses 
into a department and established a ~lose relationship among them 9 but 
this department was much less unified with the total general-education 
program than the school discussed abo.reo 
The Adequacy of the Itumanities Courses 
Two questions were asked of the teachers in regard to the adequa~y 9 
in terms of number of semester hour/El 9 of t,ha present huraani ties courses o 
The questions wereg Do you believe the .2E_esent requirement of five .QE. 
six ho"J.rs is sufficient in~ program designed E-,articularly for teac~~? 
~ ~ rn (other) fil)eCJieJ.iz~ :e.rograms ~ you. believe would be 
helped~ additional courses 1B .:th@. humanities? 
Only three of the interviewees felt that the present requirement 
of five or six hours was sufficient. Since only one of these three was 
in a school whi.c.h permitted no escape from. what is considered here to 
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be t,hs disciplines of the humanities 9 it, can be, concluded that two 
teali]he:rs felt that perhaps less than the fi ve=hour minimum was satis-
factory o This was further 1rerified by questioning these two teachers o 
Three other teachers felt~ on the other hand 9 that the present require-
ments wou1d be suff:iaient if students were not permitted to escape the 
humanities by t.he substitution of other CJourses from the general= 
education eleati veso Two other tea.chers expressed yet another idea by 
opining that the present program was probably suffide,nt for some but 
not for others. Their reasons for these beliefs 9 however~ were 
differento A literature teacher thought that six hours of humanities 
was enough 11for students who would major in English'° but that all other 
students should have more 9 especially in the area of literature. An art 
tea«-Jher expressed the belief that the presen·t requirements were probably 
sufficient for a segment of the 11st,udent.s of higher intelligence and 
from better cultural backgrounds 11 whereas others should have more. 
Except for the four int,,e:ir·viewees who said that they were ·u.udecided,, 
all others expressed themselves as desiring more humanities than is 
required u:nd,er presem~ :regulations. A ·total 9 then 9 of twenty-eight 
teachers fa.vored m:ore hu.'lflani ties :in the general=education program as 
compared with eight who felt present requirements sufficient. Nine of 
the iGweni~y=eight taught general coti:rses ,) and nineteen were separate 
course teachers o Of this munber who desired more of the humanities)) 
nine qualified their opinions 01,d th the rema.rk that al though they would 
like to have more they could not; see how :'Lt would be possible in a 
curriculum already crowded w:i th requirement,s" Very few of the teachers 
who believed that more humanities were needed would express an a.mount 
that; they felt would be an opti:arLLm requiremento 'Three teachers 9 however J 
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expressed a wish for eight hours. Two of these teachers felt that an 
ideal si tua:tion would exist if the student had an election between 
taking two general courses of four hours each or four separate courses 
of two hours oredit for each. The third of the three teachers favoring 
eight hours wouJ.d have only two general courses to total eight hours. 
One interviewee was of the opinion that twelve hours of the general-
education humanities were neededo 
Most of the ·teachers felt that there should be no difference in the 
general-education humanities requirements for any particular specialized 
programs. One interviewee~ as r·elated above 9 would have fewer require~ 
ments for English majors and more for others. Two teachers mentioned 
the humanities as a special need in the fifth-year program. Another 
felt that a separate humanities course in mythology was a special need 
for students majoring in elementary edu~ation. Still another teacher 9 
who indicated the need for more humanitiesp desired a general course 
for seniors as a means of 1"'integrating college sxperienoes in all 
areas. on And another 9 previously mentl oned 9 saw a need in all areas for 
a philosophy course in the freshman year preceding general courses 
given during the sophomore year. 
Evaluation of C:ha.nges in Students Accomplished 
by Means of the Hu.mani:ti.eis 
The question directed to the interviewees concerning efforts 
toward~ or observations of 9 changes in the behavior of their students 
as produced by the humanities was t,his s Do you feel ~ you ™ 
o:f your studen·ts? Have YQ,.U an_y evideoo~ of this? 
It was realized before ·this question was asked that there probably 
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had been no systematic attempt to evaluate any changes in behavior or 
attitude among the students who had had the humanities course. For one 
thing an evaluation of this nature is very seldom carried out for any 
course. And for another reason a systematic plan intended to yield 
reliable data on changes in behaviors or attitudes» due basically to a 
particular course~ is exceedingly difficult to devise and to consummate. 
The committee for the Cooperative Study of Evaluation in General Education 
of the American Council on Education encountered this problem in their 
study and found extreme difficulty in devising tests that would reliably 
measure changes of behaviors or attitudes produced by the great variety 
of courses in the hu.manities.1 
There was a possibility9 however 9 that some interested teacher 
might have concrete evidence in the form of a before-and-after-the-
course check on books borrowed from the library, attendance at cultural 
progra.ms 9 or at exhibitions 9 or perhaps even a test such as used by the 
above-named committee. There werel' however.9 no evaluations or objective 
measurements made by any of the teachers in the subjebt schools. Many 
of the teachers merely expressed themselves as having a "feeling 10 that 
they accomplished. some oarry-over values. For example!) one said}) '1If 
I did not feel that I had produced changes that were valuable I don 8 t 
believe I could stomach teaching them year after year. 11 Others 
pointed to changes that occurred during the class itself~ changes not 
only in the matter of performances on tests but in the development of 
interests and appreciations on the part of some students. Often in 
noting changes during a class 9 the teacher would relate an anecdote 
1Paul L. Dressel and Lewis B. Mayhew 9 General Educationg Explora= 
tions in Evaluation (Washington 9 D. C. 9 1954), pp. 139-420 
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concer:ri.ing some student who had undergone a great change. One teacher 
told of a report on a. difficult poem by a student who was 11rebellious 
in his atti tuder1 toward poetry. The student concluded that there was 
nothing of value in the poem~ but a class discussion after the report 
convinced him that his classmates had found things of value. The 
student became ttan avid reader of poetry and is now majoring in Englisho te 
Other teachers also mentioned :students who became English majors and 9 
in a few cases 9 art majors probably because of their experiences in the 
humanities .,1 ourse o Se,reral ·teachers expressed regret a.t having no 
contact with the larger number of students after they had finished the 
humanities courseso This 9 they feltj would have given them a better 
opportunity to observe changes that might be attributed to the humani-
ties. Quite a few teachers ·told of contacts~ often of a chance nature 9 
with students in which the past humanities course played a part. In 
many of these contacts the student, would tell of new experiences that 
they related back to their humanities courseJJ such as the reading of a 
book, a current event,9 a movie of something studied; a visit to a 
museum; or 9 hearing or seeing some famed artist. One former student 
who traveled in Europe was enthusiastic about how the hillllani ties had 
helped h:im in hls new experiences. Some teachers of the humanities 
courses also had had the experience of being deliberately contacted by 
former students o Frequ.ently the student was seeking information on 
something from this course that was imperfectly remembered. Less 
frequently the student was concerned about some new experience which 
he did not fully understand. One teacher told of a long distance call 
received late at night from a former student contemplating divorceo 
The st,udent was seeking the name of a book which she remembered as 
containing something relevant to her situation. 
Problems in the Teaching of the Humanities 
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The question concerning the problems of the teachers in teaching the 
humanities course was stated as followsi What do you consider to be YQ_ur 
greatest problem in ,ID§: teacl]:in_g of the huma.ni ties? 
The answers given by the interviewees to this question can be 
classified into the following categoriesg the student us background, 
student atti tu.des; class size; lack of sufficient class time; teaching 
load; and lack of fa.oil! ties o:r equipment o '.I'able XXVII summa.ri zes the 
opinions of the interviewees about their major problems in the teaching 
of the humanities on the basis of this classification. Most of the 
inteririewee:s: st:t'es1S1ed only one problem of teaching which they felt ·to 
be their major concern. Some 9 however» named two or even three problems 
which they consi.dered major and of about equal influence on their 
particular course. 
The largest nu.mber of teachers felt that the student us educational 
bac:kgroimd l()Jonsti tuted the greatest, prololem. Nearly half o.f the inter= 
viewees who selected student ba,ckgrov..11d as a major problem pointed 
speGifically to lack of reading skill and comprehensiono For example 9 
one teacher said i! t0I think the grea:test problem o o o is the fact that 
the st,udent~ c(:lQlJJ" t. read. They can read the words on the page~ but they 
have never been taught that a"t least half of the reading is their chore3 
that the author provides a half and they Lthe student§.7 provide a half. 
Their imaginations are no·t flexible enough to get all of the implications 
of what they read o • • conseqmmtly it doesn u t interest them. t~ Student 
TABLE XXVII 
MAJOR PROBLEMS IN THE TEACHING OF THE HUMANITIES 
IN THE SUBJECT SCHOOLS AS INDICATED 
BY TEACHER OPINION 
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Noo of teachers expressing particular opinions 
Problems of Teaching Lit. Art Mus. Phil. Sep. Gen. Total. 
8.o Student background 7 3 1 1 12 10 22 
b. Student attitudes 2 3 1 1 7 4 11 
o. Class size 2 1 2 0 5 4 9 
d. Inauf'ficd.ent 
class time 3 0 0 2 5 0 5 
e. Teaching load 4 0 0 0 4 1 5 
f. Facilities or 
equipment 0 1 1 0 2 1 
attitudes were considered a major problem by about one-fourth of the 
interyiewees. Most of the teachers designating student attitude as a 
problem believed that the fact that ·the humanities were required was a 
contributing 9 if not a causal 9 factor to detrimental attitudes. Two 
tea~hers had a somewhat different viewpoint toward background. One of 
these thought that it was n°unaoub·tedly poor 00 but that it was a Vllcommon 
problem of taachingt0 which was n°:not a great handfoap to the experienced 
teacher. 18 Another teacher was more !Cl oncerned with the differences in 
the levels of background or intelligence among the students in a 
typical class. This teacher felt that if the courses were sectionalized 
on the basis of intelliger~e that more successful teaching would resulto 
''It might bey 00 he concluded 9 °0more difficult to teach the higher group 
if this were done. 00 Two interviewees~ however 9 felt that damaging 
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attitudes were general; one said .9 °0A general complaint on this c:ampus 
and others is that students are unwilling to do any serious work and I 
fear it is oftem the ca.sei IQ An art teacher and a mu.sic teaGher at two 
different schools lamented the faot that with student election in the 
separate cours,es too many students chose a.rt or music: as snap courses o 
This attitude 9 they felt~ scr·eenad the inferior students into their 
courseso In spe,aking of this it, should be noted that one of these tW\1) 
teachers spoke of n°athletes 00 rather than 11i.nferior students" but with 
obviously the same connotation a The concern of one literature teache:r 
was mainly directed toward a student attitude that condones cheating on 
examinations. This attitude 9 combined with large classes in 11a small 
class room 10 and a teaching lo.ad that, ma.de objecth"e tests obligatory 9 
created a tomplex si tuaticn for t,his teacher. The teacher of one of 
the general cottrses opined at length ,on a provrincial attitude which he 
felt to bs his greatest problam. This '\~eache:r said 9 no ••• it ffiis 
major p:roblel!Jl7 is the Bible,~belt a'lt'Ut,ude~ an a;tti tude which indiciateis 
a body of prejudice,s • o • jyihir:/fiJ I disi:lJ,o,1ver to be poli ti,rJal 9 :religious~ 
social 9 and moll'."al o •• They add up to a:rn anif~i=.f.JDi,t,elle'!]tualis,m or a 
satisfaction with mediocrityo no 0 Q 0 
Excessive class size was de©lar,ed\ to bs a major problem of s:ligb:tly 
less than o:ne-fcrurth of t10.e interTieweeso Teachers who listed «:Jlass 
size as a. major problem said in nea:rdy all lnstanoes tha't they were 
f orted into the use of teaching proC1edures they did not favor" Thre1e, 
of these teachers favored es::say-type ·tests 9 but found it necessary to 
give obj ec ti ve tests. Three others were using the informal leci ture 9 
but, preferred t,o ha·we discussions. One sisated that student report:s, 
were des:'lred 9 but that the cilas:s was too large to get around to all 
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the students in one semester. The remaining teachers felt their 
interaction with the student suffered and that it was difficult ·to keep 
all students interested or even to cleairly observe them. Many of the 
teachers who were known to ha,re Large classes did not report this as a 
major problem. Two of. ·the genera.I teachers commented on 'this. One of 
these 9 when quizzed a.bout, class size 9 said that he felt that it was a 
matter of an tne:xperienced teacher using the most suitable means of 
comm'Wtlcationnn and that to him it did not, matter if there were '°five 
or 250'1 in the class. The o·ther teacher made extensive use of group 
dynamics incorpo:!!.•a'ti.ng whe,t he referred to as nbuzz sessions. 11 This is 
similar to what is known in group dynamics as the "Phillips 66 plan.•~ 
In this procedure a class is divided into groups of small size and given 
a limited t,ime to arrive a·t a ciollective decision or answer to a. problem 
or questiono Each group has a leader 9 or a recorder 9 who either meets 
with other leaders or reGorders for a final decision 9 or who may 
direci-Uy state the cionsensus of his group witl'l explanations and defens:eo 
Class si1,e 9 s1,1rprisingly 9 11111as :minimi~ed as a major problem by the 
interviewees o Nevertheless 9 the humani t,ies classes in many cases were 
of such a size that tl1ey must have influenced the procedures of the 
tea,chers. Prior to the actual investigation the matter of class size 
was thought to be a problem of grave concerno It seemsj however» that 
some schools have been successful in holding to classes of a limited 
maximum while others bear heavy loads. At SGhools where classes tended 
to be large 9 there definitely were more interviewees who indicated 
class size to be their major problem. Yet many t,eachers of large 
classes, indicated other problems with which they were more concerned 0 
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To further clarify the problem of class sizej data were colle~ted 
to ascertain as precisely as possible the sizes of the various humani-
ties classeso Table XXVIII summarizes the data for the kinds and 
types of courses. The courses~ at the time of the investigation 9 
ranged in size from a general class of only nine to another general 
class with 81 students enrolledo It was reported 9 however~ that a 
separate music course at one school frequently had had over 100 students. 
The separate philosophy course had the largest average enrollment by 
virtue of three courses in one school that ran over 65 students in 
each. Two music courses at the sa.me school contained over 70 students 
to account for another high average class size. Large classes seem to· 
be no more prevalent in one type of course than in another. Even the 
separate art courses which might be expec·ted to ha·ve a limited enroll= 
ment had two classes of over 50 studentso Of all classes having 50 
students or more the combined total of all separate courses was 13 as 
compared with ten general courseso This is in almost exact direct 
propor"tion to the total numbers «)f each typeo 
It was the intention of the imrestlgator to avoid men"tion 9 as 
much as possible 9 of specific s(,:'i'.hools and individual teachers. Howevei:!:" 9 
the problem of ~lass size is of su~h a localized nature that it seemed 
well to look at the problem from the particular school viewpointo 
Hence 9 Table XXIX suro:rc,arlzes data ,concerning specific school problems 
as they relate to class size in the humanities courses. More than 
one=third of all students enrolled in the humanities were at Central 
Sta·te College while two sc:hools 9 Central and Northeastern 9 account fol\" 
62 per cent of the total enrollmento Three sections of the general 
course average over 75 students ea©h 9 and ten sections of separate 
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TABLE XXVIII 
SIZE OF THE GLASSES IN THE HUMANITIES OF THE OKLAHOMA STATE COLLEGES 
BY TYPE OF COURSE DURING THE SPRING SEMESTER OF 1959 
Distributiv1~ fi-equen~ies of Glass size 
Class size Lit. Art Music 
Phil. All Sepo Gen. Total 
N316 Ng7 Ng :5 Ng5 Ns.'33 Ni.24 Ng57 
~ 
Less than 20 2 0 0 0 2 3 5 
20 = 24 3 1 l 1 6 1 7 
25 = ~ 1 1 0 0 2 l 3 
30 - .34 3 2 0 0 5 2 7 
35 = .39 1 0 0 0 1 3 4 
40 = 44 l 1 1 0 3 2 5 
45 = 49 1 0 0 0 1 2 3 
50 = 54 0 1 0 1 2 2 4 
55 = 59 1 l 0 0 2 3 5 
60 = 64 0 0 1. 0 1 1 2 
65 ~0 69 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 
70 = 74 2 0 2 0 4 3 7 
75 and over l 0 0 l 2 l 3 
Total number131 605 264 270 275 1414 1093 250'7 
Avg. per classa .37.8 37.7 54,.0 55.0 42.8 45.5 44.0 
a . 
Total number and average per cla.ss computed from ranges withix1 
the distribution. 
TABLE XXIX 
SIZE OF THE CLASSES IN.THE HUMANITIES OF THE OKLAHOMA 
STATE COLLEGES.BY SCHOOLS DURING THE SPRING 




Total Avg. Per 
Enrolled Class 
Gen~ral Qou:rses 
Total Avg. Per 
Enrolled Class 
All Courses 
Total. Avgo Per 
Enrolled Class 
Central 650 































8'Data obtained from individual teachersg All other data obtained 
from official records of the registrar 1 s office. 
bslight differenc:es from Table XXVIII are due to different methods 
of computation. 
courses average 65 students in its seven sections. These contrast 
markedly wi·th the one seotion of the general course offered at Nort,h=· 
western rrl1ich contained only nine studentso Southeastern9 with nine 
sections of the general course~ was close to an average class size of 
thirty whfoh is often cited as being idealo The element of escape from 
the humanities was quite evident in the figures for the enrollment at 
East Gentral 9 a school much larger than Northwestern with whom it 
comparedo Not all of the presidents of the subject schools were inter= 
viewed~ and only m"'ief remarks were exchanged with those who wereo The 
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remarks of one 9 however~ were significant in connection with class 
sizeo This president expressed considerable pride in the fact that his 
school had successfully held down the size of the specialized courses 
by increasing the size of the general=education classes~ thus freeing 
more teachers for the specialized program. 
Efforts Towe.rd Collation and Correlation in the Humanities 
One of the questions of the interview was directed toward the 
discovery of any efforts that had been ma.de on the part of the teachers 
or the departments to systematically correlate or compare their courses 9 
either intracollegiately or intercollegiatelys with other humanities 
courses and with other general=education courseso The question that 
was asked in this connection was this& Have you made any £Omparisons 
of your .9..9urse with other courses of the general-education .m£'.(lgraI!'), 
either~ _Q£ .elsewhere? ~~been done with~~ toward 
.:Y'.!.§. integration of ~ program? Has it been do~ toward avoidance £! 
duplication? What~ been~ results? 
The answers to '(~h,;;1se questions revealed a complete lack of knm.v= 
ledge on the part of the inter··newees as to what was being done by ·the 
human:l ties teachers of the other .s·tate colleges. Two of the inter-
viewees professed hawing met other humanities teachers at the st.ate 
teachers meeting and havi.ng exchanged views briefly with them 9 but other 
than this 9 no intercollegiate comparisons or meetings among the subject 
schools were indicated as having been made. Three of the interviewees 9 
however 9 did indicate tha.t they were familiar with the humanities courses 
in certain universities where they had either done graduate work or 
taught. Some teachers deplored the fact that they had had little 
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opportunity to exchange views with 9 make visitations to 9 or compare 
courses with 9 other teachers of other schools. This led to one teacher 
expressing the opinion that the state college teachers should have their 
own teachers 0 meeting held successively at the various state schools. 
The teachers within the schools very of'ten showed a lack of knowl-
edge concerning other hwnani ties courses j as well as other general-
education courses of the schooL This seemed to be particularly true 
among the teachers of the separate courses which arej with two exceptions» 
under the direct administration of one of the specialized departments. 
Usually the interviewee gave the briefest negative answer. Only a few 
gave an explanatory negative answer~ such as the litera~ure teacher 
who said~ *'No, I know nothing about them Lthe other hwnani ties course~.7 o 
I 0m always hesitant to inquire about what teachers~ especially those in 
other depart..ments~ are doingo I 0m afraid they 011 resent it and so far 
nobody in any of the other departments have .{s,ig,7 volunteered arry 
informationo In the time that I have been here Lfive yea.r~7 no 
comparison bas been made." 
Two of the state colleges 9 as previously noted» were organized in 
a manner whereby the humanities courses of each were under a direct 
administra,ti ve struGtureo In one of these two sGhools the courses 
were grouped directly under a chairman of the humanities with 
supervisory-advisory powerso In the other they were one part of an 
integrated 9 experimental general-education program under a chairman 
and committee with broad regulatory powers. In each o:f these schools 9 
particularly in the latter 9 the teachers were usually aware of what 
other teachers in the humanities 9 both separate and genera.1 9 were 
doingo Even under these conditions at least one of the separate 
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teachers at each school seemingly knew little of what others were 
doing 0 At the school with the experimental program there was also much 
awareness on the part of all~ except one of the interviewees~ as to what 
was being done in general-education courses other than the humanities 
and what the program as a whole was seeking to accomplish. This was 
not generally true in the case of the school operating with only a 
humanities departmento 
The teachers of the general oourses had 9 as revealed by the inter-
viewsj a much greater knowledge of what was being done in other general 
courses on the same campus. This could be attributed to the fact that 
they usually used the same books or the same syllabi. Common, or at 
least similar 9 subject matter also provided a framework for frequent 
comparisons. In the schools which offered both .types of courses there 
was very little familiarityp on the part of the teachers 9 with what was 
being done in the courses of the opposite type. The two exceptions to 
this were noted in the previous paragrapho 
The one school which offered only the general courses had no 
humanities department as suoh 9 but the courses were taught by English 
teachers 9 except in one case" Unofficially the courses were under the 
administration of the head of the English departmento At another school 
two teachers ·taught three sections each of the general course with 
methods and content that were wi.dely divergent," Each of these two 
teachers, though 9 had full knowledge of the work of the other. 
In the general-education program adopted for the state colleges 
there were two courses in the social studies requirements that could 9 
according to their descriptions 9 duplicate the general humanities 
courses. These cours.es were HiErtory 103 9 Early Western Civilization; 
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and History 113 9 Modern Western Civilization. These courses are 
frequently described as cultural or social histories~ and the names of 
the courses coincide with the names of general humanities courses that 
are given in some schools. With the realization that duplication could 
occur the investigator made it a point to inquire concerning this with 
a corollary question addressed to the teachers of the general courses. 
Only two of the general teachers were able to give an answer based upon 
more than an opinion., One of these two taught both courses» and because 
of this dual experience deliberately sought to avoid duplicationo This 
teacher said 9 ' 00ur history course is confined to the use of an ordinary 
type of textbook which .is .factual; which gives events and their results 
tha;t the student tends to learn from memory rather than through reason-
ing. 11 Continuing he said J ''There us very little duplication. For 
example 9 we will mention Plato and I will explain his general theory 
in ffiistorz7 103 but in the huma.ni ties we will actually read it and 
di souas it and pe:r.rni t the stud en·t to :r·ea.son out his own ideas. 11 '!'he 
other teacher i~onsulted with h:i.s ola.ss on the answers to the questions 
of t.he int.er·dew guide» and di.:recrted one question specifically toward 
similarities be·tween the humani"t:if)S and the described history c1ourseso 
During the in·ter\1view he sa,id 9 10I did a.sk the ola.ss if they thought that 
Hlsto:ry 113 ~ which corresponds chronologically with Humanities 21.3 
duplicated our huma.ni. ties course or i.n any way made it u1()1],ec1essary and 
the answer was: u no u in both cases. to ~Ithink 9 10 he said further D uotha t 
out" ffiistorx7 113 is more po1it,:l,r0al rather than social or cul turaL ~0 
The question of this section was whether the inter-rlewee had made 
th others. It was anticipated that the 
teacher probably had made, nothing more than cursory comparisono 
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Teachers ordinarily do not investigate or quiz other teachers on what 
and how they teach. Probably this was rooted in a teacher 1 s respect 
for the privacy of others. Yet the investigator found a sincere desire 
on the part of the teachers to learn more about the work of others and 
how they could improve themselves. In other words, the investigator, 
as an interested agent 9 was temporarily in a position to bridge the 
teacher-to-teacher communication barrier. Howeverj the lack of 
communication 9 both within and among the schools 9 pointed to the need 
of a permanent bridge. The question 9 then9 was one of an administrative 
nature. Coordination and effective communication needed to be achieved 
by a force 9 or object 9 that is external to the classroom. This is a 
major function of administration. 
Experiences of the Teachers as Related 
to the Humanities 
None of the interviewees 9 as previously noted~ were originally 
employed as humanities teachers 9 although at the time of the investiga-
tion the humanities constituted the greater part of the teaching load 
of several. The separate courses in literature~ art, and music were 
taught by teachers from the specialized departments in those disciplines. 
In every case the teachers of these separate courses also taught other 
specialized courses in the same area. The graduate majors of all the 
teachers of the separate course~ except philosophy 9 were the same as 
the areas in which they taught. There were no departments of philosophy 
in any of the state schools and no philosophy courses other than the 
humanities and the philosophy of education. Hence 9 the teachers of the 
philosophy courses were drafted from other departments. One of the 
three was from an English department~ and the remaining two were from 
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their respective education and psychology departments. Other course 
work taught by these three teachers was English 9 in case of the first 
one, and educational psychology by the other two. Their graduate 
majors complied with the specialized courses which they taught. 
All of the teachers of the general humanities courses also taught 
courses in specialized areas 9 and again 9 in every case, their graduate 
majors were the same as the specialized areas in which they taught. This 
again emphasizes the fact that all teachers of the general-education 
humanities were employed, not as humanities teachers 9 but as teachers 
of specialized courses. The graduate majors of 9 and the specialized 
courses taught byj the fourteen teachers of the general courses were 
as follows: English or literature in English 9 five teachers; Romance or 
classical languagesj three teachers; music and history~ two teachers 
each; dramatics and painting~ one teacher each. The graduate minors of 
the general humanities teachers were Romancej Germanic, medieval 9 or 
classical languages, six teachersi English literature, English philology 9 
or English» three teachers; music. or musicology~ ·two teachers; history 9 
speech, and art eduoation 9 one tea .. oher each. 
The teachers of all of the separate courses 9 except those in 
philosophyv had an educational background adequate to the teaching of 
their specialized fields which~ as has been seen 9 complies with the 
particular humanities course that they teach. In the separate philoso-
phy courses and in the general courses the educational backgrounds of 
the teachers were widely varied and not necessarily in compliance with 
all of the subject mattero It was probable~ then 9 that certain non-
academic experiences may have supplemented the education of the people 
who teach the separate philosophy and the general humanitieso It was 
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probable, also 9 that certain informal educative experiences may have 
proved of value even to instructors teaching in their chosen areas. 
Two questions were asked of the interviewees in regard to their 
experiences as related to the humanities. The first of these was 
this: What non-college experiences have aided you most in the 
teaching of the humanities? 
Most of the interviewees named two or more experiences that had 
been of value to them in the tea~hing of the hwnanities. Travel was 
mentioned most frequently with 14 teachers naming travel in foreign 
countries 9 and two naming travel in the United States. Ten interviewees 
felt that their experiences in going to playsj concertsj and museums 
had been of much value. These experiences were often mentioned in 
connection with travel. Experiences in the armed forces were mentioned 
along with travel by six of the interviewees. In connection with the 
armed forces 9 one interv'iewee specifically mentioned his experience of 
playing in an army band~ and another spoke of his opportunity to do 
research and writing. Particular hobbies and avocations were often 
named. Reading led among hobbies with mention by ten of the inter-
viewees. Art 9 amateur playsJ and photography as a hobby were each 
named by one interviewee. Pri"lrate music lessons were given recognition 
by three of the teachers .v and pri-lrate art lessons by one. The Great 
Books adult study and discussion progrSlll was considered very valuable 
by four of the interviewees» and three others pointed to conversations 
and discussions with friends and informed persons. One professor 
particularly mentioned the inspiration gained by personally meeting and 
·talking with onpeople like Carl Sandburg» Robert Frost and others. llll 
Religious experiences had been valuable in the opinions of four of the 
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instructors. Two teachers mentioned newspaper work; one 9 as a small= 
town editor, another 9 as a foreign correspondent. Four persons pointed 
to their past or present teaching experiences as being particularly 
valuable to them in teaching the humanities. One of these had taught 
in China~ the Philippines 9 and in several states of the union. A 
teacher of a general course expressed the distinct belief that his past 
experiences in teaching the humanities had been the one thing of greatest 
value. He added that 9 though dubious of his ability at first 9 he had 
been able to become a learner along with the students. One professor 
dwelt at considerable length on experiences of his pre-college home 
life that contributed yastly to apprecia;tions 9 knowledges 9 and skills 
that were of aid to his teaching of humani'tieso Other experiences named 
singly by various lnte:rviewees were participation in municipal operas i 
playing in a university symphorry orchestra; working as a librarian 9 Boy 
Scout work; educational workshops and conventions; and working as a 
Ford Foundation fellow" 
A second question concerned experiences while teaching the 
humanities or as a result of such teaching. It was a question quite 
generalized and included predictions in its scope. The question was 
thisg Would you~ to describe an_;y: unique experiencesj outcomes .2!: 
predictions that resul~ f:ro!Jl your ,tea.9l:!1:g_g in the humanities? 
The answers to this question generally were quite brief. Many of 
the interviewees 9 especially those in the separate courses 9 had little 
to report as unique. A few did feel that several of their students who 
were now majoring :in literature 9 and in art 9 had made up their minds 
to do so while taking the separate courses in those areaso Some 
teachers of both the separate and the general courses expressed feelings 
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of personal satisfaction and enjoyment at seeing certain changes occur 
in particular students during their course. These changes concerned 
such things as improvement in reading or in the selection of reading 
materials; increase of interest; breaking down of prejudices against 
certain forms of art, music 9 or literature. Some teachers reported the 
rewarding experience of having students return to express their 
appreciation after the grades were turned in ttwhen there was no 
possibility of apple polishing 9 11 as one professor put it. Others 
reported students returning after having had the course to re-examine 
former class problems 9 to tell the teacher of some current event, book 9 
or experience in art or music that he had read~ seen 9 or heardo Two 
professors who had had the experience of past students returning for 
counsel expressed the opinion that an evaluation of the work accomplished 
in the humanities could best be made sometime after the course j "perhaps 
during the senior yeaxo" 
One professor told of a unique experience in which he had a Saturday 
humanities class of more mature students. These students were mostly 
teachers from Kansas 9 where teaching was permitted without a degree. 
The interviewee expressed himself as being 11appalled at their lack of 
knowledge in literature and then highly pleased with their interest in 
i to 11 11A play discussed in class~ n the interviewee said 9 '°appeared on 
television and several in the class saw it. They made the remark that 
if they hadnut discussed it in class they probably would have turned 
off the television when it ca.me ono" 
Miscellaneous Viewpoints and _,Qpinio:r.1s 
The final question was one designed to permit the teacher to say 
anything that he considered important without being restricted to a 
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particular question. The question was this~ Is there anything further 
~ you would like to comment .QB that you feel would be significant to 
~ investigation .9£ ·~ humanities courses in the framework of the 
general-education program? 
This quesiion proved productive despite the fact that the majority 
of the interviewees had nothing further to add. Three of the inter-
viewees felt that there should be certain courses required as pre-
requisite to the humanities. Two of these thought that the course 
should be one in reading~ or in remedial reading~ and the third 
reiterated a statement made earlier of the need for s. philosophy course. 
Several of the interviewees repeated an earlier statement concerning 
their lack of knowledge as to what was being done in other courses or 
in other schools. Some furt..her expressed a wish to have a workshop of 
the college teachers of humanities or to have a section meeting at the 
Oklahoma Education Association convention. Some ,o in the same conneotion~ 
felt the need for a studyi such as the present oneg and further expressed 
the hope that the results would be made available to them. At least 
two professors at, each of the aohool.s expressed this hope. 
Some interviewees se:bi,ed the oppo:rtuni ty given by this .final 
question to restate and reemphasize their beliefs in the :1.mporta,nce of 
the humanities. One of the best statements of belief was made by the 
professor of a. separate philosophy course who said: 
Personally j I feel that if the entire fa.cul ty had a 
little deeper understanding of wha:t the humanities really 
represent in a well-rounded education that this area of our 
curriculum would receive a new impetus in importance. I 
believe it is especiaJ.ly easy to underrate the genuine 
contribution which the humanities make to the cause of 
· education while such a tremendous emphasis is being placed 
on science$ mathe:maticn:1 9 and vocational crafts. These 
latter fields should be correla·tes of the humanities-= 
not opponents. 
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The final question led to a longer discussion of a thought pre-
sented by one of the teachers of the general courseso This teacher 
viewed the general-education program as more than mere courseso It 
was, in his viewpoint 9 an idea that should permeate the entire college 
community. Outside of the classroom the humanities should be emphasized 
to all of the student body by more plays, concerts~ and cultural programso 
This teacher deplored the inability of the smaller state college to 
finance the appearance of professional artists 9 actors 1 and lecturerso 
Paintingsj sculpture, and good architectural designj in his opinion 9 
should be present on the campus to 11enhance the cultural atmosphere o:f 
the college and provide a setting for reflection on the creativity of 
mano 11 
Summary 
There was almost unanimous agreement that the humanities were an 
imperative need :i.n the general-education programs of the subject schools. 
The defense of this belief was usually directed toward the humanities 
as a need to fill a cultural gap in the education of the clientele of 
the subject schools" 
There was a division of opinion as to whether the present courses 
of each of the subject schools was the best means of giving the 
humanities. The general-course interviewees expressed more satisfaction 
with their courses than did the separate-course interviewees. Both 
the general-and separate=course teachers» but especially the latter 9 
were concerned about programs which permitted the students to escape 
some of the disciplines of the humanitieso The substitution of other 
courses~ or of ext:raicmrricular activities» for the humanities was 
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severely criticizedo Criticism was also strongly directed against 
programs that permitted the election of a limited number of the separate 
courses. 
The general course was unanimously preferred by the general-course 
teachers as the most appropriate means of integrating the disciplines 
of the humanitieso Surprisingly 9 the separate course teachers also 
favored this means with or without qualifications. The qualification9 
stated by the separate-course teachers 9 was usually concerned with the 
availability of persons competent in all of the disciplines. There was 
a.division of opinion as to the degree of competency that was needed; 
some felt that the teacher should be an "expert" in all areas; others 
felt that he needed to be a broad person and a willing learner. 
A majority of the teachers felt that the sophomore year was the 
optimum time to give the humanities courses. 
Although the questionnaire found great similarity in the objectives 
of the humanities courses» the interviews revealed differences beyond 
the scope of a check listo Generally» the separate-course interviewees 
were concerned more with facts and information9 mechanics of the 
disciplines i practical appli.cation to life 9 and raising the standard 
of "taste o nn The general c curse teachers 9 on the other hand 9 were more 
concerned with the cultural heritage~ w:i.th ways of thinking 9 and with 
the development of the studentus ability to make wise choices and 
preferences. 
Except in the case of one school 9 which had recently engaged in a 
faculty study of general education» there was little knowledge on the 
part of the interviewees about the objectives of the general-education 
program. It could be assumed,11 then,11 that in most cases the objectives 
of general education existed as 11paper-objecti ves n held in readiness 
for visiting evaluation committees. 
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Most of the interviewees deplored the lack of time to appropriately 
teach their classes. Although few teachers chose to quantify their 
answers, eight hours in the humanities seemed to be the choice of those 
that did. There was no noticeable difference of opinion on this between 
the interviewees of the two types of courses. The interviewees of the 
separate course 9 however 9 again attacked escapism in presenting a 
reason for their belief in the need for more of the humanitieso 
Systematic evaluation wa,s being carried on at one school in an 
attempt to effect an improvement in the humanities courses. Results 
were not available at the time of the present study. Other than this 9 
no systematic attempts had been made to evaluate changes in student 
behavior as a result of the humanities. 
The background of the students was considered by a majority of 
the interviewees to be their ma.j or problem in the teaching of the 
humanities. A relatively small number of the respondents chose class 
size as their major problem$ although it was mentioned secondarily by 
many. Class size seemed to receive most mention in schools where it 
was most critical; even in these schools teachers with large classes 
often named student background prior to class sizeo Nevertheless~ 
there were more classes of large size than would seem to be indicated 
by the teacher response to the question regarding major teaching 
problems. 
The teachers were not familiar with the humanities courses in 
other of the subject schoolso Usually they were not familiar with 
the courses in their own school except in cases where several teachers 
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taught the saJlle separate course in the sai11e department. Among the 
general-course interviewees familiarity with the work of others in the 
same school emanated mainly from the use of a common textbook or 
syllabus. The general-course teachers were scarcely aware of another 
general-education course in the field of social science that was concerned 
with similar contento An exception to the above was noted in the school 
which had recently established an administrative structure for general 
education. At another school 9 which had organized the separate and 
general courses into a department 9 there was familiarity with the work 
of others in the hu.manities 9 but not in the general-education program as 
a whole. 
The separate teachers were 9 in all cases, specialists in their 
particular fields and taught other courses in areas of their specializa-
tion. The general-course teachers were also specialists but in a wide 
variety of areas. All of the teachers felt that certain non-credit 
educative experiences had been valuable to them in the teaching of the 
humanities. The teachers of the general courses seemed more dependent 
upon educat:ive experi.e.1n.c1es, that were :non-academic. These experiences 
included travel 9 cul tu;ral contacts with persons or objects~ and partfo-
u.lar i :i:; e d oc cup a ti ons and. experiences • 
In the general remarks the inter1dewees 9 one conclusion of the 
questionnaire was given fuxi~her emphasis. A need was expressed for a 
greater development of a cmltural e,nviror1i11ent on the college campuso 
The studi:mt 9 in the ew of siorue 9 needs to be surrounded by more 
objects and events to produce an awareness beyond the classroom of his 
<.mltural heritage and asmmdancy. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The major purpose of this study was to describe and compare the 
humanities courses tha.t were a par·t of ·the general=education programs 
of the Oklahoma state collegeso It was hypothesized that these hurnani= 
ties courses had basic differences and simila.ri tiesJ It was assumed 
that this hypothesis ciould be tested by analyzing the basic elements 
of the general-education h'l..unani ties courses. It was further assumed 
that data satisfactory for analysis could be collected by means of the 
combined use of observational ,9 quest,ionnaire 9 and interview techniques. 
A procedure incorpora.ting these ·teiahn:iques was designed for the purpose 
of testing the hypothesis o ·rhe d1ss1ign of ·the procedu:r·e was developed 
from 1,m ini t:tal progrrun of selea ted rea.ding and study. It was refined 
by the suggestions of a, body ,,f' crit:ILas. It, was still further refined 
by being put into actual use: dtlJJr:ing e. pretest conducrted at a college 
which had a program similar to the1 programs of the state colleges. The 
data gathered to test tM.s hypco'lGh,:isis have been analyzed and presented 
in expository and tabular form in the foregoing chapters o In the 
present chapter these findings will be sw'llmarized and conclusions will 
be drawn from the findings. 
Summary of the Observations of the Subjecdr:. Schools 9 Their 
General=Educ:ation Proglrei.ms 1) and Their Hu.mani ties Courses 
The colleges that were the subject, of the present study were 
formerly normal sc: hools. The~e normal i$Chools were comparable to the 
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p:resent junior college combined with high school and. had as their major 
purpose the training of teachers. This major purpose has been retained 
to the present time 9 but at least tMo schools have shown trends in 
other directionso Before their names were changed 9 these normal schools 
had adopted a departmental orga,niza:tion which has been retained to the 
present time. The tr.end 9 in this !Jase 9 has been toward the further 
solidification of the departmentalized structure. 
The earliest establishment of a kind of general-education program 
was coincidental with the change of 'the normal schools into the four= 
year college authorized to grant the baccalaureate degreee The basici 
requirements for the baccalaureate degree had somewhat the nature of a, 
general~education program. These basic requirements were to be com-· 
pleted during the freshman and s,ophornore years o During the period in 
which these requirements were in effect,9 the colleges were also issuing 
11 temporary 1n and 1111 ife'1 c113r·tificiat,es to teach upon the completion of 40 
to 90 semester hours. This conflicting situation continued to exist 
after the establishment of the pres,ent general=education program and 
until the end of the sco=called intemporaryr& and nolifero teaching 
certificat..iono 
The present general=educ:atlon program was devised by an inter=· 
collegiate committee that re,ta:iLned :most of the former g:J!"adua:tion re= 
quirernents. The Cihief contributions iOf this cmnmi ttee were the 
reorganization of the requirements into a distributional framework and 
the creation of new courses in sc:::ience and in the humani tieso The 
comm:!. t,tee, composed largely of administrators 9 did not establish any 
objectives for the general=educ:ation prog:i.ramo Objectives 9 however 9 
have been formulated by all of the statre colleges. These objec1tives 
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usually resulted from the work of committees within the faculties of 
the respective sohoolso The objaotives so established have wide 
differences and reflect 9 the.ref ore 9 a varied opinion as to what a general 
education is supposed to accomplish. Thus~ differences exist despite 
an over-all similarity in the general=·education programs of the several 
colleges. 
The curriculum committee neither established nor recommended any 
administrative structure for· the new program. Hence.9 the program until 
the present ti.me has existed a.a a.n uncoordina:t:.ed group of courses under 
the administration of the various specialized departments which furnish 
teachers for the courses. One of the colleges 9 however 9 has established 
a promising~ new experimental program operating under one administrative 
organization to facilitate interdepartmental coordination. 
The humanities requirements were established by the inter-
collegiate curriculum committee as one of several major areas of the 
general=education program. Within the area of the humanities a pattern 
of courses was established. consisting of separate courses in a:rt~ 
literature 9 music 9 and philosophyi general interdisciplinary courses~ 
and ccm•ses in psychology am soreiiology. Since no mention was made of 
psychology and sociology in the literature concerning the hwnanities 
these two disciplines were not considered in this studyo Agreement on 
this point was found in preliminary conversations 1rd th several humani= 
ties teachers. The division of the humanities into separate and general. 
courses was considered to be the major difference within the structure 
of the humanities in the general=education programs of the state 
colleges. The establishment of the two types of courses was probably 
intended to pe:rmi t the colleges to make whatever they judged to be 
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the best adjustment to the new program and the new courses. The 
adjustment was made and has continued to be made by the assignment of 
the cmurses to teachers already among the faculty. No teacher 9 to the 
present time 9 has been employed as a humanities teacher in any of the 
subject schools. 
Important differences were found in the humanities requirements of 
the Oklahoma state ciolleges" No two of the schools had exactly the 
same requirements in the area of the hmnani ties. The differences were 
of varying degx"ees. For example 9 one college required four or five 
hours which could be ·taken :l.n history and the practical arts 9 while 
another college required two particular three=hour general courses" 
Ancd,her school required seven to nine hours 9 but permitted electives 
to the ext,ent that only five hours ·1,rnre required in the huma.ni ties o 
Still another 1C1ollege redm,jed the c~redit given to some of the general 
courses to two hours. This a;rrangement wa.s made as a convenience for 
the student, ·to obta.:ln a minimum of fiv·e hours. This latter college 
also plans to give humanities ciredi t for ce,rtain extracurricmlar 
Summary of the Findlngs of the Questionnaire 
~ti·wes 9 Appr2.,.~~ 9 .§:,UQ, J;nteg:r.ati_ve ±~• The separate 
and general hv.mani ties courses of the subject colleges showed remarkable 
similarity in the a.verage degree of emphasis that each placed upon the 
selected. objeci'tives included in questionnaire. A very significant 
rank=difference correlation of .866 was obtained when the ob,jectives 
for eac:h type of course were ranked according to their average degree 
of emphasis. Both the separate a:nd general courses placed the greatest 
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emphasis on providing the student with a 00broader understanding of his 
cultural heritage. 11 Least emphasis in each type of course was placed 
upon the development of the student 0s ~interest in his own distinct 
creative abilities.n 
There was marked contrast between the general and separate 
courses in the approaches employed by the teachers toward the attain-
ment of the objectives of their course.s. The teachers of the general 
course overwhelmingly favored and used an historical approach in which 
parallel ideas and objeGts of art~ li terature 9 music 9 and philosophy 
were studied. The separate-course instructors indicated a wider 
variety of approaches 9 but very few organized subject matter in an 
historical sequence. Generally in the separate courses 9 models were 
chosen at random as representa.ti ves or illustrations of a type of idea. 
or mode. 
Content. Literature was the discipline to which the largest a.mount 
of time was devoted in both the general and separate courses • .Among the 
separate co·urses only literature was offered for more than two semester 
hours of credit. In some of the subject colleges literature was pre-
scribed and requiredo In all of t,he colleges offering the separate 
courses there were 9 without exception9 more se©tions of the literatUJ"e 
course. More than twice as many students were enrolled in literature 
than in any other separate course. 
The disciplines of the general course were compared on the basis 
of the average percentage of time devoted to them and by the average 
number of hours spent on selected topics of each discipline. Both 
comparisons showed that over one-third of the total time in the two 
general courses was spent on literature. Thus 9 less than two-thirds 
of the time was spent on art 9 music 9 and philosophy 9 plus other dis-
ciplines that were sometimes introducado 'Wide differences were 
present between the general and separate courses as to the percentage 
class time spent on the yaidous forms of li tera.ture and as to the 
hours of class time spent on selected topics. 
The time spent on art in the two general courses was nearly equal 
to the time devoted to art in the two•=semester-hour separate course~ 
Actually more gener·al~education ar·t was taught in the general course 
than in the separate because of ·the much greater enrollment in the 
general courses. During the spring of 1959 twenty-.four general courses~ 
with an enrollment of about one thousa.nd 9 were taught as compared with 
only seven separate art courses~ with an enrollment. of about 2600 
The greatest si.milarity of content between the separate and 
general co·ixrses was in the time devoted to the selected topics of a,rto 
Differences~ however 9 ware :f'ou.nd i,n other respe,rts o l'he art, content 
of the genei"'al courses re,fleoted ·their use of an historical a,pproach. 
More time was spent on art and a!"l::1hi tecture of the past than in the 
separate course o The separate course was more balanced in its distid.,= 
bution of time on various f.orm:s of art o Modern a,rt reoei:lred greater 
attention than in the general courseso 
The music taught .in the two general courses was equal to less than 
two-thirds of the time dEnroted toi in the two=semester=hour separate 
courseo Moreover~ music was completely omitted from some of the general 
courseso Still there was probably more general=education music taught 
by means of' the general cou:rses than by means of ·the separate course 9 
since the enrollment in t,he general courses was four times that of the 
separate courseo 
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Wide differences were found between the separate and general 
courses with respect to both the percentage of time devoted to the 
various forms and the number of hours devoted to selected topicso The 
content of the general courses mirrored the use of an historical 
approach. The use of this :e,pproach accounted for the spa.rsi ty of 
music in the first of the two general courses as well as the particular 
emphases that were placed upon the selec·ted topics. The separate 
courses had a well-balanced distribution of 'time spent on the various 
forms. In ·this respect it had the outward appearance of a survey 
course~ but this was a deception produced by average figures. 
Philosophy rel'Jeived the least emphasis of all the disciplines 
considered in this study as a part of the humanities o A separate 
course in phi.losophy was t:s,,u.ght in on.ly three of the subject colleges, 
In one of these three; howertre:r i1 the CJ 01.iwse was not about philosophy in 
an,y strict sense of the word" Fou:r,.,fift,hs o:f' all the students enrolled 
in the separate philosophy cr)urse were enrolled in 'thi"ee la.r·ge cla.sses 
at, one sohooL Exc.1epti1 then,9 for this one school~ there is little or 
no emphasis on philosophy among t,hose colleges which have the separate 
courses" Among the general courses less time was devoted to philosophy 
than to any of the disciplines of' the humanities o About one=fi.fth of 
the general=cou:rse respondents ind.foateid that philosophy was not a 
part of the content of their Clourses o Among the general courses in 
which philosophy was included the average time devoted to philosophy 
was less than one-sixth of the total time. 
Methodologyo In nearly all cases both the general and separate 
courses were planned in advancieo The plan was usually a flexible one 
from which deviations were made as the needs or interests of t,he 
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students 1r.1ere revealedo Planning was done twice as often by the 
teacher alone as by a committee or departmental staffo Planning by 
committees or departmental staffs occurred most often in the separate 
literature courseso In no instances was the general course planned 
by an interdisciplinary committee representing the involved department~ o 
Differences were found between the separate and general courses 
in the criteria used for the selection of models and materialso The 
separate=course teachers chose materials chiefly upon the basis of "their 
intelligibility and interest to the studentso The general courses 
reflected the historical approacho Materials were chosen mainly be-
cause they prmrided a view of the thought or spirit of a particular age o 
There were both differences and similari·ties in the classroom 
procedures used in the humanities courseso The informal lecture was 
used thirty to fifty per cent of the "time in all the separate C\C)Urses 
except phi1osophy o Philosophy made the greatest use .9 among the 
separate courses 9 of d:tscussion and of group worko Music teachers 
employed audio-visual aids as their principal teaching device 9 mainly 
in the form of recorded musico Laboratory work was used extensively 
in the a.rt course where it ranked second to the informal le\Cl ture o ji'he 
formal lee titre found l:Lmi ted use in t,he literature courseso 
The informal lecture was also the procedure most often used in the 
general course o The formal lecture and audio-·wisual aids were employed 
more often on the average than in the separate courseso 
Approximately three=four·ths o.f tb.e teachers in eail:lh of ·the two 
types of cov.rses assigned out=·Of=class work in addition to the reading 
of a textbook. Occasional short reports» oral or written 9 were the 
most frequent as:sd.gru11Jents in both types of courseso Occasional readings 
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of assigned=source materials in the separate courses and the required 
reading of one or more complete books in the general courses were the 
main supplementary reading assignments. Except for the art courses 9 
very little motivation for creative work was usedo 
Attendance at amateur playsj amateur concerts 9 or recitals; 
visits to museums or exhibitions, and viewing of relevant motion 
pictures were the out=of-class activities most frequently required in 
both types of courseso These activities 9 however 9 were required to a 
greater proportional extent in the separate courses than in the general 
courseso 
The number of required pages of outside reading was nearly the same 
for both the separate courses and the general courseo The philosophy 
courses required the most out=of-class reading. The least amount of 
outside reading was required in the first of the two general courses and 
in· the separate course in 1i terature. Three of the literature courses 
required no outside rea.dingo 
The essay-type test, was the test most often used in both the 
separate and general courses for class tests and for final examinations. 
However 9 it was used a larger percentage of times in the general courses 
than in the separate courses. 
The attempt· to use a second frame of reference~ whereby question-
naire responses would be indicated for practices used.under ideal condi= 
tionsj was not wholly successfulo Since many of the respondents failed 
to check the items by this frame of reference~ it could not be safely 
assumed that the present practice was also the preferred pra.cticeo 
However, the volume of response that was evoked by one check list 
was too great to be ignoredo This check list had to do with 
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required-out-of-class activities in the form of attendance at concertsp 
plays.11 museums.11 and other cultural events. It was clear that a large 
number of respondents for both types of courses desired more of these 
events that would parallel the work of their courses. 
Summary of the Findings by Interviews 
In nearly all cases the teachers felt that the humanities consti-
tuted an important part of the general-education program~ although some 
teachers felt that the program of courses offered at their particular 
'i college was not al together satisfaotory. Programs which permitted an 
escape from some of the disciplines of the huma:nitiess either by the 
election of a limited number of separate courses or by the substitution 
of other courses for the humanities~ were severely criticized. This 
criticism varied in severity as the degree of escape permitted. The 
general course was highly favored as the best means of teaching the 
humanities. Only ten of the forty interviewees favored the separate 
courses, and only two felt that both types of courses were needed. A 
majority of the teachers favored the sophomore year as the optimum time 
for the humanities courses. 
Although similarity was found by means of the questionnaire in the 
objectives of the two types of courses~ the interview technique was 
able to detect differences beyond the scope of the questionnaire. The 
separate courses were more concerned with information» mechanics of the 
disciplinesj practical applications to life and with raising the 
standard of ~taste. 11 The general courses were more concerned with an 
interest in9 or an awareness of 9 the finer achievements of man as a 
foundation for appreciations 9 preferencesj and attitudes that were 
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individual rather than standardizedo There was no strict division 
between the two types of courses~ but in general the objectives of the 
separate courses were more social in nature, the objectives of the 
general courses were more individual in natureo 
The only college at which the teachers were well informed con-
cerning the objectives of their own particular general-education program 
was one at which an institutional study had been recently completedo 
Except for this particular school 9 no efforts were made to plan or 
coordinate the humanities courses in the light of the objectives of 
general education. In almost all of the colleges of this study 9 however~ 
there were stated general-education objectives that were relevant to the 
humanities. 
The majority of the interviewees of each type of humanities course 
favored the allocation of more time to the humanities courses in the 
general-education programs of the subject collegeso The general-course 
interviewees felt thatmore time was needed to appropriately teach a 
minimum of aontento The separate-course teachers favored enlarged 
requirements, as well as increased time to prevent the bypassing of 
certain disciplines by student election or substitutiono 
No systematic attempts had been made to evaluate the humanities 
courses in the state collegeso 'I'he teachers could only point to 
personal experiences with particular students as a means of judging 
desirable outcomes. One college which had set up an experimental pro= 
gram was attempting a continuing evaluation study of the total general-
education program and its courses. No evaluation reports were available 
at the time of the investigationo 
The problem most frequently mentioned in the teaching of the 
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humanities courses was the limitation in the student 1s background~ 
particularly his lack of reading skill and comprehension. Student 
attitude ranked second in the frequency of responses. Several teachers 
mentioned particularly the lack of serious purpose as a detrimental 
attitudee Class size was indicated most frequently as a major problem 
at colleges known to be crowded. Even in these collegesj however~ class 
size was often indicated as secondary to the problem of student back-
groundo This shows a serious regard for the problem of student back-
ground, since it out=ranked in frequency of mention a problem that was 
known to be critical in several instances. 
Communication among the humanities teachers of the various subject 
schools was nonexistent except for cursory conversation at teacher 
conventions. Better communication and coordination existed within the 
schools when the teachers were from a common department (as in the case 
of several separate literature courses) or when a common textbook or 
syllabus was used (as in the case of many general courses). A higher 
degree of communication and coordination was maintained in one college 
in which the humanities courses were organized on a departmental basis. 
A still higher degree of communication and coordination was present in 
another college which had established an administrative structure for 
the total general-edu.cation program. The humanities teachers of the 
latter college were more cognizant of the objectives of the total 
program and of the relation of their courses to these objectives than 
the teachers in the other subject schoolso In other colleges the 
teachers of the general course were often unaware of two general-
education courses in histocy that duplicated the content of the two 
general courseso 
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The interviewees supported the finding of the questionnaire 
concerning out=of=class activities under ideal conditionso Several of 
the interviewees expressed a need for an improvement of the cultural 
environment of the college campus. In their opinion this could be 
best accomplished by displaying objects of fine art in student 
gathering places and by bringing more artists 9 leoturersj and exhibi-
tionS to the campUSo 
Conclusions 
1. Basic differences were present among the humanities courses that 
were offered as a part of the general-education programs of the six 
state colleges of Oklahomao The most conspicuous difference was the 
division of the htunanities offerings into two distinct types of 
courses=-separate and general. Other important differences were 
present 9 some of which were corollary to the basic division of 
the humanities courses into two typeso 
a. There were differences in the course offerings among the 
subject collegeso These differences also involved the hours 
of credit required in the humanities 9 the degree of student 
election 9 the kinds of courses allowed as substitutions 9 and 
the organizational patterns of the humanities. 
b o There were differences in the objectives of the separate and 
general courses. These differences often underlay statements 
of objectives that appeared similaro The objectives of the 
separate courses were directed 9 generally 9 toward the pro-
duction of a pra.ctfoal=social person. 'l'he objectives of t,he 
general course were 9 for the :most part 9 directed toward the 
produiction of t,he disciriminatingJ individual::tzed persono 
c. There were differences between the separate and general 
courses as to the approaches and integrative techniques that, 
were employedo 
d. There were differences between the separate and general 
courses in regard to content. These differences concerned 
the emphases that were placed on forms 9 mediums 9 and 
periods; and on selected topics. 
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2. Likewise~ basic similarities were present among the humanities 
courses of the subject colleges. Some of these similarities occurred 
despite the division of the humanities into two dissimilar types of 
courses. 
a. There were similarities in the purposes 9 settingi and 
clientele of the subject colleges; and in the preparation 
of the faculties for the teaching of the humanities. 
b. There were similarities between the separate and genersJ. 
courses and among the schools in the degree of emphasis 
placed upon the various disciplines of the humanities. In 
this connection li tera.ture received the greatest emphasis 
and philosophy the least. 
c. '!'here were similari'ties in the methods i procedures P and 
practices of the teachers who teach the two types of courses. 
Since differences were present among the separate courses 
this indicated that the general-course teachers utilized 
many of the p~ocedures of the various separate courses. 
These similarities occurred in planning 1 classroom pro-
cedures, out-of-class practices, and in testing. 
d. There was a similar==and sincere-=<.:lesire on the part of the 
teachers of the humanities courses toward the improvement 
of themselves and their work by more knowledge of 9 and 
better communication with 9 other humanities teachers. 
Corollary to this 9 there was a great similarity in the lack 
of coordination and communication in the humanities among 
the subject colleges. 
e. There were similar problems confronting the humanities 
teachers in the subject schools. There was much agreement 
among these teachers as to how some of these problems may 
be s,olved. 
Evaluation of the Techniques of' the Pr,ssent Study 
The combination of techniques used for the collection of the data 
of the present study is suitable for other studies involving a comparison 
of courses which may be similar or diverse. The techniques complement 
and supplement each other and also provide a check against each otherQ 
The questionnaire was the least satisfactory of the three techniques 
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that were usedo The special faults of the questionnaire in connection 
with the present study are as follows~ 
a. The questionnaire is difficult to construct when several 
courses which may be widely divergent in objectives 9 
content 9 and procedures are involved" 
The questionnaire may force an answer that 
the answer that the :respondent would give" 
naire of this study showed similarities in 
of the two types of hmnani ties course when 
were finely divided differenceso) 
is not precisely 
(The question-
the obj ecti.ves 
actually there 
c. Data analyzed from a questionnaire may present a false 
picture of a given situationo (Data summarized in the 
form of averages caused the art and music courses to 
appear as survey courses when actually a variety of 
approaches was used") 
d$ The designer of a questionnaire cannot anticipate all the 
necessary conditions and situations that may existo (The 
teacher of an art course marked the content section as 
19not applicable" without noting that he taught an individual-
i~ed course.) 
e. The questionnaire cannot pursue an important issue nor 
follow up a unique condition. (The rigid frame of the 
questionnaire would not have expanded to obtain the 
important and useful data concerning a new experimental 
program being conducted at one of the state collegeso) 
fo The questionnaire~ if lengthy 9 cannot be successfully used 
to obtain data under a secondary frame of referenceo (Most 
of the data concerning a hypothetical 9 ideal situation was 
rejected in the final report of the present studyo) 
A Recommendation 
Evaluation was not a purpose of t..~e present study 9 and evaluation 
was scrupulously avoidedo The present study was eP~ed with the 
presentation of the conclusions stated above. However 9 the investi-
gator feels that the experience gained in making the study places him 
in a position whereby he is singularly qualified to make certain 
recommendations. Some of the recommendations that are to follow axe 
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evaluative in nature 9 and as such are not 9 in all instances 9 supported 
by the findings of the studyo 
The time is probably overdue for a re-examination of the general-
education programs in the state collegeso The original committee who 
framed the present program apparently grouped a number of courses 9 
some quite specific in nature 9 into what they designated as a general-
education program. Obviously the committee did not work from a 
previously determined set of carefully selected objectiveso As a 
result the schools are at present teaching the same courses toward 
widely divergent objectiveso It is 9 therefore, recommended that~ !1§cl: 
intercollegia:!&_ committee of interested and informed general-education 
people be constituted among the state colleges !Q! ~ purpose of .E§= 
examining the present general-education programs and courseso 
Further Recommendations for General Education 
It is recommended that the colleges» each or together» consider 
the establishment of an administrative structure for their general-
education programso General education is a main division of all of the 
Oklahoma state collegeso But except for one college there is no 
operative administrative organizationo Some type of organization shoul.d 
be effected to regulate» coordinate 9 and evaluate the program 9 and to 
promote intercommunication among the teachers. 
It is recommended that, each Oklahoma state college conduct faciul·ty 
studies of general educationo Such studies should be concerned with 
the :needs 9 means 9 and ends of general educationo The Amerfoan College 
Testing program instituted in 1959 should be a help to all of the 
subject schools in identifying the general~education needs of their 
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clienteleo These tests are oriented toward general education with a 
premium placed upon the student's ability to read» think, analyze 9 
and determine relationships 9 rather than on the memorization of 
information. College studies should particularly examine means of 
improving the quality of student experiences. Evaluation and effective 
teaching procedures need also to be given special attention. Most 
important of all -- a basic philosophy of general education should be 
resolved to give meaning and guidance to the programso 
Further Recommendations for the Humanities 
It is recommended that the Oklahoma state colleges consider a 
requirement of six to eight hours in the humanities. This should be 
prescribed in such a manner as to permit no elective escape or sub-
stitution on the part of the students. It is recommended also that 
the colleges give first consideration to the integrated type of cour~e. 
In any case, the study of philosophy and music 9 minimized in some 
courses 9 should be increased and strengthenede The colleges should 
attempt to discover and employ broadly educated persons whose main 
task will be that of teaching the humanities. 
It is recommended that the general-education divisions of the 
colleges make better use of their resources in planning for and pro-
viding qualitative experiences for the students. Each state college 
includes faculty members in the relevant specialized departments that 
can capably act as resource persons for interdisciplinary planning of 
the humanities syllabi~ or as occasional guest lecturers~ or artists. 
It is recommended that the humanities teachers of the state 
colleges be given opportunities to study together and to compare their 
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purposes and procedureso A state-wide workshop would be indicated. 
It is recommended that the colleges consider means to improve the 
cultural environment of the college community o Music and art should 
be more abundant in such places as the libraries, dining halls 9 
lounges, and living quarters. In this latter connection it is 
recommended that the colleges and their respective cities consider 
plans to cooperate in forming a circuit so that more cultural events 
and professional artists might be brought .to each at lower costo An 
intercollegiate committee could choose and contract artists more 
economically for six engagements with relatively short distances to 
travel. 
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APPENDIXES 
Northeastern State College 
Tahlequah 9 Oklahoma 
March 20 9 1948 
Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education 
State Capitol 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
Gentlemem 
The College Presidents of Oklahoma state colleges are 
submitting on behalf of their curriculum committee the following 
changes in the curriculum of the colleges for your consideration and 
actions 
1. A new program in general education~ broadening the 
various fields to conform to more recent developments in general 
education in colleges. 
2. The addition and deletion of certain courses to 
implement the general education program. 
3. A change in our entrance requirement 9 which provides 
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for high school graduation and which is in keeping with other standard 
colleges. 
Respectfully submitted~ 
For the COUNCIL OF COLLEGE PRESIDENTS 




Proposed Revised Requirements in General Education 
Oklahoma State Colleges 
The proposed revision of the general education program in the 
first two years of the four-year degree course reflects certain de-
sirable modifications of the. program which has remained virtually 
unchanged since its adoption in 19350 No radical changes are involvedo 
The purpose is to effect adjustments which will assure a better bal-
anced coverage of the principal areas of social science~ natural 
science, and the humanities. The only new feature of the program is the 
humanities 9 in which a minimum of five to six semester credits work is 
prescribed. This area has not been distinctly represented heretofore 
in prescribed studyp and it is believed that continued omission in 
this particular would not be defensible. 
The proposed program is about J.,p semester hours in extent» as 
compared with the present program of about 50 hours. The reduction 
represents principally the withdrawal of foreign language and higher 
mathematics from the general prescriptions. The experience of some 
twelve years use of the program which included these areas, plus 
consideration of typical programs in various other progressive colleges 
of our general type 9 provided basis for the conclusion that the objec-
tives of the general education program in our institutions do not 
call for the requirement of this type of material for all students. 
It is best suited to differential prescriptionl> or election, based on 
students 1 respective educational. objectives and interests. It is 
contemplated that we soon shall be prepared to reoomme:nd establishmen·t 
of a wider offering of basic general ma.thematics probably to be pre~· 
scribed differentially on the basis of measured pre-college achievemento 
The English requirement remains as it has been except that the 
course in Fundamentals of Literature has been withdrawn to be repla.ced .~ 
in a sense 9 by the literature component in the humanities unito 
The social science prescription is modified only to the extent 
that the study of the historical development of western civilization 
is reduced optionally to half its former extentJ by elimination of 
the portion devoted.to early civilization» with provision that instead 
of this latter course the student may choose courses in current social 
or economic problems» or geography. 
The requirement in natural science has been modified to provide 
that some college study in both biological science and physical science 
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must be included by·the student whose secondary school program has not 
included both. Heretofore the pattern has not been such as to make 
cer·tain that the student would be introduced to all of the principal 
areas in science1 in either his high school or his college course. 
Degree curricula have for some years been constructed so as ·to 
place the emphasis in the lower half of the course on general educa-
tionj) with the upper half being predominately advanced education 9 
plus professional studies in the curricula in Educationo It is believed 
that this plan is essentially valid 9 and no modification is contem-
plated o The new program simply represents an effort to improve the 
general education phase of the four-year course. 
Because the new program involves some offerings which have not 
been heretofore afforded» and because it is desirable in the case of 
any basic change to have opportunity for its preliminary evaluation 
in actual operationp it is proposed that the revised general-education 
program be maintained for a year at least as an alternate with the 
present programo Students 9 thus 9 would be given the choice of pursuing 
either of the two plans. It is believed that this arrangement will 
submit to practicable administration 9 and will make possible the 
avoidance of complete embarkation upon a new pattern without oppor-
tunity first for trial and possible necessary adjustment based on 
experienceo 
Curriculum study in the state colleges is a standing co-ordinated 
function. Certain other early modifications in degree curricula are 
believed desirable 9 and i·t; appears that a.greernents on recommendations 
in this respect will be reached within the next few months. Curricula 
must be kept responsive to changing social and professional need:s 9 
objectives must be subje.::Jt to redefinition from time to time 9 and 
procedures must occasionally be redesignedo The changes proposed 
here are not reYolutionary in any particular 9 but represent 9 in the 
view of the faculties of the yariou.s colleges affected~ a needed 
adaptation to current educa:tional principleso 
OKLAHOMA STATE COLLEGES 
PROPOSED REVISED REQUIREMEN'.I'S IN GENERAL EDUCA'l'ION 
(Alternate with present requirements= Curriculum Group I) 
Degree Gur:rfoula in Arts and Sciences 9 and Education 
(Explanatory memorandum attached) .'.3=16=48 
~ C1rlnISH O O O (I O o C O Qt O O O i:, O 0 6 hours 
English Composition 103 and 113 
HUMA!\l'ITIES o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o ,, o o o o o o 5=6 hours 
or 
lo 20.'.3 9 213 9 General Humanities J 6 hr:so 
2o In two or more of the following area courses 9 five hours or 
mora3 
a.. Humanities 223 9 Introduction to Literature 9 3 hours 
b. Humanities 232 9 Art in Life 9 2 hours 
Co Humanities 242 9 Music in life, 2 hours 
do Humanities 252 9 Introduction to Philosophy 9 2 hours 9 
or one of the followingg 20.3 General Psychology, 21.3 
Mental Hygiene 9 22.3 Social Psychology; 3 hours 
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SOCIAL SCIENCE • • • • • • • • ••••. • • • • • minimum 12 hours 
1. Am~rican History and Gover:runent 9 6 hours 
2~ History 11.3, Modern Western Civilization (See 10.3 below) :1 
.3 hours 
.3. In one or more of following» .3 hours or mores 
a. History 10.3 9 Early Western Civilization (If selected, 
should be taken before 11.3 9 above.) 9 .3 hours 
bo Economics 222 9 Economic Problems 9 2 hours 
o. Sociology 21.3 9 Social Problems 
d. History 121 9 Contemporary Affairs 9 1 hour (may be 
repeated) 
e. Geography; Any course not exclusively physical, 
2 or 3 hours 
NATURAL SCIENCE • -. • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 hours 
1. General Physical Science 1049 4 hours 
a. The student who has completed 1 unit or more in high 
school chemistry or physics may elect to take 9 instead 
of Physical Science 1049 4 hours or more in any other 
courses in natural science 9 or .3 to 4 hours in mathe-
matics. (If mathematics is taken here instead of 
science, the science must be taken later by students 
qualifying for t.he life elementary teachern s certi-
ficate» which requires eight hours of scienceo) 
bo The student who is to major or minor in chemistry or 
physics in his college course~ or who for other reasons 
will complete 4 hours work or more in either subject~ 
may omit Physical Science 1049 if considered feasible 
by his c·urricml:um counsellorso 
2. General Biology 1049 4 hours 
a. The student who has completed 1 unit or more in high 
school biological science may elect to take~ instead 
of General Bi.ology 1049 4 hours or more in any other 
courses in natural science" 
b. The student who is to major or minor in biology in his 
college course 9 or who for other reason will complete 
4 hours or more in introductory courses of a more 
limited nature in biology 9 such as General Zoology or 
General Botany 9 may omit General Biology 104 if 
considered feasible by his curriculum counsellorso 
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION o • • 
Personal Hygiene 102. o ••. 









(Remainder of Freshman and Sophomore work is in major fieldj and electives.) 
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Reguire~ Authorizations in Course Offerings 
NEW COURSES~ 
Humanities 203-213 General Humanities 6 hours 
Study of significant ideas of Western man as 
manifest in art 9 music 9 literature 9 and philosophy 
Humanities 22.'.3 Introduction to Literature 3 hours 
An area course identical in objectives respecting 
literature~ with General Humanities 203-213 
Humani t,ies 232 Art in Life 2 hours 
An area course identical in objectives respecting 
art 9 with General Humanities 203=213 
Humanities 242 Music in Life 2 hours 
An area course identical in objectives respecting 
music 9 with General Humanities 203-213 
Humanities 252 Introduction to Philosophy 2 hours 
An area course identical in objectives respecting 
philosophy9 with General Humanities 203-213 
History 121 Contempory Affairs 1 hour 
Study of significant social 9 economic, and political 
developments and problems. (The course may be 
repeated.) 
General Physical Science 104 4, hours 
A lecture-demonstration course designed to assist 
the student to interpret his physical environment. 
A study of impor·tant topics in astronomy .9 chemistry, 
geology~ and physics. 
CHANGES IN COURSESi 
Psychology 213 Mental Hygiene 
Delete 10Prerequi site Psy. 20 3 va 
Economics 222 Economic Problems 
Delete 1~Prerequisi te Econ. 213 11 
Biology 103 General Biology 
Change number to 104, and credit value to four hours. 
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· Note; These regulations and requirements for the six colleges approved 
February 29~ 1952, at joint meeting of Council of Presidents and 
intercollege curriculum committee» and a.re in harmony with basic 
regulations of broad, general nature adopted by Oklahoma State Regents 
April 26, 1952. 
RESOLUTION NOo ---
A RESOLUTION REGULATING THE CURRICULA OF THE SIX STATE COLLEGES 
LOCATED AT ADAJ> ALVA 9 DURANT@ EDMONDJ) TAHLEQUAH AND WEATHERFORD 9 
PRF.sCRIBING REQUIRFNENTS FOR GRADUATION THEREFROM; AUTHORIZING THE 
ISSUANCE OF CERTAIN DEGREES THROUGH THESE COll..EGES; AND REGULATING 
COURSES TO BE OFFERED THEREINo 
. Be it resolved by the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Educationg 
0 0 0 C) 
General education re uirements for curricula in Arts and Sciences 
BA and BS De rees and in Education' BA Ed and BS Ed De rees 
Section 2. The minimum general education requirements for 
curricula in Arts and Sciences (BA and BS Degrees) and in Education 
(BA Ed and BS Ed Degrees) in the six state colleges, shall be as t;ollowsi 
A. Freshman Orientation • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • 1 hour 
B. English: Grammar and composition 6 hours and elective literature 
or speech, 2 hours. Elective not required if Humanities 223 or 
203-213 completed. · · 
C. Science and Mathematics o •••••••• , ••••• 7 or 8 hours 
8 hours. science to be required of every student j to include both 
biological and physical science~ except _that student having had 
either kind (other than general science) iri high school may 
elect to take all college science in the other field 9 or student 
having had physical science in high school may fulfill the re-
quirement by taking at least four hours science and three hours 
ma them a tics • · 
D. Social Studies , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • , •• ·• . 9 hours 
American history and government six hours~ and other social 
science three hows. · · 
EG Heal th 2 hours and Physiit:ial Education 4 hours • o o • o • • 6 hours 
Requirement and exemptions in physical. education: · Freshmen and· 
sophomores are required to take physical education during these 
two years, or until four hours credit has been earned, except 
that the following students ar.e exemptg (1) married women · · . 
irrespective of age, ( 2) all students not less than twenty-ti ve. 
years of age at the beginning of the semester or term in question, 
(3) any student whose physical condition makes it inadvisable or 
impossible that he take the work~ as attested by designated 
authority. Exemptions other than physical disability do not 
apply in any c:ase in which the student h.as failed to take 
physical education as required prior to that time. Likewise~ 
a student who reaches junior or senior standing without having 
fulfilled the requirement is required to take sufficient 
physical education to complete same~ unless his physical condi= 
tion will not permito 
A student entering from another college as freshman or 
sophomore is required to take physical education at the rate 
of a one-hour course each semester or terrn until he reaches 
junior rank, or earns four hours credit. A student entering 
as junior or senior is not required to take additional 
physical education. 
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F. Hurnani ties • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • 5 or 6 hours 
General Hurnani ties 203-213, or 5-6 hours in two of: 
(a) Humanities 223 Introduction to Literature, (b) Humanities 
232 Art in Life, (c) Humanities 242 Music in Lifei (d) one of: 
Humanities 252 Philosophy in Life, Psychology 203 General 
Psychology, Psychology 213 Mental Hygiene, Sociology 22.'.3 
Social Psychology. 
G. Five hours in a foreign language or in two or more of the 
following: mathematics, psychology, fine arts (art, music$ 
speech arts), practical arts (agriculture, business, home 
economics, industrial arts) •••••••••••••••• 5 hours 
H. Additional work in areas B-G above 9 to make total 50 hours. In 
accord with state teacher certification requirements, in the 
education curriculum ten hours work in general education may 
apply on the major also, and vice versa. 
0 O O 0 
APPENDIX B 
LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 
IN REFERENCE TO THE CONDUCT OF.A PRETEST 
APPENDIX 
QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE HUMANITIES COURSES 
IN THE GENERAL-EDUCATION PROGRAMS OF THE 
OKLAHOMA STATE COLLEGESl 
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Page 1 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
ON THE HUMANITIES COURSES IN GENERAL EDUCATION 
This questionnaire is designed to obtain data concerning 
the content 1 methodology 9 and objectives of the humanities courses 
that are :i.ntended to fulfill the general education requirements in 
the Oklahoma state colleges. The questionnaire is composed of four 
main parts listed alphabetically as follows: A. ContentJ B. 
Methodology, c. Objectivesy and D. Personal Information. 
Section A on Content is to be filled out for each course 
that you teach, but not for each section of a course. Thus~ if you 
teach Humanities 203 and 21.3 Section A should be completed for each 
of these courses. If, however 9 you teach three sections of 213 it is 
assumed that content will not vary and Section A should be 
I 
completed only once. 
Sections Br Cr and D should be completed only once regard-
less of the number of courses that you teache It is assumed that 
your methodology and objectives will show little variance from 
1 
The original questionnaire was duplicated on 14-inch paper. In 
this appendix the original page numbers are indicated in the right hand 
margin. 
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course to course, as indicated by a questionnaire that asks for 
generali za ti ons o 
The items of this questionnaire, especially those cone erning 
content~ may omit many things that you consider importanto You are 
encouraged and urged to make additions at the end of each section in 
the places providedo Use the backs of the sheets if there is not 
enough space for your additional listings and comments. Such listings 
and comments may be of greater value than the direct answers to 
questions. 
There is no intent on the part of this investigator toward 
impertinent lnquisitiveness relative to the content or conduct of your 
class work. All answers will be held in confidence. Evaluation is not 
the purpose of this study 9 and neither schools nor teachers will be 
judged as to the quality of their work. The i:rtudy will 9 however~ 
attempt to describe what is being done at each school and may point 
out unique practices or materials that may be of interest to all 
teachers of the humanities. 
QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE HUMANITIES 
SECTION A 
COURSE CONTENT 
I. Content of the General Courses (Humanities 203=213) 
Page 2 
Circle the number of this course. 203 9 213 (Noteg If you teach 
both courses please answer on separate sheets for each course O) 
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1. Approximate~ by circling to the nearest tenthJ the fractional 
portion of time ~g the classroom that is devoted to the 
study of each of the following: 
a. Literature (not including philosophical or historical 
writing) . , • . , 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
b. Philosophy. 
c •. Music Cl O O el 
d. Art (Graphic and plastic 
including architecture) . 
e. History or historical writing 
o a o o 
. 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
.123456789 
. , . ,123456789 
(not included as literature) . , , .. 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Science .(scientific: theory 9 
discoveries 1 etc.) • ·• , • , 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
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II. Content of the General Courses (Humanities 203 and 213) and the 
Literature Course (Humanities 222 and 223.) 
Circle the number of this course. 20.3, 213$ 222, 223 (Note~ Fill 
out separate sheets for each of the above courses that you teach.) 
1. Approximate 9 by circling to the nearest tenth~ the fractional 
portion of the total time during the semester that is allocated 
to each of the following forms: (In 203 and 213 consider the 
total ti:me devoted to literature as ten tenths.) 
a. Poetry (Non-dramatic) 0 ' ' . 0 1 234'56789 
b. Non-Fictional prose (essaysj 
criticism~ biography, etc.) 1 23456789 
Co Fictional prose 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
d. Drruna . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 23456789 
2, Approximate 9 by circlingJ the number of hours in the classroom 
devoted to the study of each of the followingg (M=more than 
6 hours.) 
ao Survey of Literary types o 
b. Homer 0000000000 
123456M 
123456M 
o • The Bible • • • • • • • • 0 0 0 
d. The Greek Dramatists • o O () 0 Q 
e. The Roman Poets . . 
f. Dante 0 0 0 . . 0 . . . 
g. Chaucer 0 . . . . 0 . 
h. Malory. 0 0 
i. Shakespeare 0 0 0 . . . 
j 0 Edmund Spenser 
k. Milton. 0 . 0 . . . 0 . 
L Other English Poetry 
(excluding modern) . . 0 0 . . . 
m. Other English Prose (fictional 
or non-fictional but excluding 
modern) . 0 . . . . . . . ' . 0 
0 0 0 O 
0 • 
. 0 . . 
. 
0 0 0 0 











1 .. 2 .3 4 5 6 M 
22.3 
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II. Content of the General Courses and the Literature Course (continued). 
n. American Poetry 
(excluding modern) ••••••••••• 1 2 3 4 5 6 M 
o. American Prose (fictional or 
non-fictional but excluding 
modern) • • • • • • • 
p. Russian Literature. 0 . 
q. German Literature . . . . 0 
r. French Literature 
s. Spanish Literature. 
. . 
. 0 
t. Modern American or English Novels 
u. Modern American or English Poetry 
0 
0 
v. Modern American or English Drama. 
• • 0 12.3456M 
. . . 1 2.3456M 






List below any other personalities or subjects to which 
two or more hours of class work are devoted and give the 
approximate number of hours. List these even though they 
may already be included within some broad category given 
below. 
Subject: No. of hours: 
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III. Content of the General Courses (Huma.ni ties 203 and 213) and the 
Art Course (Humanities 232)0 
Circle the number of this course. 203.9 Zl3JJ 2.32 (Note~ Fill ou:t 
separate sheets for each of the above courses that you teacho) 
1. Appro~imate~ by circling to the nearest tenth, the fractional 
portion of 'time during the semester that is allocated to each 
of the following formsi (In 203 and 213 consider the total 
time devoted to art as ten tenthso) 
ao Architecture O O O 
b o Sculpture and carving 
c. Paintings and drawings e 
do Printing and Graphic artso 
(Serigraphy 9 lithography 1 etching jJ 
wood cuts» etc.) o o o , • o o o 
e. Other forms and mediums (Inlay, 
mosaic» stained glass~ textilesJ 
pottery~ jewelry, etco) o o O O 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
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2. Approximate 9 by circling 9 the number of hours in the classroom 





Fundamentals of art OOOOOQQIIIIOOD 
Ancient art and architecture 
(Egyptian.I' Mesopotamian, Aegean, 
Etruscan 9 etc.) ..•••••• 
Classical art and architecture 
(Hellenic 9 Hellenistic 9 Roman) • 
• " ,> "' 0 
0 0 o Q 0 




(Early Christian,, Byzantine,, Romanesque,, 
Mohometan ~ Gothic,, Oriental,, etc.) . , • • 1 2 3 4 5 6 M 
e o Renaissance,, Baroque,, and Rococo art 
in Italy (14th to 19th centuries) . • • • 1 2 3 4 5 6 M 
f. Renaissance, Baroque, and Rococo art 
in Flanders 9 Germany and Holland 0 • 0 
g. Renaissance,, Baroque,, and Rococo art 
in England 9 France, and Spain . . • • 
h. Modern and recent painting in France • 
i. Modern and recent painting in Europe 
outside France • • • • • • • • • • • • 
j. Modern and recent painting in America 
k. Modern Sculpture •• 0 0 0 0 








3. List below any other individuals or subjects to which two or 
more hours of classwork are devoted and give the approximate 
hours. Especially list individuals and subjects even though 
they may be included in some broad category above. 
Subject& No. of hours: 
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IVe Content of the General Courses (Humanities 20.'.3 9 21.'.3) and the 
Music Course (Humanities 242). 
Circle the number of this course. 20.'.3, 21.'.3, 242 (Note: Fill 
out separate sheets for each of the courses you teach.) 
lo Approximate$ by circling to the nearest tenth, the fractional 
portion of time during the semester that is allocated to each 
of the following forms: (In 20.'.3 and 21.'.3 consider total time 
devloted to music as ten tenthse) 
ae Sonatas, symphonies,or concertos. o •• 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
b. Opera 9 ballet.9 oratorios, cantatas, 
and other dramatic and/or theatrical 
music o o o o o . o o o o o o o o o o 
c. Vocal music (Chants» canticles, hymns)' 
1 2 .'.3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
masses, motets, madrigals, songs, etc.). 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
d. Dances,(galliards, pavane, minuets, 
mazurkas, waltzes, etc.) o • • • o • 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
e. Folk music and primitive music . 
Jazz • o • ooooco•110 
• • 0 • 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 • Q 
2. Approximate.9 by ciroling 9 the number of hours in~ classroom 
devoted to the study of e.ach of the f ollo~ingt (M = more than 
6 hours). 
a. Music fundamentals .9 forms, 
instruments,and/or vocabulary .••••• o 1 2 3 4 5 6 M 
be Medieval music (Gregorian chants.9 
organum 9 the Troubadours .9 Trouveres, 




Renaissance and Baroque Music (Des Pres.9 
Palestrina, di Lasso» Monteverdi 9 
Pure ell .9 et al. ) • o o · 0 O O 
Johann Sebastian Bach 
Franz Joseph Haydn. o 
f. Wolfgang ,Amadeus Mozart • 







Fran~ Schubert o 
1. Richard Wagner 
j. Giuseppe Verdi 





k. Johannes Brahms , 1 2 3 4 5 6 M 
1. Modern or recent European composers 
(Tschaikowsky 9 Debussy 1 Stravinsky 9 
Ravel~ Bartok 9 et aL) . , . , . , . , o 1 2 3 4 5 6 M 
m. Popular American music (Herbert J 
Gershwin 9 Kern 9 et al.) o o , o .. 123456M 
n. Serious .American Music (Copland~ Harris 
Cowell J Menotti J et al.) o • • • , • , • • o 1 2 3 4 5 6 M 
3. List below any other personalities or subjects to which two or 
more hours of classwork are devoted and give the approximate 
number of hours. List these even though they may be already 
included within some broad category given above. Use the back 
of this page if needed. 
Subjectg No. of Hours~ 
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V. Content of the General Courses (Humanities 203 9 213) and the 
Philosophy Course (Humanities 252), 
Circle the number of this course. 203, 21.Jy 252 (Noteg Fill 
out separate sheets for each of the above courses that you teach.) 
L Approximate 9 by ciircling to the nearest tenth 1) the portion of 
time that is devoted to eaeh of the following. (In 203 and 
21.3 consider total ·time spent on philosophy as ten tenths o) 
a. Greek Philosophy o o o 
bo Medieval Philosophy 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
000123456789 
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c. Philosophers of the 17thJ 18th 
and 19th centuries (Bacon to Spencer) o 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
do Philosophers and philosophies of the 
20th century o o o o ••• o o , •••• 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
2o Approximate, by circling~ the number of hours in !he classroom 
devoted to the study of each of the following o , (M = more than 
6 hours). 
a. fundamentals and v·ocabulary of 
philosophy. , , , o o o , o , 
b. Plato (and Socrates) 
c. Aristotle 0 O 
d. Sto Augustine '° o o a o 
eo Thomas Aquinas 
f. Francis Bacon 
go Rene Descartes 
ho Baruch Spinoza 0 
io John Locke 0 0 
j, Immanuel Kant 
ko Arthur Schopenhaur, 
1. · Auguste Comte • 0 0 (J 0 
Kark Marx 0 0 0 
Herbert Spencer 
Oo John Dewey O O O 0 
p. Bertrand Russell , 
0 1 23456M 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 M 
0 1 2.3456M 
,ol2.3456M 
• 0 1 23456M 
0 1 23456:M 
0 1 2.3456M 
0 1 23456M 
1 23456M 
• 0 0 . 1 234.56M 
. 0 1 2.3456M 
1 23456M 
0 0 0 • 0 1 23456M 
O O !l O 1 2 3 4 5 6M 
0 1 23456M 
1 23456M 
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3. List below any other individuals or subjects to which two or 
more hours of class work are devoted. Give the approximate 
number of hours. Use back of this page if needed. 
Subject: No. of hours: 
SECTION B 
METHODOLOGY 
I. Preplanning and preparation 
Page 8 
1. Circle the number of this course. 203, 213, 222, 223 1 232 
(Note: Fill out separate sheets for 242, 252 for each course 
taught.) 
In the followingj please place a check in Column S (for status) 
after each practice you now follow. In column P (for preference) 
check the practice that you would follow if circumstances permitted. 
1. The planning for the course is done s p 
a. In advance for the total course 
b. Day by day 
c. Week by week 
d. Unit by unit or topic by topic 
e. In a flexible manner which is developed 
as the "needs" or ''interests'' of the 
class are revealed 
f. Other methods (please describe briefly) 
. "-
,,,,- 2. Planning for the course 
ao Is done by the teacher alone 
b. Is done by a committee or the 
department staff 
c. Is done by the teacher with 
the students 
d. Consists of adhering more or 
less rigidly to a textbook 
e. Consists of the flexible use of a 
textbook with frequent deviations 
from its order or content 
f. Other (please describe briefly) This 
space may also be used to elaborate 
on any of the above statements. 
3. Models and materials are selected according 
to which of the following criteria: 
a. They provide a view of the thought or 
spirit of a particular age. 
b. They are applicable to issues faced 
in modern living 
c. They are intelligible and interesting 
to the students 
d. They challenge the intellect of the 
student 
e. They have been pronounced by 
authorities as classic examples 
f. They are readily available (in the 
library» source or tex~books, etc.) 
Add others if you wish. 
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Circle the number of this course. 203~ 213~ 222, 223~ 232 1 242 9 
252. (Noteg Fill out separate sheets for each course you teach.) 
lo Approximate by circling to the nearest tenth the fractional 





ao Formal or uninterrupted lecture 
b. Informal lecture (a conversational 
presentation interspersed with 
questions» comment,and brief 
discussions) .•..••••. 0 . 
c. Discussion (extended exchange of 
ideas stimulated by the instructor) 
d. Group work (division of class into 
groups to work~ discuss, or study) 
e. Laboratory (student application, 
practice, researchs or work 
f. Demonstration (objects or materials 
231 
0 0 • 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
. . . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
. 0 1 2.3456789 
. . • l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
.. 123456789 
with verbal explanation or critique) . o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
g. Audio-visual aids (films, slides, 
still pictures~ recordingsj charts, 
etc.) ••••••••.•••••••• 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
h. Student reports (verbal presentation 
by student after special study) • 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
i. Forums ll panels 9 or debates • • 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Other. Describe and indicate time spent. 
2. If in No. 1 (above) you would allocate your time in different 
fractional portions under conditions (class size, equipmentll 
facilities) that you would consider most favorablell please 
indicate this by marking an X through the proper numbers. 
3. Approximate, by circlingll the approximate number of hours of 
class .time spent during the semester in the following activities. 
(M = means more than nine hours) 
a. Viewing movies ( silent or sound) • • 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 M 
b. Viewing slides or film strips 
c. Viewing still picturesll chartsll 
maps 9 or objects with or without 
• O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 M 
verbalization ..••• , •.•••• 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 M 
d. Live radio or television casts ••• 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 M 
232 
e. Recorded radio broadcasts 0 • • . . 0123456789M 
:f. Other recordings; tape, wire» or 
disc ••••••• 00000000 • 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 M 
g. Guest lecturers or instructors .•• 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 M 
h. Guest artists, musicians,or actors • O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 M 
i. Field trips to museums~ concerts, 
plays, etc ••••••••••••• 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 M 
4. If in No. 3 (above) your allocation of time would be different 
under the most favorable circumstances, please indicate this by 
marking an X through the proper numbers. 
5. What procedures not listed above do you practice that you 
consider to be especially valuable? 
Procedure No. of hours 
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III. Out-of-class procedures 
Circle the number of this course. 203t 213, 222, 223, 232. (Noteg 
Fill out separate sheets 242~ 252, for each course you teach.) 
In the following 9 place a check in column S (for status) after 
each practice you now follow. In column P (for preference) 
check the practice you would follow if circumstances permitted. 
1. The out=of=class work required of each s p 
student 1s8 
a. Unsupplemented reading of a text book 
or other books purchased by the student 
b. Reading of a text book or other books 
purchased by the student supplemented 
by any of the followingg 
c. Daily or weekly reading of assigned 
source materials 
a. Occasional readings of assigned source 
materials 
e. Reading of two or more complete 
books 






Term themes or research 
papers 
Weekly shorter reports 9 papers, 
critiques, either oral or written 
Occasional shorter reportsj papers, 
critiques$ either oral or written 
Notebooks of collected material 
and/or student writing 
Creative work by the student in the 
form of original prose or poetry 
Creative work by the student in the 
form of original musical composition 
Creative work by the student in the 
form of original plastic or graphic 
art 
Collections of related current events 
No work outside of class is 
required 
~any~ out-of-class assignments. 
s 
I 
Name below the titJ..e and author of the text book or other 





In the following out-of-class activitiesj list the number of each 
that~ required of the students during the semester under column 
"S," and the number you would prefer that the students attend 
under ideal circumstances under the co1umn "P." 
2. Out-of-class activities that the students attend 
consist of: 
a. Lectures by local or visiting 
people 
b., Debates 9 forums 9 and panel 
discussions 
c. Amateur concerts and recitals 
d. Amateur plays and drama.tic . 
presentations (opera, operettas~ ballet) 
e. Profess.:Lonal concerts 
f. Professional soloists or small ensembles 
(vocali instrumental» dance, actors, etc.) 
g. Professional plays or dramatic 
presentations , 
h'.. Visits to museums 9 exhibitions 9 displays.? 
etc. 
i. Relevant and important moving 
pictures 
j. Relevant and fmportant TV 
broadcasts 
k. Relevant and important radio 
broadcasts 
List others and their frequency. 
3. Outside-of-class weekly reading assignments 
(including the text) in pages average about, 
a. None 
b. Less than 50 
Co 50-100 







g~ More than 250 
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IV. Testing and Evaluation 
Circle the number of this course. 
(Note g Fill ou'.t a separate sheet 
for each course you teach.) 
203j 213, 222, 223, 232, 
242j) 252, 
1. Approximate j by circling 9 the frequency during one semester that 
each of the following types of tests are used. M means more 
than 9 times; W means weekly (17 or 18 times)., D means daily. 
ao Essay or free answer •• 
b. Multiple choice or best 




·r O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 M W D 
•• 0123456789MWD 
''ir 
c. Completion • " 
'"4 y .•. 0123456789MWD 
d. True-false. O O 0 
e. Matching • 0 0 Q 0 0 O 
f. Combined objectives (bj Ct dJ 
". Ol 23456789MWD 
0123456789MWD 
and/or e combined in any manner. 0 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 M W D 
g. Combined objective-essay 
(essay combined with b~ c 9 d, 
and/ or e.) , , • • • • • • • • • 0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 M W D 
h. Other (describe and give 
frequency) , • . • • • • • • • • • 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 M W D 
236 
2. If under ideal circumstances (class size 9 time~ materials 9 etc.} 
your preference differs from your present procedure draw an 
11X11 through the preferred condition in No. 1 above • 
.3. Which of the above types is used for the final exam? 
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SECTION C 
OBJECTIVES, APPROACHES, AND, INTEGRATIVE TECHNIQUES 
Circle the number of this course. 20.3, 21.3» 222 9 22.3J 232i 242» 252 
(Note: Fill out separate sheet for each course taught.) 
I. OBJECTIVES 
In the following list of objectives indicate the degree of 
emphasis that is at present being placed on each under status. 
Under preference indicate what degree of emphasis would be 
placed on each if ideal conditions preYailed. Circle the proper 
letter according to the following code: 
G--Great emphasis is placed on this objective. 
M-..Moderate emphasis is placed on this objective. 
S--Some emphasis is placed on this objective. 
X--No emphasis is placed on this objective. 
1. The objectives of the course are~ STATUS ,. · PREFERENC] 
a. To provide the student with a broader 
understanding of his cultural 
heritage. 
b. To develop the student 0s abilities 
of criUcal analysis and judgment. 
c. To make the student cognizant of 
fuhe great issues of living that 
man has had to ~onfront in the past 
and must face todayo 
d. To develop the studen"t us interest in 
his own distinct creative abilitieso 
e. To develop a set of sound moral and 
spiritual values by which the student 












G 1'1. S X 
GMSI 
; 
f. To develop aesthetic values and 
an appreciation for the creative 
work of man. 
g. To correct» eliminate~ or supplant 
any undesirable fixed belief's~ 
attitudes,or emotional preferences 
of' the studen·t, 
ho To develop the student 0s courage 
in expressing and standing firm 
in his own convictions. 
i. To help the student in expressing 
his thought and ideas clearly 
through speaking and writing. 
j o To help the student ·to observe, 
listeni and read with under-
standing and with an open mind. 
k. To aid the student in living 
intelligently and fully under a 
democratic form of government. 
1. List any other objectives upon 








PMSX GM S :X 
GMSX GMSX 
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2. Indicate by checking which of the following approaches toward 
achievement of objectives you now use under column 00s, tt 
Indicate which you would prefer under ideal circumstances 
under otp. tt Check more than one if applicable. (Note~ Some 
items below are probably not suited for the separate or 
specific courses in art» music 9 etc.} 
a. !!istorical-pa.ral.lel; An historical or 
chronological arrangement of works or 
events in which the art, literaturej 
music, and philosophy of each period are 
studied more or less simultaneously and 
together. 
b. Historical-separate~ Each discipline is 
s·tudied separately following an historical 
or chronological sequence. 
c. Random-parallel: Works and events of art, 
musicJ literature 9 and philosophy are 
chosen regardless of time to illustrate 
identical elements 9 parallel ideas,or 
other mutual relationships.· 
d. Random=separat~~ Each discipline studied 
separately without regard for chronological 
order. Models often chosen at random to 
illustrate continuity of one idea or mode. 
e. Creative-approa.chg A study of fundamentals 
with emphasis on the student 0s own creative 
efforts. Models selected and introduced 
when needed. Art Y li tera.ture j music, and 
philosophy may be studied either separately 
or parallel. Original work usually pro-
duced by studente 
f. Great books and master_Eiece~: Intensive 
study of great works as judged by 
authorities. May or may not be 
chronological and parallel, 
g. Regressive~,approachg Starting with an 
interest in contemporary work 9 ideas 9 
or modes and tracing their development 
backward in time. 





III. INTEQRATIVE PRINCIPLES OR TECHNIQUES 
3. Indicate which of the .f'ollowing principles you now follow in 
the integration of subject matter vertically with life or 
horizontally with the curriculum. Check under column "S" 
for present practice and under column "P" for your preference 
under ideal circumstances. (Mark more than one if applicable.) 
a. Key concepts of philosophic or 
scientific thought. 
b. Association with historical events or 
affairs not necessarily chronological. 
c. A chronological framework. 
d. Association with cultural epochs. 
e. Emphasis upon one great idea -or 
unifying principle (e.g., the creativeness 
of man~ the Christian religion~ etc.) 
f. Emphasis on more than one great unifying 
principle or trend of civilization. 
g. Correlation of similar ideas in the 
several areas of knowledge (e.g., 
realism~ idealism 9 experimentalism.) 
h. Emphasis on the development of the 
student's own ability to analyze and 
evaluate. 
i. Emphasis on the student's knowing and 
accepting what is authoritatively known 
to be good. 
j. Dependence upon the student 1s own ability 
to synthesize. fragmentary material. 
k. Add any other principles which you 






Name of respondent _________________________ _ 
Years of college teaching experience j here _____ other _____ _ 
Years of experience teaching the present humanities course _____ _ 
List by nU111ber .the humanities courses that you teach with the average 
class load {for past 3 or 4 semesters) of each. __________ _ 
List, any other courses that' you now teach ______________ _ 
List any other college subjects that you have taught in the pasto_~-
Undergraduate major (or majors) _________________ _ 
Graduate major ______________ Minor ________ _ 
If you have traveled in any foreign countries please list them·----~-
If you have any avocations that you regularly pursue that aid you in 
teaching hU111ani ties 9 please list them·---------------
Please list any other experiences that h.ave been valuable to you in 
teaching humanities·-~~---------------~~~-~ 
Circle one or more and indicate any particular forms~ periodsi or 
personalities that you especially prefer. 
1. Art (modern painting~ classical sculpture~ etc.) 
2. Literature (Victorian English poetry,i Russian novelists~ etc.) 
3. Music (Modern symphonies 9 Italian opera 9 etc.) 
4. Philosophy (Experimentalism, Aristotle 9 etc.) 
APPENDIX D 
THE INTERVIEW GUIDE 
SUGGESTED QUESTIONS FOR INTERVIJj::WS 
ON THE HUMANITIES COURSES 
INT.HE GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM 
24.'.3 
Do you feel that the humanities courses have proved to be an important 
need in the general education? Why? 
Do you believe that the present courses of your school are the best 
means of giving a basic humanities education to your students? 'Why or 
why not? 
Would you care to make any critical remarks about the various types of 
courses? (i.e.j integrated courses taught by one teacher, integrated 
courses taught by several specialists, separate courses taught by 
specialists.) 
The humanities courses are numbered as soph.omore c curses and are 
usually taken during the student 9s second year of work. Would you 
agree that this is the optimum time? 
Can you cite any particular objective or objectives that you are 
attempting to accomplish in your humanities courses? 
Which of the objectives of the general-education program of your school 
are best accomplished by means of the humanities courses? Which of the 
remaining objectives may be wholly or partly accomplished by the 
humanities courses? 
Do you believe that the present requirement of five or six hours is 
sufficient. in a program designed particularly for teachers? Are there 
any specialized programs that you believe would be helped by additional 
courses in the humanities? 
Do you feel that you are accomplishing any real carry-over change in 
the behavior or attitudes of your students? Have you any evidence of 
this? (Such evidence might be found in changes in reading habits 9 
attendance at cultural programsi visits to museums~ exhibits~ etco) 
What do you consider to be your greatest problem in the teaching of 
the humanities? (This might be class load~ facilities 9 student level 
or background 9 student attitudes 9 etc.) 
. Have you made any comparisons of your course with other courses of the 
general-education program? Has this been done as an effort toward the 
integration of the program? Has it been done as an effort toward 
avoidance of duplication? What have been the results? 
What non-college experiences have aided you most in the teaching of the 
hu:tnanities? 
Would you ca.re to describe any unique experiences 9 outcomes 9 or pre-
dictions that result from your teaching in the humanities? 
Is there anything further that you would like to comment on that you 
feel would be significant to an investigation of the humanities courses 
in the framework of the general-education program? 
APPENDIX E 
LETTERS OF REFERENCE .AND RECOMMENDATION 
ON BEHALF OF THE INVESTIGATION 
STATE BOARD OF REGENTS OF OKLAHOMA COLLEGES 
M. c. Collwnp Executive Secretary 
Room 321, Capitol Building 
Oklahoma City 9 Oklahoma 
February 16~ 1959 
Dr. J a.mes D .. Merri son 
Dean of Instruction 
Southeastern State College 
Durant 1 Oklahoma 
Dear Dr. Morrisont 
In a short t1me 9 Mr., Dave Stevensj Associate 
Professor of Physical Science, Southeastern State 
College,9 is beginning a research problem concerning 
the humanities courses in the general-education 
programs of the six state collegeso He plans to 
collect his data by means of both the questionnaire 
and interview techniques. 
We a.re sure this is a worthwhile project and 
we will appreciate your cooperation and assistance 
in aiding him in securing this information. 
With kindest personal regards, I am 
MOCshb 
Yours sincerely 9 
M. a. ·:coll um 
Exeoutive Secretary 
24.5 
SOUTHEASTERN STATE COLLEGE 
.· Office of the President 
Durant 9 Oklahoma 
February 16$ 1959 
Dro Max Chambers.I) President 
Central State College 
Edmond 9 Oklahoma 
Dear Dr. Chambersg 
Mr. Dave Stevens 9 a member of our facultyll will 
soon contact you in regard to a research study which he 
will be conducting this spring. 
Mr. Stevens 1 study will pertain to the hUlllani-
ties courses in the general-education programs·or our 
six state colleges. His study is descriptive rather than 
evaluative and one thatj) I believe, will be of interest 
and value to all our state schools. 
I would consider it a personal favor if you 
would urge your faculty and administrative staff to aid 
him with this study. 
Sincerely, 




LETTERS OF TRANSMITTAL TO THE ADMINISTRATOBS 
OF THE. OKLAHOMA STATE COLLEGE'S IN REFERENCE TO THE INVESTIGATION 
February 13, 1959 
Dro Jesse Wo Martin, President 
Northwestern State College 
Alva, Oklahoma 
Dear Dr. Martin: 
I am writing to your Dean of Instruction for an acceptable date 
to visit your school. This visit will be for the'purpose of ascer-
taining data concerning the humanities courses that are taught as a 
part of the general-education programs in our six state colleges. 
The study will be a description of the content, methodologyg and 
objectives of these courses. ·. It will ag! be an evaluative study. 
:t believe with sincerity that I will be able to produce a study 
that will be of interest and value to our state colleges. I am 




Assoc. ~rot., Physical Science 
Dro Andy Eo Clarke, Jr. 
Dean of Instruction 




February 13, 1959 
I am making a study of the humanities courses that are designated 
as requirements in the general-education programs of our six state 
colleges. This will be a descriptive study of the objectives, content~ 
and methodology of such courseso In this study, no attempt will be 
made to evaluate these courses and programs, or to judge the methods 
or abilities of teachers. Data for this study will be collected by 
means of a questionnaire and by interviews with the teachers. 
I plan, therefore, on making two visits to each college. During 
the first visit I should like to meet with all the humanities teachers 
to pass out the questionnaire and to give them a full explanation of 
the nature of the study. Also at this meeting I intend to arrange a 
time schedule for individual interviews during my second visit a week 
later. This meeting should take no longer than twenty minutes. 
I realize that this is quite an imposition on the time of over-
loaded deans and teachers, but I hope in some measure to make a contri-
bution to your program through an exchange of ideas. 
As a matter of personal convenience and economy, I am trying to 
visit two schools on one trip. I should like, if possible» to visit 
your school on Friday, March 13. If this is acceptable will you please 
advise me at your earliest convenience? 
Sincerely., 
Dave :Stevens 
Assoc. Prof. Physical Science 
APPENDIX G 
CONTRIBUTORS TO THE STUDY: 
CONSULTANTS, RESPONDENTS, 
ANO INTERVIEWEES 
INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED IN CONNECTION 
WITH THE STUDY 
Interviews with the Body of dri tics 
on the Construction and.Suitability of the ·Questionnaire 
251 
Interviews conducted at the University £! Oklahoma at Norman, Oklahoma 9 
.2a November .s, ~' ·!!:!!!! ~' ~. ·· 
Dr~ William .Richard Hargrove, 
Assistant Professor of Education. 
Dr. Edward Clarence McReynolds, 
Professor of History. 
Dr. John Wesley Morris, 
. Professor· of Geography and Associate Director, 
!nsti tute of Community Development. 
Mr. Samuel Olldnetsky, 
Director of the University of Oklahoma 
Museum of Art. 
Dr. Donnell MaoClure Owings, 
Associate Professor of History. 
Dr. Glenn R •. Snider, 
Associate Professor of Education and 
Director of Teacher Education. 
Interviews conducted at .,!,.h!. Oklahoma State University of Agriculture 
~ Applied So:i.ence ~ Stillwater,· Oklahoma, .2!! November 19 11~ ~ ~,~. . . 
Dr. Richard E. Bailey, 
Professor of Foreign Languages .. a.:na 
Chairman of' Huinani ties. 
Dr. Agnes Mary Berrigan, 
Professor of English. 
Dr. Cyclone Covey 
Assistant Profef::lsor of Music. 
Dr. Millard s. Everett, 
Professor of Philosophy. 
Mr. George H. White, 
Director of General Fiduoation. 
Interviews in Connection 'With the Pretesting 
of the Techniques of Investigation 
252 
Interviews conducted at Connors State Agricultural. College at Warner~ 
Oklahoma)' .QU December .2ll and 12j 1.2.2§0 
Dr. Jacob Johnson, 
President of Connors State Agricultural College 
Mro A. B. Childressj 
Dean, Connors State Agricultural College. 
Mrs. Helen Kline, 
Instructor in the Humanities and German. 
Mrs. Marion Sanders Pante1$ 
Instructor in Music. 
Mrs. Ruth M. White, 
Instructor in Art. 
Interviews for the Purpose of Collecting 
Information at the Subject Schoolsl 
Interviews conducted at~ Central~ College at Ada» Oklahoma, 
5m February _gj~ March !:z, ~ 10 9 1222· 
Dr. Charles Franklin Spencer, 
President, East Central State College. 
Dr. Edward W. James, 
Dean of Instruction. 
Mr. William Harvey Faust Jl 
Registrar. · 
Mr. Edwin Baker,* 
Department of English. 
Mrs. Emma Creagh Box,* 
Department of Art. 
Mr. Robert Wolcott Kaeb:nick~* 
Department of Music., 
Mr. Ben Lester Morrison,* 
Department of English. 
1 
Teachers who filled out questionnaires and who were interviewed 
with guide questions are marked with an asterisk (*)o · 
Dro Edward Houston Nelson 9* 
Department of Psychology. 
Dr., James R. Shively/' 
Department of Englisho 
Dr. Ernest Benjrunin Speck 9* 
Department of English. 
Dr. William Rose Wray/• 
Department of Englisho 
(Note~ East Central State College does not designate faculty by 
profess:orial rank or by departmental chairmen in recent bulletins o) 
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Interviews conducted ~ Central State College at Edmond 9 Oklahoma 9 _gn 
Fe brua.ry 26 and ~ j, l,2220 
Dr. Wo Max Chambers, 
President 9 Central State Collegeo 
Dr. Joe C. Jackson, 
Dean of the College. 
Mr o E. Trwnan Wester 9 
Regfstraro 
D;ro Guy c. ChambersJ• 
Chairman 9 Di,Jision of Language .Art,s and Humani tieso 
Mrs. Herwanna Becker Barnard 9* 
Assistant Professor of Englisho 
Mrs. Arteola Dew 9* 
Assistant Professor of Speech and Dramatic Arts. 
Mr. Arthur Gaddis,• 
Assistant Profess~r of English 
Mrs o Ber"tha Hamill ,9 * 
Chairman~ Department of Arto 
Dr. Wendell E. Ralston;ri 
,Assistant Professor of Piano and Organo 
Miss Pauline Ingram 9* 
Instructor in English. 
Inter~rlews conducted at Northwestern State College at .Alva 9 Oklahoma~ QB 
March 12 and 18 9 1959. 
Dr. Andy E. Clarkej Jr., 
Dean of the Collegeo 
Miss Au.rice Huguley 9 
Bursar-Registrar. 
Dr. Marie Arthurs 9* 
Chairman» Department of English. 
Dr. Myrna M. Boyce 9* 
Professor of History. 
Miss Bess Chappell 9* 
Chairman9 Department of Art. 
Miss Ruth Marie Genui ti,• 
Chairman~ Department of Music. 
Miss Bennie Henry 9* 
Associate Professor of English. 
Miss Gladys Jullian9* 
Associate Professor of English. 
Interviews conducted at Southwestern~ College at Weatherford~ 
Oklahoma» .QB March ll §:!E. .J:29 12..220 
Mr. R.H. Burton!) 
President, Southwestern State College. 
Dr. Donald Ha.mm l) 
Chairman, General Education Coordinating Committee. 
Mrs. Millie Thomas, 
Registraro 
Miss Myrle E. Kelley P • 
Associate Pr,ofessor of Art. 
Miss Mary Elizabeth Griffin~• 
Heada Department of Music. 
Miss Mabel Owen!)• 
Assistant Professor of English. 
Miss June Duncanj* 
AssistruitProfessor of Englisho 
Miss Katherine Rader~* 
Assistant Profes@or of English. 
Mr. Richard Taflinger j * 
Associate Professor of Art. 
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Interviews conducted at Northeastern State College .§:.1 Tahlequah, Oklahoma» 
.Q!! April _g~ ~ 2, 9 1222• 
Dr. Louis H. Ballyi, 
Dean of Instruction., 
Mro Noble Bryanl> 
Registrar. 
Miss Ruth Allison:,* 
Assistant Professor of Art. 
Dr. William C. Evans,* 
Associate Professor of History. 
Dr. Howard Merle Farnsworthl>1i 
Professor of Modern Language .. 
Dr. Henry W. Guenther 1* 
Professor of Psychology. 
Mr. Wesley Hall 9* 
Assis'tant Professor of English. 
Dr. Berte L. Kinkade:,* 
Professor of English. 
Dr. Theo M. Nix»* 
Professor of Music. 
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Interviews conducted~ Southeastern~ College at Durantw Oklahoma 9 
.Q& A12,ril 12~ 22~ and ~ 9 ill2,. 
Dr. A. E. Shearer, 
Presidentj Southeastern State College. 
Dr. James D. Morrisonl> 
Dean of Instruction. 
Mr. Sam O. Pool~ 
Registrar. 
Miss Ruth Hatchett.9* 
Assistant Professor of English. 
Dr. Margaret C. 0 1Riley,* 
Assistant Professor of English. 
Miss Mildred Rilingj* 
Associate Professor of English. 
Dr. Eugene E. Slaughters* 
Professor of English. 
Miss Isabel Work:,* 
Professor of Latin. 
APPENDIX H 
StJlll!MARIZED DATA ON THE 
TOPICAL CONTENT OF THE 




CONTENT OF THE SEPARATE HUMANITIES COURSES IN LITERATURE: 
NUMBER OF HOURS DEVOTED TO SELECTED TOPICS 
Selected Topics No. of resEonses to indicated hours b \ 1 2· 3 4 5 6 M . Avg. 
a. Survey of Literary Types 2 2 0 0 1 .3 2 4 3.6a 
b. Homer 9 1 3 0 1 0 0 0 0.5 
c. The Bible 10 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 Oo4 
d. The Greek Dramatists 0 1 2 1 4 1 1 4 3o9 
.e. The Roman.Poets 6 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 
f. Dante 11 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 
g. Chaucer 7 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 
h. Malory 1.3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 
i. Shakespeare .3 5 2 2 2 0 0 0 L3 
j. Edmund Spenser 8 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 • .3 
k. Milton 4 7 2 1 0 0 0 0 0.7 
1. Other English Poetry 0 0 1 4 1 0 0 8 5.0 
m. Other English Prose .3 l 2 0 2 0 2 4 .3.4 
n. Amerio an Poetry 1 2 0 5 .3 0 1 2 3.1 
O. Americian Prose 1 1 0 4 2 0 2 4 .3.8 
p. Russian Literature 5 2 4 2 1 0 0 0 1.0 
q. German Literature 8 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 
r. French Literature • 5 .3 2 2 1 1 0 0 Ll 
s. Spanish Literature 11 .3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 
t. Modern American or English Novels 12 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 Oo2 
u. Modern American or English Po.etry 1 3 .3 2 1 0 1 .3 .3 oO 
v. Modern American or English Drama 2 3 2 .3 2 0 2 0 2o0 
Number of res£ondents ~ 1,0 Total hours ~201 
a.Averages based on adjustment of 3 hour .classes to 2 semester hour basiso 
b~n:s;!:;:~:n:~:;k:! :h::u::~tion of the questionnaire as ~not 
applicable. 11 
Selected Topics 
a. Survey of literary 
types 
bo Homer 
Cl. The Bible 
d. The Greek Drrunatists 





j. Edmund. Spenser 
k. Milton 
, Other English Poetry ..... 
(exClluding modern) 
TABLE 2 
LITERATURE CONTENT OF THE TWO GENERAL HUMANITIES COURSES 
NUMBER OF HOURS DEVOTED TO SELECTED TOPICS 
First Course {J02 or 133} Second Course ( 213 or l~J} 
Noo of res2ons-es-to indicated brso Avgo Noo · of res12onses to indicated hrso 
o· 1 2 3 4 5 6 M 0 1 2 3 4 ·5 6 
3 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 1.4 8 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 1 0 1 2 4.1 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 1.4 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 l 0 1 1 1 2 4.7 7 0 0 2 0 0 0 
1 1 0 2 0 1 1 1 3.7 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 l 2 0 0 1 0 2.1 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 1 1 l 0 0 0 0 0.9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 5 0 0 0 3 1 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 














0 2.0 1\)•. 
'-.-"I co. 
TABLE 2 (Concluded) 
t 
First Course (202 or l2;n Second Course (213 or 1432 
Selected Topics Noo of res:12onses to indicated hrso Avgo No .. of res12onses to indicated hrs. Avg. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 M 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 M 
m. Other English Prose 
(excluding modern) 5 1 0 0 l 0 0 0 Oo7 2 4 1 0 0 0 2 0 2.0 
n. American Poetry 
(excluding modern) 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 8 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 Oo2 
o. .. American Prose 
(excluding modern) 6 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 'Oo6 6 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0.9 
p. Russian Literature 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 OoO 5 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 
q. German Literature ·7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 5 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 JoO 
r. French Literature 6 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2.0 
So Spanish Literature 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 8 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.7 
t. Modern American or 
English Noyels 6 0 0 1 0 0 ·o 0 Oo4 6 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 
Uo Modern American or 
English poetry 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 4 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 1.1 
v. Modern American or 
English drama 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 6 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1.0 





CONTENT OF SEPARATE HUMANITIES COURSES IN ART: 
NUMBER OF HOURS DEVOTED TO SELECTED TOPICS . 
Topics No. of resEonses to indicated hours 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 M Avgo 
a. Fundamentals of art 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 4.2a 
b. Ancient art and architecture 
(Egyptian,, Mesopotamian, Aegean;i 
Etruscan.i, etc.) 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 LO 
Co Classical art and architecture 
(Hellenic» Hellenistic » Roman) 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 3.2 
do Medieval art and architecture 
(Early Christian, Byzantine, 
Gothic 1 Oriental 1 etc.) 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 J.O 
e. Renaissance~ Baroque» and Rococo 
art in Italy 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 2.8 
f. Renaissance» Baroque, and Rococo art 
in Flanders» Germany and Holland 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 2o0 
go Renaissance» Baroque, and Rococo 
art in England» France .ii and Spain 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 2o0 
h. Modern and recent painting in 
France 0 1 1 1 1 ·O 0 0 2.5 
io Modern and recent painting in 
Europe outside of France 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 2.0 
j. Modern and recent painting in 
America 0 l 0 2 0 l 0 0 .3 .o 
k. Modern Sculpture 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 2. 5 
lo Modern Architecture 0 0 2 l 0 0 1 0 .3. 2 
Number of respondents 4b Total hours 3lo4 
<\ii assigned a value of eight hours 
bsee footnote a of Table X. 
TABLE 4 
ART CONTENT OF THE TWO GENERAL HUMANITIES COURSESg 
NUMBER OF HOURSI)EVOTEG TO SELECTED TOPICS 
First Course (203 or 13.3) Second Course { 212 or 1~3) 
Noo of resEonses to indicated hrs. Avg. Noo or resEonses to indicated hrs. Avg. 
0 l · 2 .3 4 5 6 M 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 M 
a. Funda.mente.ls of art 2 2 1 ._o. o 1 0 l 2 .. 4 5 0 2 l 0 0 1 0 lo4 
b. Ancient art and arohi tecture 
(Egyptian,; Mesopotamian:;, 
Aegean,i 11:truscan!,) etc.) 4 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 
c. Classical art and architecture 
(Helle:nio 7 He!l.enistic,; Roman) 1 0 2 0 3 1 0 0 3.0 7 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 
d. Medieval art and architecture 
(Early Christian,i Byzantinej 
Romani Mohemetan.1> Gothic:;, 
Oriental.? etc .. ) 2 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 3.0 6 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 1.1 
e. Renaissance:;, Baroque,; and Rocco 
art in Italy (14th to 19th 
centuries) 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 1 1 4 0 0 0 2 M 3.2 
f. Renaissance:;, Baroquej and 
Rocco art in Flanders!,) Germany 
and Holland 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 2 l 4 0 0 0 2 0 2.3 g. Renaissance .1> Baroque ,i and 
Rocco art in England j France 
and Spain 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
h. Modern and recent painting 
o.o 3 l 2 1 0 0 1 0 1.8 
in France 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
i. Modern and recent painting 
o.o 2 1 3 1 2 0 0 0 2.0 
in Europe outside of France 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 3 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 1.2 j. Modern and recent painting 
in America 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 2 2 2 3 0 0 0 0 L7 
k. Modern S~ulpture 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 2 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 Ll 
j\) 
L Modern Architecture 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 OoO 1 5 2 0 1 0 0 0 L4 ~ 
Total 808 Total 1706 
262 
TABLE 5 
CONTENT OF THE SEPARATE HUMANITIES COURSES IN MUSIC: 
NUMBER OF HOURS DEVOTED TO SELECTED TOPICS 
Topics No. of resEonses to indicated hours 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 M Avg. 
a. Music fundamentals, formsj 
instruments$ and/or vocabulary 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 6.2 
b. Medieval music (Gregorian chants$ 
organum 9 the Troubadours 9 
Trouveres, and Minnesingers.I' etc.) 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1.5 
c. Renaissance and Baroque Music 
(Des Presj Palestrina~ di Lasso 9 
Monterverdi .I' Purcell .I' et al.) 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1. 5 
d. Johann Sebastian Bach 0 1 2 l 0 0 0 0 2.0 
e. Franz Joseph Haydn 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1.5 
f. Wolf gang Mozart 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1. 5 
g. Ludwig van Beethovan 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 2.8 
h. Fra.11.z Schubert 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 2.0 
1. Richard Wagner 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1. 5 
j. Giuseppe Verdi l l 2 0 0 0 0 0 1.2 
k. Johannes Brahms 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 
1. Modern or recent European 
composers (Tschaikowsky 9 Debussy 9 
Stravinsky" Ravel~ Bartek~ et al.) 1 0 0 1 0 0 l 1 4.7 
m. Popular American music (Herbert 9 
Gershwin 9 Kern 9 et al.) 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 2.2 
n. Serious American Music (Copland, 
Harris 9 Cowell 9 Menotti» et al.) 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 3.0 
Number of respondents= 4 Total .32.6 
TABLE 6 
MUSIC CONTENT OF THE TWO GENERAL HUMANITIES COURSE'S: 
NUMBER OF HOURS DEVOTED TO SELECTED TOPICS 
First Course (203 or 133) Second Cour-se { 213 or 143) 
Topics Noo of responses to indicated hrs. Avgo No •. of responses to indicated hrs. Avg. 
0 1 2 .3 4 5 6 M 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 M 
a. Music fundamentals~ forms~ 
instruments~ and/or 
3.2a Oo4a vocabulary 2 0 4 0 0 0 0 1 6 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
b. Medieval music .3 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 1.8 6 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 
c. Renaissance and Baroque 
Music 6 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 o.s 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.6 
d. Johann Sebastian Bach 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 3 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 
.e. Franz Joseph Haydn 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 Oo7 
f. Wolf gang Amadeus Mozart 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 4 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 
g. Ludwig van Beethovan 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 2 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 L3 
h. Franz Schubert 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 6 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 
i. Richard Wagner 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 3 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 LO 
j. Geuseppe Verdi 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 7 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 
k. Johannes Brahms 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 6 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 
lo Modern or recent 
European composers 6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 o.6 2 2 2 3 0 0 0 0 2.1 
:m. Popular .American Music 6 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 o.6 5 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0.9 
n. Serious .Arrierfoan Musia 6 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 4 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 I\.) O" 
Total. 8.0 Total 11.6 
\>.ii 
~usi© :not included in two 20.3 courses and two 21.3 courses. Averages based on five 203 courses and seven 
213 ~our~e~o 
TABLE '7 
PHILOSOPHY CONTENT OF THE TWO GENERAL HUMANITIES COURSF.s: 
NUMBER 0F HOURS DEVOTED TO SELECTED· TOPICS 
First Course [202 or l~2l Second Course {213 or l~2l 
Topics No. of resEonses to indicated hrso Avg. No. of resEonses to indicated hrR. Avg. 
0 1 2 2 ~ 2 6 M 0 1 2 2 ~ 2 6 M 
a. Fundamentals and vocabulary 
of philosophy 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 Lla 7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3a 
b. Plato (and Socrates) 1 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 3 • .3 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 
Co Aristotle 3 .3 1 0 0 0 0 0 o.s 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 
d. St. Augustine 1 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 LJ 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 
e. Thomas Aquinas .3 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 Ll 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 
f. Francis Bacon 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • .3 
g. Rene Descartes 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 2 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 
h. Baruch Spinoza 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • .3 
L John Locke 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 2 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.9 
j. Immanuel Kant 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 8 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 • .3 
k. Arthur Schopenhaur 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 
1. August Comte 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 
mo Karl Marx 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 6 l 1 1 0 0 0 0 0.9 
n. Herbert Spencer 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 8 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 • .3 
o. John Dewey 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 5 3 0 l 0 0 0 0 0,,9 
l\) 
O" 
~ ... Bertrand Russell 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 
.t,.· 
- Total 6.o 7'c9 Total 
aphilosophy is not included in one 203 course and in two 213 courses. Averages based on six 203 courses and 
seven 213 ~our~es. 
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